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IN THE
UNIVERSE
OF LUXURY

Come with us on a journey to the
extraordinary land of UTIQUE, a brand of
rich compositions, precious oils and the
best formulas. The elegance, sophistication
and finesse meet together to become a
sensorial experience. Perfectly composed
fragrances reflect beauty, harmony and
energy of life. Luxurious oils are the fusion
of unforgettable subtleness and strength.
Feel the magic of the UTIQUE World.

DISCOVER
CREAM
MASTERPIECES
FROM THE
UTIQUE
FAMILY

Enter the luxury world of UTIQUE, be
enchanted by the seven masterpieces
suffused with top-quality creams. Taking
our inspiration from the precious gifts of
nature, we have also drawn from the most
recent breakthroughs in modern science
to offer you cosmetics with unbelievable
effects and breathtaking beauty. These small
masterpieces will transform your bathroom
into palatial baths, allowing your skin to regain
its healthy and beautiful look and become
your most stunning feature. Dare to treat
yourself to more - introduce the touch and
scent of true luxury into your everyday care.
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UTIQUE

EPIGENETICS

EPIGENETICS – THE FUTURE OF COSMETIC SCIENCE
Epigenetics is the science that explores mechanisms behind the regulation of gene activity.
Discoveries in this field have taken the cosmetic world by storm. These mechanisms consist of
a series of biological processes that involve the “activation” or “deactivation” of certain genes
without changing their sequence. The best examples here to illustrate this relationship are identical
twins – even though they have the same DNA, during their lifetime, they can develop individual
characteristics due to different environmental factors. Epigenetic changes are influenced by

L.C.G.S MC 8.0

– A STEP TOWARDS ETERNAL YOUTH
The unique complex formula, L.C.G.S MC
8.0, contained in our face creams (day, night
and eye creams) has been developed using
the latest research in the field of epigenetics,
specifically to meet the needs of FM WORLD. It
affects the synthesis of two key proteins which
are responsible for looking young. These are
fibronectin, which fills the intercellular structure
of the skin by interacting with collagen and
proteoglycans, as well as p53 proteins, which
are involved in the process of DNA renewal.
Thanks to this, the formula has strong anti-ageing
properties, regenerating and smoothing the skin.
In addition, L.C.G.S MC 8.0 reduces the negative
effects of electromagnetic radiation, which include
UV radiation and blue light. It also has a great
effect on the regeneration of the epidermis and
effectively protects against oxidative stress.

L.C.G.S MC 4.0

– INNOVATION IN THE WORLD
OF COSMETICS
The revolutionary complex formula L.C.G.S
MC 4.0, carefully selected for FM WORLD and
contained in the ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE
SERUM, has strong anti-ageing properties.
It intensively regenerates and smooths your
complexion, perfectly preparing your skin for
application of further cosmetics and increasing
their effect through synergy.
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OUR UTIQUE CREAMS CONTAIN REVOLUTIONARY COMPLEX FORMULAS
WHICH HAVE BEEN SPECIFICALLY SELECTED FOR FM WORLD

environmental pollution and lifestyle (diet, stress, physical activity). These factors can affect the
condition of the genes which help us look young. Thanks to epigenetics, you can influence the
processes that are responsible for regulating the condition of your skin. Using this knowledge, we
have created unique complex formulas: L.C.G.S MC 8.0 and L.C.G.S MC 4.0, which slow down the
skin ageing process by influencing the related genes. In addition, we have also developed formulas
which offer you an alternative to aesthetic medical treatments: VOLUMENIC PLUS MC 12.0 and
SLIMENUM ULTRA3 MC 16.0.

VOLUMENIC PLUS MC 12.0

SLIMENUM ULTRA³ MC 16.0

To meet the desires of contemporary women
who dream of having alluring, firm and fuller
breasts, we have enriched our ULTRA FIRMING
BUST CREAM with a unique complex formula
created exclusively for FM WORLD – Volumenic
Plus MC 12.0. Inspired by Chinese and Far
Eastern medicine, it stimulates the process of
differentiating and maturing fat cells and supports
the process of lipid storage. The effect is socalled "cosmetic lipofilling", which increases the
volume of the breast fat tissue, making it a great
alternative to aesthetic medical treatments.

We are never one to compromize – our only focus
is effective results. This is why, specifically for FM
WORLD, top-class specialists have combined the
highest-quality raw materials and used
next-generation technologies to create the
ground-breaking complex formula Slimenum
Ultra³ MC 16.0. This highly specialized formula,
contained in the FIRMING COMPLEX BODY
CREAM, helps to reduce the volume of
accumulated body fat, visibly slimming your figure
and minimizing skin irregularities. This means that
the cream is able to shape your body, producing
results similar to those of ultrasound procedures.

– COSMETIC BREAST LIPOFILLING

– THE BODY SHAPING EXPERT
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UTIQUE

ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM

ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM | 502026

Volume: 50 ml

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
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Start your day with our ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM. Make the day truly yours. The
combination of state-of-the-art technologies and unique top-quality ingredients will make your skin
more resistant to negative external factors, helping it regain its shine and radiance. Your dream of
having a perfectly moisturised, smooth and healthy-looking complexion has finally come true.

EPIGENETICS

NEW

ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM
ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM

This cream is a sophisticated combination of the highest-quality active ingredients and advanced
technology for intensive hydration, firming and skin regeneration. This meticulously designed,
ultra-rejuvenating formula coats your complexion, shielding it from the negative effects of
electromagnetic radiation, which include UV radiation and blue light. It effectively protects
your skin against oxidative stress and greatly contributes to the regeneration of the epidermis.
ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM, developed using cutting-edge research in the field of
epigenetics and containing our unique complex formula L.C.G.S MC 8.0, deeply penetrates
the skin's structure to noticeably smooth and fill the skin, clearly reducing the appearance of
wrinkles. Its effect on skin regeneration is phenomenal, instantly firming your skin and restoring
its natural glow. Your skin will become more resilient, elastic, better moisturised and softer to the
touch. Treat your skin with the most powerful combination of nutrients.

FUSION OF CAREFULLY SELECTED PRECIOUS INGREDIENTS FOR YOUR SKIN:

``L.C.G.S MC 8.0

– this meticulously designed cream formula contains a complex
combination of ingredients which have been specially selected to meet the needs
of FM World and created using epigenetic processes. It reduces the negative effects
of electromagnetic radiation, which includes UV radiation and blue light. In addition,
it successfully protects your skin against oxidative stress and greatly contributes to the
regeneration of the epidermis.

``Tripeptyd-38 – this powerful new-generation anti-wrinkle peptide strengthens the synthesis
of the six major ingredients needed for skin regeneration. Thanks to this, it fills wrinkles from
the inside, producing the effect of visibly smoother and fuller skin.

``Ultra-modern antioxidants are only activated when exposed to UV radiation and offer your
skin long-term protection against free radicals. With these features, your complexion will
never again look grey and tired, while your skin will become more resistant to the negative
effects of external factors that contribute to ageing.

``Low-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid – this is a natural polysaccharide that fills the spaces
between the collagen fibres, perfectly moisturising your skin, improving its elasticity, and
making it appear younger.

ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM will help your face regain a healthy,
radiant look and dazzling glow. To enhance the effects of this treatment,
we recommend using it together with the ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE
SERUM and ADVANCED AGE CONTROL NIGHT CREAM from the
UTIQUE series.
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UTIQUE

ADVANCED AGE CONTROL NIGHT CREAM

ADVANCED AGE CONTROL NIGHT CREAM | 502027

Volume: 50 ml

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
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The ADVANCED AGE CONTROL NIGHT CREAM acts as best night-time guardian for your beauty.
Its next-generation, strong anti-ageing ingredients deeply regenerate, moisturise and smooth your
complexion, effectively delaying the skin ageing process. Close your eyes and drift off to the world
of dreams, while the cream’s specialist formula takes care of your complexion, keeping it in excellent
condition.

EPIGENETICS

ADVANCED AGE CONTROL NIGHT CREAM
ADVANCED AGE CONTROL NIGHT CREAM

Thanks to a wealth of carefully selected, highly anti-ageing, firming active ingredients that penetrate
the skin during sleep, you will amaze the world every morning with a perfectly moisturised,
regenerated and smooth complexion. The carefully developed cream formula contains the
revolutionary L.C.G.S MC 8.0 complex, which has been specially selected for FM WORLD. This
complex formula works in synergy with extracts from the meristem of the edelweiss flower, enriched
with shea butter, producing a strong lifting effect, making your skin more elastic and successfully
delaying the skin ageing process. The cream gently brightens the skin and works efficiently to improve
its appearance, visually reducing wrinkles and lifting the loose skin around the neck. Your complexion
will finally become more elastic, better moisturised and brilliantly firm. At last, it will regain its natural
glow, thanks to regeneration and perfect nutrition. ADVANCED AGE CONTROL NIGHT CREAM will
improve the appearance of your skin and help you greet each new day looking even more beautiful.

REVOLUTIONARY INGREDIENTS WHICH PENETRATE YOUR SKIN WHILE YOU SLEEP:

``L.C.G.S MC 8.0 – the cream’s carefully designed formula contains our innovative complex,
developed using epigenetic research and specially selected for FM WORLD. It affects
the synthesis of two key proteins which are responsible for looking young: fibronectin,
which interacts with collagen and proteoglycans, and the p53 proteins involved in the
process of DNA renewal. Thanks to this, the formula has strong anti-ageing properties,
regenerating and smoothing the skin.

``The latest, gentler generation of vitamin A derivative is currently one of the most effective
anti-wrinkle agents, which gently brightens the skin and works effectively to improve
its appearance.

``Extracts from the meristem of the edelweiss flower counter the effects of oxidative stress

caused by air pollution and UV radiation. In addition, they also have a strong lifting effect
on the loose skin around the neck, visually lifting the cheeks and smoothing out "crow's
feet". Thanks to these features, your complexion will never again look grey and tired,
while your skin will be brilliantly firm and become more resistant to the negative effects
of external factors that contribute to ageing.

``Shea butter – this is made using oil from the seeds of the African shea tree, which is

considered sacred in Africa, having been an object of reverence there for thousands
of years. It keeps your skin feeling perfectly soft and moisturised.

While you rest in your sleep, the carefully selected ingredients penetrate your
skin to make it smooth and radiant like never before. To enhance the effects of
this treatment, we recommend using it together with the ANTI-AGING ELIXIR
FACE SERUM and ROYAL PERFECTION DAY CREAM from the UTIQUE series.

NEW
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UTIQUE

EYE CREAM COMPLEX

EYE CREAM COMPLEX | 502028

Volume: 20 ml

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
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They say that the eyes are the window to the soul. Don’t let small imperfections in your skin eclipse
your inner glow – that your eyes reflect like the purest of diamonds. The innovative formula contained
in the EYE CREAM COMPLEX perfectly moisturises your skin, making it more elastic and visibly
smoothing out wrinkles, while also brightening unsightly dark circles under the eyes. Nothing will take
better care of the delicate skin around your eyes than this precious gem of the UTIQUE family.

EPIGENETICS

NEW

EYE CREAM COMPLEX
EYE CREAM COMPLEX

This perfect composition of highest-quality raw materials perfectly firms and moisturises the delicate
skin around the eyes. The cream gently brightens unsightly dark circles under the eyes, leaving the skin
tight and extremely refreshed. The phenomenal correlation of ingredients – the unique complex formula
L.C.G.S MC 8.0, caffeine, low-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid and Albizia julibrissin extract and
darutoside – visually smooths out "crow's feet" and reduces puffiness of the upper eyelids, noticeably
restoring their smooth appearance. EYE CREAM COMPLEX will help your complexion appear more
radiant than ever before.

THE IDEAL COMPOSITION OF INNOVATIVE INGREDIENTS THAT WILL TAKE PERFECT
CARE OF THE DELICATE SKIN AROUND THE EYES:

``L.C.G.S MC 8.0 – UV radiation and blue light have adverse effects on the sensitive skin

around the eyes – they lead to oxidative stress and also contribute to the formation of
expression lines, which can be caused by excessive squinting, for example. This is why our
cream has been enriched with a complex formula created using epigenetic mechanisms –
L.C.G.S MC 8.0. It works in two ways: it reduces the negative effects of electromagnetic
radiation and also supports the regeneration and smoothing of the skin, delaying the ageing
process.

``Albizia julibrissin extract and darutoside complex – this formula stimulates collagen

synthesis and has a positive impact on the process of skin regeneration, visually smoothing
out "crow's feet". In addition, it reduces puffiness of the upper eyelids, noticeably restoring
their smooth appearance.

``Low-molecular-weight hyaluronic acid –
improve the skin’s firmness and elasticity.

deeply penetrates the skin, allowing it to

``Cyclic peptide and ectoine – deeply moisturise and visibly reduce wrinkles, increasing
skin firmness.

``Caffeine – stimulates microcirculation, gently brightening unsightly dark circles
under the eyes.

Apply a small amount of the cream to the skin around the eyes using your
fingertips. Use every morning and evening to perfectly firm the delicate skin
around your eyes and visually smooth out "crow's feet".
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ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE SERUM
ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE SERUM | 502030

Volume: 30 ml

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
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A unique treasure in the world of luxury rejuvenating cosmetics. ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE SERUM
will ensure that while time may pass, your beauty remains. A highly concentrated, breakthrough formula
intensively regenerates and smooths your complexion, reducing the appearance of wrinkles and
noticeably enhancing facial contouring. This specialist cosmetic agent will improve the condition of your
skin, giving it a beautiful, youthful look.

EPIGENETICS

ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE SERUM
ANTI-AGING ELIXIR FACE SERUM

Highly concentrated cosmetic agent created using cutting-edge active ingredients.
The revolutionary complex L.C.G.S MC 4.0, specially selected for FM WORLD, intensively
regenerates and smooths your complexion, preparing it for application of further cosmetics
and enhancing their effect. The precious combination of caviar extract and trace metals
– gold, silver and platinum – works effectively to delay the skin ageing process. The
combination of lipodipeptide and a valuable phytoestrogen complex, alongside the latest,
milder generation of vitamin A derivative, intensifies the anti-wrinkle properties of the serum.
The cosmetic agent gently brightens discolorations and improves the appearance of your skin.
It prevents the skin from sagging, noticeably enhancing facial contouring. At last, your skin will
be perfectly moisturised and smooth.

INTENSIVE ACTION THANKS TO PRECIOUS INGREDIENTS:

``L.C.G.S MC 4.0 – the unique formula in our serum contains a revolutionary complex,

which has been selected specifically for FM WORLD and created using the latest
research in the field of epigenetics – often called the future of cosmetic science. The
complex has strong anti-ageing properties, intensively regenerating and smoothing the
skin. It perfectly prepares the skin for application of further cosmetics, increasing their
effect through synergy.

``The latest, milder generation of vitamin A derivative – currently one of the most effective
agents for reducing wrinkles – gently brightens discolorations and works effectively to
improve the appearance of your skin.

``Lipodipeptide prevents the skin from becoming loose by stimulating the synthesis of elastin,
noticeably enhancing facial contouring.

``The valuable complex of phytoestrogens – regulates the function of the sebaceous glands.
``The precious combination of caviar extract and trace metals – gold, silver, platinum
– works effectively to delay the skin ageing process, visually reducing wrinkles.

Work a small amount of the serum into cleansed skin of the face, neck and
chest area in the morning and evening to impress others with your timeless
beauty. To enhance the effects of this treatment after applying our serum,
we recommend using the facial creams from the UTIQUE series.

NEW
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UTIQUE

ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM

ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM | 502031

Volume: 50 ml

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
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ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM will help to highlight your most feminine features. The advanced formula,
developed using pioneering technologies, works perfectly to improve the feeling of firmness and elasticity
in the skin around your breasts, producing a visible lifting effect. Take charge of your beauty. Let the
innovative UTIQUE cream help your breasts regain their voluptuous curves.

NEW

ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM
ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM

With the needs of modern women in mind, we have created the highly concentrated ULTRA FIRMING
BUST CREAM, which provides a great alternative to invasive breast modelling surgery. Our advanced
formula contains the unique complex Volumenic Plus MC 12.0, specially selected for FM WORLD,
which, combined with high concentrations of raw materials with scientifically proven effects, improves
the appearance of the breasts in a revolutionary way. They will become firmer, visually bigger and
fuller. The perfectly selected composition helps to maintain and correct the shape of the breasts.
Rediscover and love your most feminine features.

PERFECTLY SELECTED INGREDIENTS TO ENSURE THE IDEAL SHAPE
OF YOUR BREASTS:

``The unique complex Volumenic Plus MC 12.0, inspired by Chinese and Far Eastern

medicine, uses innovative technologies to stimulate the process of differentiating and
maturing fat cells and supports the process of lipid storage. The effect is so-called
"cosmetic lipofilling", which increases the volume of the breast fat tissue, making it
a great alternative to aesthetic medical treatments.

``Brown algae extract from the Dictyoptales family

improves the nutrition of the fat cells,
making your breasts appear visually bigger and fuller.

``The complex of algae and pullulan formula, rich in amino acids, polysaccharides,

vitamins C and B12, strengthens the fibres of the subcutaneous tissue, maintaining
and correcting the shape of the breasts.

Striving for perfection ... Drawing our inspiration from the beauty of the
female body ... Effective results and true satisfaction... You won’t be able
to do without your ULTRA FIRMING BUST CREAM.
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FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM

FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM | 502032

Volume: 120 ml

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
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A fit and healthy-looking body is like the elaborate frame that supports a unique portrait, while
the FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM, like the most skilful artist, will correct the slightest
imperfections that your skin might have. Carefully selected ingredients perfectly firm, smooth
and tighten the skin, while also helping to reduce body fat. The ultramodern UTIQUE cream will
improve your figure so that you too can put it on display like a valuable piece of art.

NEW

FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM
FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM

A compilation of the best ingredients and breakthrough technology to shape your figure. Based on
cutting-edge scientific research, we have created a unique complex formula Slimenum Ultra³ MC
16.0, which we have combined with high concentrations of raw materials that stimulate the processes
behind burning fat. This has resulted in an innovative formula that consolidates the skin’s structure and
helps to reduce the symptoms of cellulite in a revolutionary way. Innovative ingredients in the cream
support the processes behind reducing body fat and prevent the skin from sagging, by making it more
hydrated and resilient. A beautiful and healthy-looking body will become your trademark.

OUR COMPILATION OF THE BEST INGREDIENTS WHICH WILL PERFECTLY
SHAPE YOUR FIGURE:

``Slimenum Ultra³ MC 16.0 – developed specially for FM WORLD, top-class specialists have

combined the highest quality raw materials and used next-generation technologies to create
this ground-breaking body contouring complex formula. This highly specialized formula,
contained in the FIRMING COMPLEX BODY CREAM, contributes to reducing the volume of
accumulated body fat, works perfectly to slim your figure and minimizes skin imperfections.
Thanks to these features, it is able to shape your body in a three-dimentional way, producing
results similar to those of ultrasound procedures.

``Xymenic acid significantly elasticizes the skin, making it smooth and supple. In addition,

it increases the efficiency of the skin's antioxidant mechanisms, enhancing its own natural
protection against oxidative stress and ensuring a beautiful, healthy appearance.

``The valuable combination of marine algae and vegetable proteins produces a visual
lifting effect.

``The bougainvillea extract, a precious plant originating from South America, is a

technologically advanced ingredient that supports the processes of reducing body
fat and prevents the skin from sagging, by increasing the synthesis of proteoglycans,
collagen and elastin.

To enjoy an exceptionally firm and beautiful body, massage the cream into
your skin, paying particular attention to problem areas, such as the stomach,
thighs, buttocks or arms.
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RUBY SOLID PARFUM

RUBY SOLID PARFUM | 502029

Volume: 20 g
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Imagine turning your favourite fragrance into a unique form that you can hold in your hands and take
endless delight in... Feel it permeate into your skin, leaving a seductive, captivating scent. Feel it wraps
around you like delicate chiffon, caressing and pampering your senses. This is exactly what our new
RUBY SOLID PARFUM offers. It is quintessential luxury, with a creamy consistency.

NEW

RUBY SOLID PARFUM
RUBY SOLID PARFUM

This perfume offers an extraordinary medley of precious fragrance notes in the form of a cream
which will caress and pamper your senses. This is an exclusive composition, which flirtatiously
intertwines chords of jasmine, cistus and cashmere wood with the sweet aromas of vanilla and
amber, to finally give way to the bold notes of white oud, black musk and dry wood. This is
quintessential elegance enclosed in a beautiful frame. Magnetizing, seductive, tempting ... Feel
it on your own skin. Because the perfume comes as a cream, it is extremely long-lasting and its
effect remains on the skin. Even a small amount is enough to make you feel a gentle touch that
will awaken your senses.

Insider tip:
The best way to use this perfume is to apply it using your fingers on so-called pulsatile
spots, i.e. those places where the blood pulsates, creating body heat: on the inside of
the wrists, on the neck, behind the ears, on the neckline and on the creases of your
elbows and knees. This will ensure that the perfume can continue to release its full
fragrance bouquet and stay on your skin for a long time.

The magnetizing RUBY perfumes, which have won your
hearts and a prize in the QLTOWY KOSMETYK 2017
competition, are now also available as SOLID PERFUMES.
Applied on your skin, they are sure to tempt with their sensual
fragrance for an unbelievably long time. Your well-known
fragrance in a completely new version – try it today.
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Regenerating nectar made
of precious ingredients...
UTIQUE luxury gels are the best
body care cocktails made of
precious fragrance compositions
and carefully selected complexes
that will immediately regenerate
your skin and make it intensely
moisturised, at the same time
embracing it with a long-lasting
seductive scent. They delicately
cleanse your skin, without
interrupting its protective barriers.
They are based on an innovative
formula - selected specifically for
FM WORLD - Biohydration Plus
and the WhitesenseTM complex.
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UTIQUE Luxury
Shower Gels turn your
bath into a fascinating
experience that pampers
your senses. Thanks to
innovative ingredients,
they greatly improve the
condition of the skin,
leaving it silky smooth
while the seductive
fragrance compositions
have a soothing effect
and make you blissfully
relaxed. Give yourself a
moment of unforgettable
pleasure with exclusive
UTIQUE shower gels.

• Biohydration Plus is a unique
formula, specifically selected for FM
WORLD to make the skin immediately
moisturised for a long time. Thanks to
its advanced technology, the product
has a comprehensive effect that
ensures immediate regeneration and
relief. Additionally, it prevents water
loss, thus protecting the skin from
drying.
• WhitesenseTM is a precious
extract from the white flowers of
the Provence rose (Rosa centifolia L.),
jasmine (Jasminum officinale L.) and
common daisy (Bellis perennis L.),
which immediately makes the body
silky smooth and extremely soft. The
presence of WhitesenseTM in UTIQUE
luxury gels guarantees exceptional
and sensual experience that will make
you feel just right.

UTIQUE
1 UTIQUE LUXURY
SHOWER GEL
GRAPEFRUIT &
ORANGE BLOSSOM
UTIQUE LUXURY SHOWER
GEL GRAPEFRUIT & ORANGE
BLOSSOM
502015

The refreshing grapefruit
notes perfectly harmonise
with the sensual accords
of orange blossom. Let
your skin feel the unique
freshness and a sudden
energy boost.

1

2 UTIQUE LUXURY
SHOWER GEL
FIG LEAVES

200 ml

UTIQUE LUXURY SHOWER
GEL FIG LEAVES
502016

The original fig leaves
will embrace you with an
intriguing fabric of fragrance
notes… Your skin has never
been so soft.

2

3

3 UTIQUE LUXURY
SHOWER GEL
AMBER

4 UTIQUE LUXURY
SHOWER GEL
OUD & ROSE

UTIQUE LUXURY SHOWER
GEL AMBER
502020

UTIQUE LUXURY SHOWER GEL
OUD & ROSE
502014

Vanilla combined with
patchouli and cinnamon
make up an incredible
fragrance combination
that captivates you with its
sweetness. Nourish your
skin like never before.

Close your eyes and let the
magnetic combination of
oud and rose notes take you
away. It is a feast for your
skin and it will pay you back
with a wonderful look.

4

5 UTIQUE LUXURY
SHOWER GEL
SANDALWOOD
& PATCHOULI
UTIQUE LUXURY SHOWER
GEL SANDALWOOD
& PATCHOULI
502013

The sensual scent of sandal
wood swirls with relaxing
notes of patchouli… It is a
composition that brings all
the best to your body.

5
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UTIQUE
Nourishing cocktail of the best
ingredients for your skin
Each of the luxurious UTIQUE
Body Balms provides a wealth of
nutrients that will wrap your skin like
silk. Precious fragrances perfectly
match carefully selected complexes
that regenerate the skin, providing it
with hypnotising and intense scent.
The advanced body balm formula
includes an innovative complex called
Revitaoils Supreme, specifically
selected for FM WORLD, which
includes nourishing oils, and the
innovative HydromanilTM , responsible
for the feeling of immediate and
long-lasting skin moisture.
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UTIQUE Luxury
Body Balms mean
professional skin care
topped with a spark of
sophistication… Thanks
to highly valuable
ingredients and their
silky texture, they
not only wrap your
body with beautiful
fragrance but also make
it perfectly moist, soft
and smooth. They will
make you feel like a
goddess in a garden full
of sensual aromas.

UTIQUE LUXURY
BODY BALM AMBER
1

• Revitaoils Supreme is an
innovative skin-revitalising complex,
specifically selected for FM WORLD,
the secret of which is its plant origin. It
is a unique combination of oils sourced
from macadamia, avocado, olives,
coconut, flax, sunflower and argan
tree, which provides an irreplaceable
source of vitamins and non-saturated
fatty acids for the skin.
• HydromanilTM is a highly valuable
active substance derived from the
seeds of a Peruvian plant called Tara.
Thanks to its advanced technology, it
offers a double action: it immediately
improves the moisture level of the
cornified layer of the skin for a long
time, and regulates the process of
epidermal exfoliation, leading to
improved skin appearance.

2

1

UTIQUE LUXURY BODY BALM
AMBER
502017

The sweetness obtained
from vanilla, patchouli and
cinnamon will take you to
a unique land of fragrance
where everyone feels free.
Your skin has never been so
moisturised and regenerated
before.

UTIQUE LUXURY
BODY BALM
GRAPEFRUIT
& ORANGE
BLOSSOM
2

UTIQUE LUXURY BODY BALM
GRAPEFRUIT & ORANGE
BLOSSOM
502019

The refreshing grapefruit
and sensual orange will
nourish your skin to make it
as seductive and charming
as if it had an energising
treatment at the best spa.

200 ml

3

3 UTIQUE LUXURY
BODY BALM
OUD & ROSE

UTIQUE LUXURY BODY BALM
OUD & ROSE
502018

Rose and oud is a duo that
will make your head spin.
Rose – the quintessence of
femininity combines with
the firm, incense-like oud,
leaving the skin in a perfect
condition.
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UTIQUE
Natural wealth of ingredients for your skin. The irreplaceable argan and jojoba oils give your skin
moisturised and healthy look. The wonderful effects of this Face Oil result from the presence of evening
primrose, sunflower, soybean, castor, calendula, rose, avocado and rice oils as well as selected essential oils:
geranium, ylang-ylang and neroli.

LUXURY FACE OIL
LUXURY FACE OIL

An exclusive composition of plant origin precious oils.
It restores healthy and radiant appearance. The oils
included contain highly concentrated dose of vitamins and
antioxidants, providing intensive skin nutrition, hydration
and regeneration.

``excellent makeup base, for day and night
``dropper tip makes it is easy to dose and apply
on the face

30 ml | 502004
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LUXURY HAIR REPAIR OIL
LUXURY HAIR REPAIR OIL

Its power lies in a unique combination of oils derived from the very heart of plants.
Revives the colour and adds shine, leaving it soft, smooth and velvety.

``perfect absorption
``does not weigh the hair down
``has a pleasant, marzipan-like scent
``the atomizer makes it easy to evenly apply the oil on the hair
50 ml | 502005

Natural power for your hair.
A sophisticated marriage of argan
oil, jojoba oil, seed oil, almond oil
and shea butter makes the hair
visibly stronger, nourished and
moisturised.
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UTIQUE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 100 ml

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 15 ml

UTIQUE AMBRE ROYAL is a royal composition that
brings new esoteric experiences hour after hour.
Brilliant as the most precious gem. Surprising as
the summer rain. Try it and see how it unleashes its
power with every moment, mesmerising you with
its rich fragrance tones. Accept our invitation to the
kingdom of fragrance led by sensuality immersed in
unique oriental and fruit harmonies.

UTIQUE 100
UTIQUE 100 | 502008
UTIQUE AMBRE ROYAL is a sophisticated fragrance composition that charms
you with rich and perfectly selected ingredients. Sensual bergamot scent
perfectly intertwines with fruity notes of orange and apple. After a moment,
the passionate dance is joined by intriguing tones of tobacco and cedar wood.
The ending note offers seductive scents of musk, patchouli and myrrh... The
scent will surround you with an aura filled with charm. It will take you for an
oriental journey in the sun to a royal garden full of ripe fruit. Close your eyes
and embark on a unique journey to the world of extraordinary.

UTIQUE 15
UTIQUE 15 | 502008.02
The scent of perfection closed in a smaller bottle. The unique UTIQUE
AMBRE ROYAL is also available in smaller, more handy bottles of 15 ml. It is
a different dimension of equally exciting experiences. You can always have
them with you. Let your favourite scent always accompany you.

AMBRE ROYAL
Type:

sensual, charming, topped
with a note of mystery

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, orange, apple,
cinnamon
Heart notes: clove, tobacco, cedar wood
Base notes: patchouli, tonka bean,
myrrh, musk
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UTIQUE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 100 ml

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 15 ml

Extremely sophisticated UTIQUE VIOLET OUD
perfume will surprise you time and time again. It
offers you fragrance that never gets boring. Majestic,
noble, unpredictable... It has this mystic element that
starts a new journey to the unknown. Spread magic
around and let it filter in. Immerse yourself in the
violet depth of the unpredictable.

UTIQUE 100
UTIQUE 100 | 502012
UTIQUE VIOLET OUD is a new and surprising fragrance composition that
will lead you along a clear path to exceptional pleasure. Magnetic notes of
sensual rose and precious safflower intertwine wonderfully with intriguing
frozen raspberry to eventually subside to the agarwood scents that are more
precious than gold and stunning white musk. UTIQUE VIOLET OUD will
make you feel the infinity of the universe and creative power. It is an uncanny
fragrance that will highlight your unique character.

UTIQUE 15
UTIQUE 15 | 502012.02
So captivating that you will want them always on you. UTIQUE VIOLET OUD
perfume from the perfect family of UTIQUE scents, closed in a 15 ml bottle
can be taken anywhere. Feel unique wherever you are and whatever you do.

VIOLET OUD
Type:

sophisticated, stunning

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: rose, suede, safflower
Heart notes: frozen raspberry, wild
rose, cypriol
Base notes: agarwood, white musk,
American sweetgum
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UTIQUE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 100 ml

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 15 ml

RUBY awakes the senses and wraps your skin like
the most delicate chiffon. The magnetism, the
passion, the seduction – the most wonderful
emotions locked in the glass. Seduces, captivates,
awakes desires. Ideal for her and him.

UTIQUE 100
UTIQUE 100 | 502003
UTIQUE Ruby is an escape from everyday life, the mystical journey into the
depths of the human soul. Feel the gentle caress, let it awaken your senses.
Understand the spirit of sensuality.

RUBY

UTIQUE 15

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: cashmere wood, jasmine,
cistus
Heart notes: vanilla, amber wood,
balsamic notes
Base notes: white oud, black musk,
dry wood

UTIQUE 15 | 502003.02
The scent of perfection encapsulated in a smaller bottle. The unique UTIQUE
- RUBY is available in a smaller, handy 15ml bottles. It is a new dimension of
excitement. And you can always carry it with you. Let your favourite scent
be with you all the time.

Type:

magnetic, attractive,
seductive
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The hypnotic RUBY perfumes are now also available as
a cream. This perfume offers an extraordinary medley of
precious fragrance notes with a creamy consistency that will
caress and pamper your senses. More on page 23.
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UTIQUE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 100 ml

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 15 ml

Perfumes which dazzle like gold and are exquisite like
handcrafted jewellery. An esoteric experience, desire
for passion, an elegant grace of temptation...
UTIQUE GOLD will awake your imagination and
add a hint of magic to it. Dispense magical mist
of sensation.

UTIQUE 100
UTIQUE 100 | 502002
UTIQUE Gold is a fragrance which will highlight your personality.
Majestic, essential, inspiring. The essence of the oriental splendour.

UTIQUE 15
UTIQUE 15 | 502002.02
The scent of perfection encapsulated in a smaller bottle. UTIQUE GOLD is
available in a smaller, handy 15 ml bottle. It is a new dimension of excitement.
And you can always carry it with you. Let your favourite scent be with you
all the time.

GOLD
Type:

luxurious, sophisticated

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: red pepper, cedarwood,
nutmeg
Heart notes: iris, saffron, vetiver
Base notes: cypriol, patchouli,
blackmusk, amber
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UTIQUE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 100 ml

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 15 ml

Gives a unique meaning to every moment.
Intoxicates, captivates and enchants. BLACK is
a scent of a secret dimension where warmth meets
sensuality. Wrap yourself into black elegance and
release your sensual soul.

UTIQUE 100
UTIQUE 100 | 502001
UTIQUE Black is the epitome of elegance, addictiveness and confidence.
An intriguing, memorable and legendary fragrance.

UTIQUE 15
UTIQUE 15 | 502001.02
The scent of perfection encapsulated in a smaller bottle. UTIQUE BLACK is
available in a smaller, handy 15 ml bottle. It is a new dimension of excitement.
And you can always carry it with you. Let your favourite scent be with you
all the time.

BLACK
Type:

elegant, sophisticated,
mysterious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: woody, saffron, styrax
Heart notes: vetiver, amber, vanilla
Base notes: leather, sandalwood,
amberwood
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UTIQUE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 100 ml

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 15 ml

A breeze of elegance and intensity of experience
locked in a bottle of UTIQUE BUBBLE perfume
bring to mind the most beautiful summer
memories. Simply close your eyes and spray the
new UTIQUE fragrance and the refreshing aura,
like a magic wand, will take you to the carefree
moments.

UTIQUE 100
UTIQUE 100 | 502009
UTIQUE BUBBLE is a combination of two fascinating worlds where freshness
intertwines with unique richness of hypnotising fragrance notes. Citrus and
floral notes will bring extraordinary refreshment. Afterwards, you will be
seduced by magnetic wood tones combined with precious musk that will stay
with you for a very long time... This very special combination of lightness and
clear scents offers a sensual experience that draw attention and improves
your mood.

BUBBLE
Type:

UTIQUE 15
UTIQUE 15 | 502009.02
Always have a wealth of freshness to hand. The UTIQUE BUBBLE perfume
from the exclusive UTIQUE fragrance range now also comes in a 15 ml bottle,
which you can take with you on the go. Enjoy delightful sensory experiences
with absolutely no limits, anywhere, at any time.

enchanting, delightful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, cardamom, lime
Heart notes: lily of the valley, jasmine,
mint
Base notes: guaiac wood, musk, cedar
wood
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NEW

PRODUCT

ALSO AVAILABLE IN A

15 ML BOTTLE
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UTIQUE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 100 ml

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 15 ml

UTIQUE – the highest quality in the universe
of luxury perfumes and cosmetics, arranged
like a bouquet of sensorial variations. Meet
FLAMINGO – the scent of undiscovered
paradise: mysterious and undeniably charming.
Quintessence of innocence and class.

UTIQUE 100
UTIQUE 100 | 502007
UTIQUE Flamingo is like a magical, vibrant story. Unforgettable adventure
touching all your senses. Immerse yourself in it and you will never walk
unnoticed.

UTIQUE 15
UTIQUE 15 | 502007.02
The scent of perfection encapsulated in a smaller bottle. UTIQUE FLAMINGO
is available in a smaller, handy 15ml bottle. It is a new dimension of excitement.
And you can always carry it with you. Let your favourite scent be with you all
the time.

FLAMINGO
Type:

charming, seductive like
a forbidden fruit

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: Rosa Mosqueta, blackberry
sorbet, green notes
Heart notes: damask rose, jasmine,
apricot
Base notes: wood notes, crystal rose
chord, musk
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UTIQUE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 100 ml

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 15 ml

MUFFIN is an irresistible temptation.
Sweetness and sophistication at the same
time. A marriage of wealth and taste. Enter
the colourful universe of intriguing fragrance
notes and all your moments will change into
unforgettable experience.

UTIQUE 100
UTIQUE 100 | 502006
UTIQUE Muffin is a precious treasure. Fulfilment of desires locked
in every drop of the noble essence. Dazzling and hypnotic.

UTIQUE 15
UTIQUE 15 | 502006.02
The scent of perfection encapsulated in a smaller bottle. UTIQUE MUFFIN
is available in a smaller, handy 15ml bottle. It is a new dimension of
excitement. And you can always carry it with you. Let your favourite
scent be with you all the time.

MUFFIN
Type:

intriguing, noble,
unforgettable

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lemon, rose, saffron
Heart notes: wood notes, peony, amyris,
leather notes
Base notes: amber, oud, vanilla
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UTIQUE 15

WHITE SET

Fragrance: 20% | 2x Capacity: 15 ml

BLACK SET

3x Capacity: 15 ml
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UTIQUE Perfumes are not only available in smaller, handy 15 ml bottles but also as elegant sets.
Compelling scents in a new setting. In our fragrance universe we provide unlimited opportunities.

BLACK SET

BLACK SET | 502010

Enter the universe of black elegance
where RUBY, GOLD and BLACK have
primacy. The Black Set comprises
of three fragrances in the 15ml
bottles packed in an elegant box. It
is a perfect gift for a beloved person
or for yourself. Enjoy wide range of
compelling fragrances, beautifully
packaged.

WHITE SET

WHITE SET | 502011

White nonchalance in a beautiful
box. The set contains two intriguing
perfumes – FLAMINGO and MUFFIN
in 15ml bottles. Looking for a gift for
someone special? Or perhaps you
will keep it to yourself to wrap in a
different scent each day, depending
on your mood? Each of these options
is a great idea.

THE SOURCE
OF YOUNG SKIN

We want our complexion to stay smooth,
firm and radiant for as long as possible.
In laboratories all over the world, scientists
are constantly researching and improving
formulas that will make time stand still
– at least for our skin. Using cutting-edge
technologies and drawing from
ground-breaking discoveries, we have
created our specialist brand of cosmetics
– FONTAINAVIE. Our proven formula
for eternal youth. Try it and believe.
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FONTAINAVIE
EXCLUSIVE ANTI-AGING INVISIBLE FACE CREAM SPF 50 offers luxury anti-ageing
treatment created by combining advanced technology with the highest-quality ingredients.
Discover how to outsmart the test of time and retain your youth.

EXCLUSIVE ANTI-AGING
INVISIBLE FACE CREAM SPF 50

EXCLUSIVE ANTI-AGING INVISIBLE FACE CREAM SPF 50

Thanks to its innovative formula, this cream provides multidimensional
skin care and protection. The synergy action of the active ingredients
supports deep hydration, nutrition and skin regeneration. The special
UVA/UVB filter system coats your skin, protecting it and preventing
photo-ageing and discoloration. This is a cosmetic agent of the highest
quality, indispensable at any time. Treat your skin to the luxurious care
it deserves.

``Thanks to its unique, transparent consistency, the cream

absorbs extremely well and spreads easily on the skin's surface

``Ideal as makeup foundation
``Hypoallergenic and waterproof
50 ml | 503029
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NEW

THE IDEAL COMBINATION OF PERFECTLY SELECTED INGREDIENTS:

``inca inchi oil – obtained by cold pressing the nuts of the sacha inchi plant that grows in the Peruvian jungle. It contains more unsaturated
fatty acids than any other known natural vegetable oil. It is also a source of antioxidants (vitamins A and E). Thanks to this, it helps to
perfectly elasticize and firm the skin, stimulating collagen production, visually smoothing wrinkles and slowing their formation

``algae extract – a real treasure from the deep sea, an invaluable source of easily digestible macro and micronutrients and vitamins. One of

the most valuable advantages of algae is that the ingredients they contain are very easily absorbed by the lipid layer of the epidermis, and
they therefore offer a deeply nourishing, regenerating and moisturising effect for the complexion

``antioxidants – a vitamin C derivative and vitamin E acetate – neutralize free radicals, which have been recognized for years as one of the
causes of premature skin ageing. Thanks to these features, they work effectively to slow down the formation of wrinkles

``bisabolol – the most important active substance taken from the chamomile flower, it produces a unique soothing effect, relieving skin
irritation. In addition, it has anti-inflammatory properties and supports the regeneration of the epidermis
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FONTAINAVIE
ACTIVE PORTION OF THE
TIBETAN RHUBARB ROOT

1

– this is a technologically advanced ingredient that
has a multi-level action effect on the skin, excellently
stimulating its natural moisturising mechanisms. It
supports intensive regeneration and renewal of the
lipid barrier, meaning that it effectively protects
the skin against dehydration and negative external
factors. In addition, it perfectly regulates the natural
process of skin flaking, contributing to the visible
improvement of the skin tone and restoring its glow
and radiant appearance.

BLUE AGAVE LEAF EXTRACT

2

– a unique, extremely effective anti-ageing
substance. It creates a network of polysaccharides
on the skin surface, which act on the skin in
two ways –producing a noticeable lifting effect,
immediately tightening and firming the skin, as well
as perfectly filling wrinkles, successfully reducing
their appearance, even after the first application.

BETAINE

3

– a highly purified substance found naturally in
plants. Thanks to the latest technologies, it is used
in cosmetics to very effectively moisturise and
regulate the water balance of the skin cells. Due
to its unique structure, it effectively strengthens
the lipid barrier of the skin, preventing excessive
loss of water through the epidermis, and perfectly
protecting it from dehydration and irritation.

Each FONTAINAVIE cream from the SILVER IMPULSE, GOLDEN BLISS
and CAVIAR REVIVAL series has been enriched with 3 innovative ingredients.
The new formulation guarantees even more effective results.
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Thanks to our use of innovative technologies, the dream of having firm, smooth and eternally
young skin is now within your reach. This is why we are constantly researching and improving the
formulas behind our specialist cosmetics, to be able to offer you the most effective anti-ageing
treatment available on the market.

MISSION: TO SOOTHE AND PROTECT | Recommended for combination, oily skin, with imperfections
and prone to irritation

• Matrixyl® 3000 – an innovative combination Tripeptide-1 and Tetrapeptide-7 stimulates the production
of collagen, slows down the first skin ageing processes, prevents skin sagging and improves its flexibility
• Silver – regulates the secretion of sebum, maintains the skin balance
• Hyaluronic acid – ensures proper hydration, prevents excessive keratosis of the epidermis
• Caffeine – stimulates micro-circulation, reduces puffiness and dark circles, smoothes and tightens the skin

NEW, IMPROVED

COMPOSITION IN EVERY CREAM

SILVER IMPULSE DAY CREAM

SILVER IMPULSE NIGHT CREAM

SILVER IMPULSE EYE CREAM

An innovative formula with silver, Tripeptide-1 and
Tetrapeptide-7 complex as well as hyaluronic acid
to soothe and moisturise the skin as well as keep
its beautiful, youthful appearance for a longer time.
With a light texture. Nourishes the skin and protects
it from the effects of adverse weather conditions.

A rich blend of active ingredients with an intensively
nourishing effect: an innovative Matrixyl® 3000
delays skin ageing processes, silver takes care of its
balance and hyaluronic acid moisturises it perfectly.
Result: reduction of the signs of dehydration and
skin irritation.

Revitalizes, soothes and relaxes the delicate skin
around the eyes. Matrixyl® 3000 prevents skin
sagging by improving its tightness and elasticity,
whereas chamomile extract reduces puffiness
and swelling.

``silver prevents irritation
``with caffeine that stimulates microcirculation

``normalizes lipid disturbances of combination

SILVER IMPULSE DAY CREAM

SILVER IMPULSE NIGHT CREAM

and oily skin

and soothing extracts of chamomile and
ginseng

``ginseng stimulates skin renewal, camomile

of the Tibetan rhubarb root, blue agave leaf
extract and betaine

``new formula enriched with the active portion

``new formula enriched with the active portion
60 g | 503005.02

soothes it and the Angelica root extract has
anti-inflammatory properties
of the Tibetan rhubarb root, blue agave leaf
extract and betaine

60 g | 503006.02

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15

SILVER IMPULSE EYE CREAM

``with antioxidant vitamin E, horsetail root
extract, silver and caffeine

``new formula enriched with the active portion
of the Tibetan rhubarb root, blue agave leaf
extract and betaine

21 g | 503007.02
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
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FONTAINAVIE
MISSION: TO IMPROVE SKIN FLEXIBILITY AND RADIANCE | For dull skin that needs firming and rejuvenation.
• 24-carat gold – slows down the skin ageing and wrinkle formation processes, has soothing properties, adds radiance to the skin
• plant stem cells in night and eye creams – come from an extremely rare Swiss apple variety, improve the vitality of skin stem
cells which are responsible for youthful appearance of the skin
• Coenzyme Q10 – has antioxidant properties, counteracts free radicals and photo-ageing of the skin
• Ginseng extract – stimulates skin renewal, improves blood circulation, rejuvenates and regenerates
• Hyaluronic acid – perfectly binds water in the epidermis and smoothes the skin

NEW, IMPROVED

COMPOSITION IN EVERY CREAM

GOLDEN BLISS DAY CREAM

GOLDEN BLISS NIGHT CREAM

GOLDEN BLISS EYE CREAM

The royal formula with 24-carat gold for the skin
in need of tightening, smoothing and vitality. It
protects against the harmful effects of external
factors. Coenzyme Q10 slows down the skin ageing
process and stimulates its regeneration.

The synergistic effect of well-selected rejuvenating
ingredients – 24-carat gold, plant stem cells and
coenzyme Q10 – to nourish and improve skin
elasticity at night. Rescue for dull skin that needs
tightening and rejuvenation.

``rich in nutrients
``with pearl powder that adds glow, grape seed

``green tea has antioxidant properties, aloe vera

A true elixir for the tired skin, based on apple tree
stem cells that have regenerating properties.
Perfectly moisturises and smooths the delicate
skin around the eyes as well as prevents redness.
It contains precious 24-carat gold particles and
caffeine that stimulates microcirculation.

soothes, while hyaluronic acid moisturises

``triple power of plant extracts: horsetail, witch

``new formula enriched with the active portion
of the Tibetan rhubarb root, blue agave leaf
extract and betaine

of the Tibetan rhubarb root, blue agave leaf
extract and betaine

``new formula enriched with the active portion

GOLDEN BLISS DAY CREAM

extract and aloe vera

60 g | 503002.02

GOLDEN BLISS NIGHT CREAM

``new formula enriched with the active portion
60 g | 503003.02

GOLDEN BLISS EYE CREAM

hazel and grape seed

of the Tibetan rhubarb root, blue agave leaf
extract and betaine

21 g | 503004.02

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
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FONTAINAVIE
MISSION: TO HYDRATE AND REVITALIZE | Recommended for dry, tired, dull skin in need of nutrition.
• Caviar extract – the fountain of youth coming from the depths of the sea. It has rejuvenating and moisturising properties,
contains valuable nutrients, such as amino acids and essential fatty acids that are beneficial for the skin
• Bio collagen – natural marine collagen extracted from fish, an ingredient of exceptional purity and concentration; responsible
for the tension, smoothing and firming of the skin. It moisturises, rejuvenates and regenerates, creates a delicate protective film
against excessive loss of water
• Diamond-peptide complex – has anti-aging properties, improves the flexibility and elasticity of the skin
• Hyaluronic acid – moisturises and nourishes the skin

NEW, IMPROVED

COMPOSITION IN EVERY CREAM

NEW
INNOVATIVE
STRUCTURE

CAVIAR REVIVAL
DAY CREAM

CAVIAR REVIVAL
NIGHT CREAM

CAVIAR REVIVAL
EYE SERUM

A treasure from the sea depths – the caviar extract
– is a real elixir of youth for the skin. It works in
synergy with concentrated bio collagen that affects
the smoothness and firmness of the skin, as well as
creates a delicate protective film on its surface. An
addition of 24-carat gold is an excellent carrier of
nutrients.

The night reconstruction of the skin thanks
to a rich mix of valuable active ingredients.
The caviar extract has rejuvenating properties,
high concentration bio collagen tightens and firms
the skin, whereas hyaluronic acid moisturises it
perfectly.

The valuable caviar extract is the foundation of
excellent nutrition of delicate skin around the eyes.
Its effect has been enhanced by bio collagen that
has skin tightening properties and a unique
peptide-diamond complex.

CAVIAR REVIVAL DAY CREAM

``with regenerating ginseng extract
``new formula enriched with the active portion
of the Tibetan rhubarb root, blue agave leaf
extract and betaine

60 g | 503008.02
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15

CAVIAR REVIVAL NIGHT CREAM

``with silver and a stimulating ginseng extract
``new formula enriched with the active portion
of the Tibetan rhubarb root, blue agave leaf
extract and betaine

CAVIAR REVIVAL EYE SERUM

``argan oil has antioxidant and regenerating
properties

``new formula enriched with the active portion
of the Tibetan rhubarb root, blue agave leaf
extract and betaine

60 g | 503009.02

21 g | 503010.02

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-15
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FONTAINAVIE LIFT EXTREME
EYE SERUM NAMED
THE STYLISH COSMETIC
OF THE YEAR 2016.
The readers of the prestigious online service
Styl.pl have named Fontainavie Lift Extreme
Serum the best cosmetic in the "Facial Care"
category. The Stylish Cosmetic contest has
had a reputation of a popular and trustworthy
event among the users of styl.pl portal.
It features only the best quality and most
effective products – such as our
Lift Extreme Serum.

LIFT EXTREME
EYE SERUM

LIFT EXTREME EYE SERUM

An exclusive skin lifting serum, precisely
reduces fine lines, wrinkles and puffy
eyes. Through a combination of the
Pentapeptide-18 and Hexapeptide-8 it
works like Botox by tensioning, firming
and smoothing the skin.

``an immediate lifting effect
``to apply under the eyes and on
selected parts of the face

5 ml | 503001
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SUNSCREEN PRODUCTS
FOR THAT YEAR ROUND SUMMER FEELING
We are always in that summer mood – for us, the sun seems to shine all year
round. This is why we bring you a special range of unique products to make
sure that you always amaze with a beautiful and healthy-looking tan.
Remember to bring them with you to the sunny MALDIVES, where
FM WORLD’s 14th anniversary celebrations are taking place in January.
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FM WORLD celebrates its 14th ANNIVERSARY on the sunny
MALDIVES. Remember to bring our excellent tanning products
with you. For us, the sun shines all year round.
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NEW

EXPERT SUNSCREEN SPRAY FOR KIDS
EXPERT SUNSCREEN SPRAY FOR KIDS SPF 50

This technologically advanced product will make protecting your child’s delicate skin from the harmful
effects of sunlight into a real breeze. Thanks to its innovative formula, which contains a system of high
UVA/UVB filters, it not only protects children's sensitive skin from sunburn, but also moisturises, nourishes
and regenerates. This is a unique product that both parents and their children are sure to love.

``fantastic light foam consistency is easily applied and instantly absorbed
``pleasant strawberry fragrance
``hypoallergenic and waterproof
``intended for children over 3 years of age
150 ml | 503028

2 1
in

EFFECTIVE SUN PROTECTION AND EXCELLENT CARE THANKS
TO UNIQUE INGREDIENTS:

``carnosine, which is a valuable dipeptide, not only helps to protect the skin from the harmful effects of the sun, but also from the negative impact
of air pollution. In addition, it has antioxidant properties, acting in synergy with vitamin E to reduce cell damage caused by oxidative stress

``aloe vera juice, which is rich in amino acids, enzymes, vitamins and minerals, wonderfully moisturises, nourishes and sooths your child’s delicate skin
``thanks to its soothing properties, allantoin acts as a soothing agent on irritated skin and strengthens the skin’s thin hydrolipid layer, specially
for young ones

``the most important active ingredient taken from the chamomile flower – bisabolol – has a strong soothing effect and stimulates tissue
regeneration, including for the epidermis

``by protecting the lipids in the cell membranes, vitamin E acetate enhances water retention inside the skin and therefore gives the feeling
of in-depth hydration

`` panthenol is a soothing agent like no other and also speeds up regeneration of the epidermis and perfectly moisturises the skin
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ARGAN OIL
SUNSCREEN SPRAY

KIDS & BABIES
SUNSCREEN LOTION

COCONUT
SUNSCREEN LOTION

ULTIMATE SUNCARE
BODY SPRAY

SPF 6 / LOW PROTECTION

SPF 50 / HIGH PROTECTION

SPF 15 / MEDIUM PROTECTION

SPF 50 / HIGH PROTECTION

Helps to protect the skin from the
harmful effects of the sun. Resistant
to water and pool chlorine.

The best protection for the sensitive
and delicate skin of children and
babies. It reduces the risk of irritation
and sunburn and prevents excessive
skin dryness. Resistant to water, pool
chlorine and sand.

SPF 30 / HIGH PROTECTION

With an ultra-light, innovative
formula. It enhances protection
against the harmful effects of UV
rays and moisturises the body. It
contains coconut oil that reinforces
the skin’s natural elasticity. Resistant
to water, pool chlorine and sand.

ARGAN OIL SUNSCREEN SPRAY

``with argan and macadamia

oils, which firm and moisturise,
as well as karite butter and
vitamin E

``prevents excessive skin dryness
and photo-ageing

150 ml | 504002

KIDS & BABIES SUNSCREEN LOTION

``safe for children as young

Helps to protect the skin perfectly
against the harmful effects of UV rays.

``with coconut oil, to intensively

moisturise and protect the skin

``prevents excessive skin dryness
and photo-ageing

as 6 months

``with soothing D-panthenol
and allantoin

COCONUT SUNSCREEN LOTION

1

200 ml | 504003

ULTIMATE SUNCARE BODY SPRAY

``prevents skin photo-aging and

reduces the risk of discoloration

``absorbs quickly, non-sticky and
no white streaks

150 ml | 504006

2

200 ml | 504004

150 ml | 504005
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AFTER SUN
COOLING MIST

AFTER SUN SOOTHING
D-PANTHENOL LOTION

TROPICAL RELIEF
2 IN 1 MILK

Instantly soothes burns and skin irritation
caused by excessive tanning. Absorbs easily,
leaving the skin silky smooth.

Perfectly soothes burns and skin irritation
caused by excessive tanning. Absorbs
immediately, leaving the skin silky smooth.

One milk – double action. Soothes skin irritation
caused by both excessive tanning and insect bites.
Noticeably reduces the effects of sunburn.

``cools and moisturises, providing instant

``cools and moisturises, providing

``with essential oils to create a natural

``with soothing ingredients: aloe vera pulp,

``with aloe vera pulp and D-panthenol

``perfectly soothes, thanks to the triple power

150 ml | 504008

``moisturises and smooths the skin

AFTER SUN COOLING MIST

relief for the skin

menthol and humectants

150 ml | 504007

AFTER SUN SOOTHING D-PANTHENOL LOTION

soothing relief for the skin

TROPICAL RELIEF 2 IN 1 MILK

fragrance barrier

of D-panthenol, allantoin and boswellia

150 ml | 504009

DISCOVER
THE BEAUTY
OF HAVING
HEALTHY HAIR

Professional hair care in the comfort of
your home? From now on it is possible. To
meet your expectations, we have created
HAIRLAB - the prestigious line of hair care
cosmetics ensuring healthy and beautiful
looking hair. Rich composition and perfect
recipes tailored to your individual needs will
make the dream of a great hairstyle a reality.
Give your hair the best possible treatment
and become your most beautiful ornament.
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HAIRLAB

EXCELLENT HAIR CARE

AQUA

2

Thanks to intensely nourishing formula enriched with an extra dose of
hyaluronic acid, the AQUA² line perfectly hydrates hair which is dry, prone to
frizzing and damaged. AQUA2 brings back the flexibility and silkiness to hair,
providing glow and protection also to colour-treated hair. Moisturise your
hair like never before.
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Maciej Maniewski – is well known as a hairdresser to the stars, the head of the judges in
a television show "Master Cut", the host of the show "Hairdresser’s affair" and the master of
metamorphosis from the TV show “Sablewska way to fashion”. Connected with the fashion
industry for many years; a man whom hair has no secrets from. He has now become the
ambassador of the prestigious HAIRLAB hair line.

DRY HAIR SHAMPOO

DRY HAIR MASK

Forget about dry hair and its lack of glow.
Shampoo makes even the driest hair get back
the healthy and shiny look. The hyaluronic acid
intensively moisturises, nourishes and makes hair
stronger. It also mildly cleanses the scalp.

Rescue for dry, damaged and fizzy hair. The mask
provides intensive moisture and nourishment for
your hair to make it look healthy and shiny. It makes
hair easier to comb. Effect: strong, shiny hair.

AQUA 2 SHAMPOO

``it contains the hyaluronic acid which has
intensively moisturising properties

``it improves the condition of hair nourishing
and moisturising it

``makes hair look healthy and beautifully:
shiny and flexible

``best results when used with the AQUA²
MASK

250 ml | 520001

AQUA 2 MASK

``rinse with water
``contains oils: seed oil, jojoba oil and rice oil

which intensively moisturises and nourishes
the hair

INTENSIVELY MOISTURISING
HAIR OIL
AQUA 2 OIL

It moisturises and smoothes the hair. It
prevents splitting the ends of the hair and
makes it easy to comb. Specially selected
ingredients protect hair from dehydrating.
Gently massage one drop of the oil in the
hair to give it softness and silkiness (if you
look for more spectacular effect, use a few
drops of the oil).

``it makes hair easy to comb
``it prevents hair from breaking and picking up

``contains jojoba oil which improves

``to strengthen the results of the mask add a few
drops of AQUA² OIL

``can be applied on dry and wet hair
``intensively moisturises hair making

static

``if you have coloured hair, add a few drops

of the IDEAL² Colour ELIXIR to the mask to
enhance the depth and richness of your hair
colour and make it glow

250 ml | 520003

the condition of hair

it soft and shiny

``thanks to it the split ends will no longer
be your problem

100 ml | 520004
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HAIRLAB

EXCELLENT HAIR CARE

INTENSE
REGENERATING
HAIR SHAMPOO

INTENSE
REGENERATING
MASK

INTENSE
REGENERATING
SPRAY

Designed for dry, fragile, very
damaged, sensitive, post chemical
procedures hair. Thanks to the
panthenol it perfectly nourishes,
rebuilds and strengthens the hair.
Gently cleanses the scalp.

If you have a problem with damaged,
very sensitive hair, this mask is perfect for
you. Panthenol used in the cosmetic is
responsible for hair moisturising as well as
restoration and strengthening of hair. Hair
becomes stronger and more flexible.

Regenerates and restores even
the most damaged and sensitive
hair. Spray has light and delicate
consistency that does not weigh
the hair down and helps to comb
and style it.

``intensively regenerates

``delicate and pleasant care of

``perfectly combines cleansing

``rinse with water
``perfectly handles even the most

``it contains nourishing panthenol
``does not require rinsing
``does not weigh the hair down
``fast and easy to apply: just spray

``it contains nourishing panthenol
``best results when used with

``to enhance the mask effect, add

250 ml | 520005

250 ml | 520006

INTENSE 2 REGENERATING SHAMPOO

damaged hair

with rejuvenating and protective
properties

the INTENSE² REGENERATING
MASK

INTENSE 2 REGENERATING MASK

sensitive hair

damaged hair

a few drops of the IDEAL² Colour
ELIXIR (especially if your hair is
coloured)

INTENSE 2 REGENERATING SPRAY

your hair from roots to its ends
to regain a healthy look

150 ml | 520007
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2

INTENSE
REGENERATING
Thanks to carefully selected ingredients, this line intensively hydrates and
nourishes hair. The series comprises of three ideally paired cosmetics which
guarantee best effects on dry and damaged hair. INTENSE² REGENERATING
is a synonym of rejuvenated, healthy hair and stunning hairdo.
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VOLUME

2

VOLUME² line guarantees that your hair gains incredible volume while at the same
time getting hydrated and nourished. Thanks to unique formulas the hair gets strength,
flexibility and shine. VOLUME² leaves you with a mass of healthy looking hair. Give your
hair the volume it has never had before.
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HAIRLAB

EXCELLENT HAIR CARE

VOLUME INCREASING
SHAMPOO

VOLUME INCREASING
HAIR SPRAY

Delicate and volume-less will no longer be your
worry. The shampoo contains the hydrolysed
wheat protein affecting nutrition, moisturising
and boosting volume of flat hair.

Thanks to hydrolysed wheat protein,
the spray gives the hair fullness, optically
increasing its volume. The spray also
nourishes the hair. The spray has
a delicate consistency so it doesn’t
weigh the hair down.

VOLUME 2 SHAMPOO

``for everyday use
``effect: increased volume
and moisturised hair

``light texture does not weigh
the hair down

``provides hair volume and makes hair
style look light and fuller

250 ml | 520008

VOLUME 2 SPRAY

``for better results use with
VOLUME² SHAMPOO

``without rinsing
``just spray the hair evenly to
give it incredible volume

``it has nourishing properties
150 ml | 520009
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HAIRLAB

EXCELLENT HAIR CARE

COLOUR TREATED
HAIR MASK

COLOUR TREATED
HAIR ELIXIR

Unique formula gives hair a glow and increases
durability of its colour. The Mask protects
coloured hair from fading and at the same
time rebuilds and nourishes hair making it look
healthy and shiny.

Recommended after hair dyeing.
For all types of hair. The elixir
enhances intensity and the depth of
the colour. Just add 5-10 drops to the
IDEAL2 COLOUR MASK to get an
extraordinarily bright and expressive
hair colour.

IDEAL 2 COLOUR MASK

``contains natural filters
``requires rinsing
``it protects colour from fading and makes
hair shine for a long time

``hair becomes silky and soft
``to enhance the results of the mask, add
a few drops of IDEAL² Colour ELIXIR

250 ml | 520010

IDEAL 2 COLOUR ELIXIR

``requires rinsing
``makes the hair look healthy
and glowy

75 ml | 520011
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2

IDEAL
COLOUR
IDEAL² COLOUR - enhances colour intensity and its depth after dying and protects hair
against fading. What’s more, it moisturises and nourishes hair with precious ingredients. Your
hairdo will look as if just colour-treated by a professional hairdresser. Your hair will stand out
with beautiful shiny colour.
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HAIRLAB

EXCELLENT HAIR CARE

2

CURLY
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Rich in precious nourishing ingredients CURLY² SMOOTHING EMULSION makes hair smooth and easier to style.
It protects your hair against absorbing too much water, environmental conditions and high temperature during styling.
Finally, you can style unruly hair the way you want it.

SMOOTHING EMULSION FOR CURLY HAIR
CURLY2 SMOOTHING EMULSION

Contains the hydrolysed collagen that makes hair become smooth and more prone to
styling. The emulsion protects from absorbing moisture and external environmental
factors and high temperature during the styling process. It helps to style the naturally
wavy and curly hair.

``defines and moisturises beautiful curls
``without rinsing
``helps styling your hair
``thanks to hydrolysed wheat protein it smoothes curly
hair creating a protective film on its surface

175 ml | 520002
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HAIRLAB

SCALP AND HAIR CARE

Thanks to perfectly paired ingredients
DELICATE² SHAMPOO gently cleanses
scalp and hair providing it with optimal
moisture. It is a cosmetic which is extremely
delicate but effective. Daily care of problematic
scalp has never been easier.

SOOTHING SHAMPOO FOR SENSITIVE
AND IRRITATION PRONE SKIN
DELICATE 2 SHAMPOO

Thanks to its rich formula it soothes the scalp and restores its pH
balance. Hair, on the other hand, gains vitality and the right hydration.

``soothes and moisturises irritated scalp

taking care of the hair at the same time

``it can be used for every hair type
``perfect for sensitive and irritated
250 ml | 520012
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DELICATE

2
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ANTI
2
DANDRUFF
ANTI DANDRUFF² line regulates excess production of sebum and prevents formation of
dandruff thanks to technologically advanced formula of the cosmetic and powerful ingredients.
It strengthens damaged and dry hair and helps to alleviate scalp inflammation. Your hair will be
shiny and nourished and the dandruff will soon become a memory.
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HAIRLAB

SCALP AND HAIR CARE

ANTI-DANDRUFF ELIXIR

ANTI-DANDRUFF SHAMPOO

It contains precious, active ingredients such as: birch
extract, vitamins B6 and PP, as well as panthenol,
which cleanse the scalp.

Designed for those who struggle with dry dandruff.
The formula thoroughly cleanses the scalp, leaving the
feeling of freshness. Helps to soothe itching, dryness
and irritation caused by dandruff.

ANTI DANDRUFF2 ELIXIR

``as it has calming properties, it eliminates
the feeling of itching

``works by soothing the scalp
``perfectly handles both dry and oily
``dandruff
``easy to use: just use a small amount

of elixir and massage it into wet hair

150 ml | 520015

ANTI DANDRUFF2 SHAMPOO

``helps fighting dry dandruff strengthening the
keratin structure of the dry and brittle hair

``has a soothing effect: takes care of the scalp
irritated by dandruff

``best to use together with

the ANTI DANDRUFF² ELIXIR

250 ml | 520016
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HAIRLAB

SCALP AND HAIR CARE

ENERGISING
SHAMPOO

2

ENERGISING SHAMPOO
FOR WEAK HAIR
ENERGISING2 SHAMPOO

Designed for weak hair with
a tendency to fall out. Contains
precious plant extracts from ginseng
and burdock which strengthen hair
and prevent hair loss. Shampoo has
a normalising and regenerating effect.

``strengthens and prevents hair
loss

``perfect for men who dream of
thick, healthy hair

Perfectly refreshed scalp and boosted hair texture. Thanks
to precious ingredients and unique formula, ENERGISING²
SHAMPOO prevents hair loss, providing hair with incredible
and healthy shine. Taking care of your hair has never been so
easy and effective at the same time.

``best effects when used with

STRONG² & MORE HAIR OIL

250 ml | 520013
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ENERGISING HAIR OIL
AGAINST HAIR LOSS
STRONG2 & MORE HAIR OIL

An intensive treatment to prevent
hair loss. The oil contains selected
blend of plant extracts (yarrow,
inchona and coltsfoot) and active
ingredients (zinc, vitamins), which
improve the condition of the hair
roots. Visibly decreases hair loss.

2

STRONG
& MORE HAIR

``strengthens hair and prevents
hair loss

``has a pleasant, fresh smell
``easy to apply: massage 15-20 drops
into the scalp every other day

30 ml | 520014

UItra strengthening of weak and prone to
fallout hair. Thanks to advanced technology,
the STRONG2 & MORE HAIR Line improves
condition of hair roots and visibly reduces hair
loss. Beautiful, thick hair is finally within your
reach.

RESTORE LIFE
BALANCE

Your needs are at the very centre of what
we do. We live in extremely intense times
– stress, fatigue and environmental
pollution are a feature of our everyday
lives. In addition, it is not always easy to
access wholesome, natural products, while
the fast pace of life makes us prone to
developing bad habits – irregular meals,
little sleep, lack of physical activity. That
is why we are doing everything we can to
ensure that NUTRICODE supplements allow
you to restore your life balance, properly
supporting your body’s functions.
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16 PERFECT PRODUCTS, INCLUDING
9 INNOVATIVE NEW PRODUCTS
The innovative NUTRICODE series has been created to respond to contemporary human needs. The knowledge
and experience we have gained have allowed us to create 9 new revolutionary products. The perfectly composed
formula of ACTIVE BURN FAT KILLER (pp. 86-87) helps you maintain a normal body weight and accelerate fat
burning. DEPURCONTROL (pp. 88-89) will provide relief to those struggling with excess water retention in the body.
ANTI-CELLULITE (pp. 90-91) works effectively to support the elimination of so-called “orange-peel skin”. BEAUTY
DETOX (pp. 92-93), helps to ensure perfect form and a beautiful, youthful look, thanks to the combination of spirulina
and active collagen. The revolutionary system to correct magnesium deficiency – MAGNESIUM 24 H TRIPLEX
POWER SYSTEM (pp. 94-95) – perfectly suits the changing needs of your body during the day. VITALITY BOOST
& MAGNESIUM POWER (pp. 102-103) provides an energy boost for the body and mind. VITAMINS FOR HER (pp.
96-97) is a supplement created specifically for young, active women. For women over 50, VITAMINS FOR HER 50+
has been developed (pp. 98-99) – supporting health and alleviating the onerous symptoms of menopause. VITAMINS
FOR HIM (pp. 100-101) is a complex of vitamins and minerals for men, which enhances sexual performance.
Nutritional supplement NUTRICODE is the best response for your body’s needs.
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NEW
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FIT6 PROGRAMME
FIT6 PROGRAMME – AN INNOVATION IN THE WORLD OF SLIMMING
– NATURAL LOSS OF WEIGHT WITHOUT THE YO-YO EFFECT

NEW
Dreaming of an ideal figure? ..., but you find it difficult to find time and motivation for
regular exercise? Perhaps you lack knowledge about how to balance your diet – what
to eat and what to avoid? You can stop worrying now. We have created a programme
which will change your life once and for all. Learn about FIT6 and join us.
FIT6 is the only in the world, unique slimming programme designed based on in-depth
understanding of the manner of life of the 21st century. It is a system developed
by a clinical dietician – doctor Lídia Marrão – assuming reduction of fat tissue and
slimming down of your body thanks to a healthy and well-balanced diet and innovative
NUTRICODE food supplements such as INNER BALANCE, SLIM EXTREME,
VITALITY BOOST, VITAMINS FOR HER, VITAMINS FOR HER 50+, VITAMINS
FOR HIM, as well as our newest specialised preparations – ACTIVE BURN FAT
KILLER, ANTICELLULITE and DEPURCONTROL. The purpose of the programme
is not only to lose a few extra kilos but also to improve the comfort of your life,
health, and well-being.
FIT6 – FINALLY THE DREAM ABOUT AN IDEAL FIGURE BECOMES REALITY.

Clinical dietician Lídia Marrão,
Author of FIT6 programme

NECESSARY NUTRITIVE INGREDIENTS

SHARE AND MOTIVATE

Slimming is a difficult process for the body, even if you do not
feel it physically. Therefore, FIT6 assumes supplying the body
with the superior quality nutrients in the form of innovative
NUTRICODE supplements. Each slimming stage has a different
set of products, ideally responding to the body’s needs at each
step of the way.

We know how important it is to have support and motivation.
Due to lack of them, we often stop dieting with a sense of
helplessness and resignation and return to our old, unhealthy
habits. Therefore, together with the programme, a FIT6
community was created – a site where every participant may
share their difficulties, thoughts and achievements.

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT

ACHIEVE YOUR GOAL

Throughout the duration of FIT6 programme, each participant
shall be able to use advice of a professional dietician who will
monitor and analyse the results, offer adequate guidelines and
clarify any doubts.

Use a healthy and efficient slimming method. We guarantee
that an ideally balanced 6-step plan will allow you to lose some
extra kilos easily and safely. Thanks to FIT6 you will not only
enjoy a slim figure, but also a perfect health and well-being.
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JOIN FIT6 TODAY

6 STEPS TO AN IDEAL FIGURE

Each step lasts one month. The duration of the diet depends on how much weight you want to lose.
The more you want to lose, the more steps you have to take. You can quit at any time.
COUNTERACTING INFLAMMATIONS

1

``An inadequate diet leads to inflammatory conditions in your body.
The first step helps the body to restore its natural balance

``The purpose of the first step is not only the weight loss but also

body’s detox and purification, as well as improved well-being and
general health

WEIGHT LOSS

2

``This stage is divided into four phases
``Its main purpose is the loss of fatty tissue while maintaining
energy and vitality

3

``With NUTRICODE food supplements we support our bodies

4

``Further detox and purification of the body have a beneficial

5

``We preserve our muscle mass, which prevents the loss

in a comprehensive way providing them with necessary
nutritive elements

effect on our well-being

of the body’s firmness

``We gradually lose excessive kilograms
``Visible cellulite reduction is accomplished

TONIFICATION

6

``This step is aimed at stimulating muscles to boost their growth

KEEPING THE RESULTS
``The goal has been achieved. In this step we apply a balanced

diet ensuring long-term body stabilisation and preventing the
yo-yo effect.
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ACTIVE BURN FAT KILLER
NEW
UNIQUE SUPPLEMENT TO SUPPORT
EFFECTIVE SLIMMING:
• perfectly composed ingredients help you maintain a
normal body weight, accelerating fat burning
• thanks to a synergistic combination of natural extracts,
it supports the synthesis of collagen and elastin which
is responsible for your skin’s tension, elasticity and
resilience
• it comes as a highly absorbant fluid, producing not only
extremely effective results, but also helping you fight
hunger during the day and develop healthy habits, such
as drinking water regularly throughout the day

L-CARNITINE – AN IRREPLACEABLE FAT BURNER

L-carnitine is an amino acid naturally found in our muscles. It is responsible for regulating our metabolism
when it comes to fat in our bodies. It greatly contributes to our stamina – if its levels are insufficient, we
feel tired even after very little activity. Despite the huge role it plays, the body only produces it in very
small amounts. Taking a higher dose of L-carnitine is therefore extremely beneficial when trying to lose
weight, because it significantly accelerates fat burning.
PERFECT FIGURE AND YOUNG LOOK THANKS TO THE PERFECT COMBINATION
OF VALUABLE INGREDIENTS:
• L-carnitine – a substance that is produced naturally in the body, it accelerates our fat metabolism
• pineapple, papaya and guarana extract – this improves the digestive processes by promoting the proper metabolism
of fats and carbohydrates
• dandelion root extract and milk thistle seeds – supports the elimination of excess water along with the metabolic
waste products that our bodies do not need, helping you maintain a healthy body weight
• gotu kola extract and grapes – supports the synthesis of collagen and elastin, which are responsible for the maintining
your skin’s natural tension, elasticity and resilience
• bitter orange extract – A source of potassium and soluble fibre – due to its low glycemic index, it helps you maintain
a normal rate of metabolism, especially when processing fats, and it works effectively to compliment the other
ingredients above
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THE PRODUCT
COMES WITH
A PRACTICAL
MEASURING
POT

ACTIVE BURN FAT KILLER

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

A unique dietary supplement with perfectly composed ingredients, whose
synergistic action will help you maintain a normal body weight, supporting
the acceleration of fat burning and the elimination of excess water and
metabolic waste products from the body. The perfect combination of
herbal extracts improves your digestive processes by promoting the
proper metabolism of fats and carbohydrates. The formula has a positive
effect on the synthesis of collagen and elastin, increasing the your skin’s
natural tension, elasticity and resilience.
Measure out 15 ml of the formula and dissolve in 1.5 l of water.
Drink in small, regular intervals throughout the day.

30 DAY COURSE
480 ml | 801015
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DEPURCONTROL
NEW
PROFESSIONAL FORMULA TO CLEANSE YOUR
BODY OF METABOLIC WASTE PRODUCTS:

PERFECTLY COMPOSED PLANT EXTRACTS
WITH DETOX PROPERTIES:

• the latest-generation supplement that contains the
highest quality ingredients selected for people struggling
with excess water retention in the body

•

• carefully selected extracts from plants with diuretic
properties have a positive effect on the body's water
balance
• natural extract from white birch bark helps your body
remove toxins
• a formula that perfectly supports the body's water
balance and expertly promotes detoxification in the body

birch bark extract cleanses the body of toxins and
helps eliminate excess water from the body

• horsetail herb extract is perfect for removing excess
urate, regulating and supporting your body’s water
balance
• ortosyphon leaf is one of the oldest medicinal
plants and has natural diuretic properties
• dandelion root extract greatly supports liver and gall
bladder function, promotes the removal of toxins from
the body and improves digestion

NATURAL CLEANSING
Excess water retention in the body can affect people of all ages. One of the reasons behind it may be too little
fluid intake during the day. Hormones, heat, poor diet, and maintaining the same body position for a long time
can also contribute to excess water retention. To combat this problem, it is often not enough to simply change
your habits. DEPURCONTROL is the answer. This excellent dietary supplement contains everything you need
in the often difficult fight against swelling caused by excess water in the body. It contains natural extracts from
plants with diuretic and detoxifying properties, restoring your body’s natural balance, helping you regain
a positive outlook on life, a fresh appearance and, above all, good health.
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THE PRODUCT
COMES WITH
A PRACTICAL
MEASURING
POT

DEPURCONTROL
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

This is a formula that is unique in both its composition and its effect.
It contains perfectly combined ingredients to support physiological
diuresis, working effectively to eliminate excess water, along with
metabolic waste products as needed. The phenolic acids and flavonoids,
which are found in dandelion root and birch bark, promote proper kidney
and liver function, and optimize metabolic processes. Similarly, the active
compounds found in orthosyfon leaf and horsetail herb extracts support
urination, while at the same time promoting the elimination of metabolic
waste products contained in the urine.
Measure out 15 ml of the preparation and dissolve in 1.5 l of water.
Drink in small portions throughout the day.

30 DAY COURSE
480 ml | 801016
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ANTI-CELLULITE

Cellulite is an increasingly common problem. Not only does it look rather unsightly, it also affects our health
as it compresses the lymphatic and blood vessels, causing circulation problems and hampering toxin removal.
Discover the innovative ANTI-CELLULITE tablets and put these problems behind you once and for all.

NEW
INNOVATIVE WEAPON IN THE FIGHT
AGAINST CELLULITE:
• carefully selected ingredients of the highest
quality ensure multilevel action that supports
the reduction of cellulite and improves health
• a unique combination of natural plant extracts
offers perfect support for cleansing your body
of toxins, maintaining a healthy body weight and
proper rate of fat metabolism, and helping to
minimize so-called “orange-peel skin”
• this special formula is composed to ensure that
its ingredients complement each other, enhancing
their performance and producing outstanding
results
• a modern dietary supplement that will help
restore your skin’s natural firmness and elasticity.
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WHAT CAUSES CELLULITE?
Cellulite is a common, often troublesome problem that not only affects women, but increasingly also men.
It usually appears around the breasts, stomach and thighs in the form of small fat deposits that can be felt
on the surface of the skin. There are many reasons behind why it appears, some of which include:
• abnormal hormonal balance – when the body’s oestrogen levels are elevated and there is a deficiency of progesterone
at the same time
• sedentary lifestyle and lack of physical activity
• poor diet – excessive consumption of sugar and salt
• smoking
• genetic predispositions

A WEALTH OF HERBAL COMPONENTS FOR FIRM
AND SMOOTH SKIN:
•

turmeric extract – supports body cleansing and maintains
proper rates of fat metabolism, reducing signs of cellulite
and hunger throughout the day

• gotu kola extract – helps to maintain your skin’s natural
firmness and elasticity, as well as proper structure in fat tissue
• indian coleus extract – contains forskolin, which enhances the
processes behind fat metabolism, working effectively to help you
maintain a normal body weight and visibly reducing the effects
of so-called “orange-peel skin”
• sweet clover and horse chestnut extract maintains optimal
blood supply, which is one of the key treatment methods for
combating cellulite

ANTI-CELLULITE

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

An innovative answer to the contemporary problem that is affecting
not only women, but also men –so-called “orange-peel skin”. It works
in two ways, targeting both the source of the problem and combatting
its negative effects. Carefully selected plant extracts cleanse the
body of toxins and maintain proper fat metabolism, helping to reduce
cellulite. The product also promotes a normal body weight, while
at the same time working to restore your skin’s natural firmness
and elasticity.
Take 1 tablet with water twice a day.

60 COATED TABLETS
30 DAY COURSE
33,6 g | 801017
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BEAUTY DETOX

Beauty and health closed in a single capsule? This is now possible thanks to BEAUTY DETOX.
An innovative combination of spirulina algae and collagen will allow you to take care of the
perfect condition of the body as well as its appearance.

SPIRULINA ALGAE

ACTIVE COLAGEN

– GREEN SUPERFOOD

– OCEAN TREASURE

Unique algae, classed among the top ten
products containing three times more protein
than meat (ca. 70%) and more calcium
than milk. It is one of the richest sources of
chlorophyll, beta-carotene and nucleic acids
from among all new animal and plant food.
It purifies the liver and kidneys from toxins,
deacidifies the body and reduced the level of
bad cholesterol. Thanks to phenylalanine, it
improves digestion and reduces appetite. It is
a pure “green gold” for our body.

Natural, sea collagen obtained from wild
salmon – a component of exceptional purity
and concentration –which is comprised in the
BEAUTY DETOX supplement, guarantees the
delaying of skin aging, its improved hydration
and reduced wrinkles. Additionally, it inhibits
inflammatory conditions that could lead to
injury, pain and loss of functionality of the
joints. Beautiful, hydrated and young-looking
skin plus perfect joint condition – from now
on this unusual combination is within reach.

DID YOU KNOW THAT SPIRULINA
ALGAE PROVIDES:
• all the necessary amino acids
• necessary fatty acids including:
oleic, linoleic and ɣ-linolenic
• vitamin B12, whose primary sources
are animal products
• considerable amounts of calcium,
phosphorus and iron
• β-carotene

SUPERIOR QUALITY COLLAGEN:
•

BEAUTY DETOX collagen production is
monitored at each production stage by
Inter-process Control of the Quality Control
Lab which ensures product standardisation
and an uncommonly high level of purification

•

BEAUTY DETOX collagen is distinguished
from other preparations available on the
market with an impressive amount of
hydroxyproline – ca. 8%, which means
that the product contains at least 67%
of collagen. This is a guarantee of the
best quality

•

Natural vitamin C contained in the extract of
acerola fruit supports collagen synthesis to
ensure the proper functioning of the skin and
contributes to the maintenance of the proper
energy metabolism

BREAKTHROUGH IN SUPPLEMENTATION FOR HEALTH AND BEAUTY
• an innovative combination of high-quality raw materials from the sea – spirulina algae and active collagen
• spirulina algae used in the BEAUTY DETOX is characterised by a perfect purification
• it supplements the level of necessary vitamins and valuable minerals, detoxifies the body, supports skin lifting and
regeneration from the inside and has a beneficial effect on the conditions of joints, complexion, hair and nails
• with the Pro-Beauty and Anti-Toxin formula
• an exceptional composition, carefully tested at each production stage, with collagen content much higher
than in other products available on the market
• gluten and GMO free
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BEAUTY DETOX
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

This is a unique product on the worldwide scale, which will
at the same time allow you to take care of your body’s condition
and appearance. Spirulina algae, which is a rich, natural source
of plant protein with over 70% content, supports the body
weight control, the removal of toxins from the body and ensures
its vitality. Natural vitamin C contained in acerola supports collagen
synthesis to ensure the proper functioning of the skin and joints.
This is a unique supplement which has been designed based on the
latest biotechnological innovations while keeping the superior purity
standards.
Take 2 capsules a day with water.

NEW

60 CAPSULES
A 30-DAY SYSTEM
44,7 g | 801014
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MAGNESIUM 24 H SYSTEM
TRIPLEX POWER
THE ONLY SUPPLEMENT OF ITS TYPE ON THE MARKET
Magnesium varies depending on the source. The key ingredients of the MAGNESIUM 24 H SYSTEM TRIPLEX
POWER are magnesium citrate and magnesium L-pidolate. They are organic compounds, which, according to
the latest research, are perfectly absorbable by the human body. In addition, MAGNESIUM 24 H SYSTEM
TRIPLEX POWER is the only preparation on the market which not only supplements a magnesium deficiency
in a comprehensive manner but also contains ingredients which adequately support our body in the morning,
afternoon and in the evening. Their synergic action will ensure immediate regeneration and perfect condition.

THE SIGNS OF A LOW MAGNESIUM LEVEL ARE:

``frequent headaches and vertigo,
``irritability,
``tiredness,
``insomnia,
``involuntary muscle and eye-lid spasms,
``general weakening of the body.

AN IDEALLY COMPOSED MAGENSIUM SYSTEM FOR THE WHOLE DAY:
1. ONE TABLET IN THE MORNING

A perfect combination of ingredients to start your day

The product contains guarana which has nearly 3 times more caffeine than ordinary coffee or
ginseng extract. This exceptional combination stimulates the metabolism while invigorating and
enlivening the body. In addition, it puts you in a good mood and strengthens your physical and
intellectual fitness. Vitamin B6 takes care of the proper functioning of the body and, additionally,
reinforces the effect of magnesium and stimulates immunity.
2. AFTERNOON TABLET

Plenty of ingredients for your active day

Enriched with a natural extract from bacopa monnieri, which strengthens the body in the event of
the loss of vitality and power – it helps concentrate and makes you recover the incredible energy
potential to act. Its properties are strengthened by pantothenic acid, which helps restore the body’s
balance while eliminating stress and fatigue.
3. EVENING TABLET

A set of ingredients for a good night

It contains lemon balm and withania somnifera, which alleviates nervous excitation, irritation and
stress. The ingredients have a sedative effect, relax the body and mind thus enabling you to fall
asleep faster. They also improve mood and have a positive effect on the body’s regeneration during
the night. Vitamin B6 strengthens the effect of magnesium and has an influence on the body’s
balance. You wake up in the morning full of energy.
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NEW

MAGNESIUM 24 H SYSTEM TRIPLEX POWER
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

A unique 30-day system consisting of 3 different tablets administered
during the day. Each tablet contains magnesium helping to maintain
proper mental functions and vitamins ideally adapted to the changing
body’s needs during the day. Make sure your body is in a perfect
condition all day and all night. Thanks to MAGNESIUM 24 H SYSTEM
TRIPLEX POWER you will wake up in the morning full of energy and
be at your best throughout the day.
Take 1 tablet in the morning, afternoon and in the evening with water.

3 x 30 COATED TABLETS
A 30-DAY SYSTEM
3 x 36 g | 801009
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VITAMINS FOR HER
PERFECT RESPONSE TO FEMALE NEEDS:
•
•
•
•

a unique composition of vitamins and minerals designed specifically for women
a unique combination of carefully selected nutritive ingredients supports the proper functioning of the body during the day – increases
energy, boosts immunity, supports cardiovascular function, protects against oxidative stress while preserving youth and shine
the high content of folic acid in the supplement is extremely important for women, especially those who plan to get pregnant
the product contains only superior quality nutritive ingredients with scientifically proven effects

NEW

CAREFULLY DESIGNED COMPOSITION:
•
•
•
•
•

thiamine, riboflavin, and vitamin B12 increase energy and vitality while regulating energy metabolism
vitamins A, C, and E protect against oxidative stress, stimulate the immune system and cardiovascular function
folic acid regulates the growth and functioning of the body’s cells and plays an extremely important role in the correct
foetal development; therefore, it is a compulsory supplement for women planning to get pregnant
vitamins D and K make our skeletal system stronger (including teeth) and boost our immunity
chrome reduces appetite for sweets and helps burn fat; it also supports maintaining the proper body weight
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VITALITY POTION

LIFE-GIVING COMPONENT

Due to environmental pollution, solar radiation, cigarette smoke,
alcohol or other preserving substances contained in food, our
bodies accumulate free radicals. Every day our body fights an
unequal battle. The NUTRICODE FOR HER dietary supplement
is like divine ambrosia full of natural anti-oxidants. Vitamins A,
C, and E protect the cells against oxidative stress and stimulate
a strong immune system. It is a guarantee of good health and
perfect well-being.

Folic acid is one of the key building blocks of our bodies and we often
suffer from its shortages. It is responsible for the cellular growth of our
bodies and regulation of their functioning. The proper supply of folic
acid is extremely important for women, especially future mothers. Its
adequate level guarantees proper foetal development.

VITAMINS FOR HER

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

This is an ideal option for women who care for their health. This
scrupulously designed set of vitamins and minerals is adapted
to female nutritive needs. VITAMINS FOR HER is an invaluable
support every day. Thanks to anti-oxidants, it helps the body cope
with the free radicals appearing in our bodies due to air pollution,
highly processed food, cigarette smoke, or alcohol. Vitamin B group
complex ensures an adequate level of vitality during the day and
supports cardiovascular function. Due to high folic acid content, this
is a perfect supplement for women who plan to get pregnant.
Take 2 tablets a day with water.

2 x 30 COATED TABLETS
A 30-DAY SYSTEM
33 g, 21,9 g | 801011

EXCEPTIONAL JUST LIKE WOMEN
Women need plenty of energy to keep up with the pace of
everyday life. Each day brings new, exciting challenges but is also
a considerable burden for the body. We know how much is on
the mind of a contemporary woman. Inspired by their exceptional
nature, we have developed a unique dietary supplement, which
will be an invaluable support every day. VITAMINS FOR HER is
a rich supply of the group B vitamins which support proper energy
management within the body while maintaining an adequate sugar
level throughout the day. This is a truly nutritive blend in just one
tablet.
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VITAMINS FOR HER 50+
PROFESSIONAL SUPPLEMENTATION FOR MATURE WOMEN:
•
•
•
•

an innovative combination of ingredients which perfectly support women aged 50+
an unrivalled product which due to the high content of Trifolium pretense natural extract alleviates the oppressive
symptoms of menopause such as hot flashes, drenching sweats at night, irritation and tiredness
product safety is guaranteed by strict control at each production stage
high iron content which is particularly important for women aged 50 and over

NEW
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TRIFOLIUM FOR LUCK

ESSENTIAL VITAMINS AND MINERALS

During the menopause period, the level of oestrogen suddenly
falls which is manifested through a number of unpleasant
ailments. The most frequent of them are hot flushes, instable
mood, constant irritation and drowsiness. To increase mental and
physical comfort in this period, it is recommended to provide the
body with substances similar to oestrogen derived from plants, i.e.
phytoestrogens. Trifolium pratense, which is also an ingredient of
VITAMINS FOR HER 50+, is an indispensable female ally during
that time. This unique plant is a rich source of isoflavones, easily
absorbed by the body, which offer the desired relief during the
menopause. Trifolium does not need to have four leaves to bring
good luck.

During menopause, the female body is extremely susceptible to
diseases, especially ones related to the circulatory and skeletal system.
In addition to phytoestrogen supplementation, it is also recommended
to make sure that the body is provided with an adequate number of
nutritive elements. Therefore, VITAMINS FOR HER 50+ is a carefully
selected composition of vitamins and minerals created to cater for the
needs of mature women. This product is intended to offer vitality and
allow women to enjoy a perfect body condition. Everyday duties will
no longer be so cumbersome.

VITAMINS FOR HER 50+

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

A comprehensive composition of vitamins and minerals
carefully selected with a view to supporting the female
body during menopause. This ideal blend of components
restores the hormone balance, improves well-being
and has a beneficial effect on the health and attractive
appearance, thus allowing them to live life to the fullest.
Take 3 tablets a day with water.

30 AND 60 COATED TABLETS
A 30-DAY SYSTEM
33 g, 66 g | 801012

A PERFECT COMPOSITION OF VITAMINS, MINERALS AND PLANT EXTRACTS:
•
•
•
•
•

trifolium pratense effectively alleviates menopause symptoms such as hot flashes and instable mood
iron perfectly stimulates the proper production of red blood cells, haemoglobin and oxygen transport in the body
and reduces tiredness and exhaustion
zinc and copper help to maintain beautiful and healthy hair, skin and nails while protecting the cells against oxidative stress
thiamine, niacin and biotin are a perfect support of the nervous system and help it maintain proper mental functions
manganese contributes to proper energy metabolism and healthy bones
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VITAMINS FOR HIM
PERFECT COMPOSITION OF VITAMINS, MINERALS AND PLANT EXTRACTS:
•
•
•
•
•

tribulus terrestris* boosts sexual desire and is a perfect supporter of sexual performance
zinc helps to maintain proper acid-base balance and an adequate testosterone level in blood
thiamine efficiently supports the functioning of the nervous system and the heart
pantothenic acid effectively eliminates the sense of fatigue and exhaustion and helps to maintain intellectual performance at an adequate level
vitamin D regulates the proper concentration of calcium in the blood, ensures healthy teeth and bones as well as boosts the immune system

NEW

VITAMINS FOR HIM
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

A unique dietary supplement developed specifically for men. An
innovative combination of carefully selected ingredients will offer
comprehensive support to the health and will have a positive effect
on sexual performance. This perfect composition provides vitamins
and minerals essential for the proper functioning of the body. Due
to the tribulus terrestris extract, the supplement regulates the level
of testosterone, hence improves sexual potency. VITAMINS FOR
HIM improves physical, intellectual and sexual fitness.
Take 2 tablets a day with water.

2 x 30 COATED TABLETS
A 30-DAY SYSTEM
2 x 33 g | 801010

NATURAL VITALITY
*Tribulus terrestris is a unique plant used in Chinese and Indian
medicine for thousands years. It is particularly appreciated for its
body strengthening properties and especially important for men
because it regulates testosterone synthesis with the body by
which it contributes to an increased libido and intensification of
sexual experiences. Tribulus terrestris extract is an herbal extract
which has a beneficial effect on the entire body.
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MEN’S ALLY
Testosterone is one of the key male hormones. It plays a vital
role in various bodily functions. Not only does it increase the
sexual drive, but also it affects the growth of muscle mass
and strengthens bones. A testosterone shortage results in
a diminished libido, reduced muscle and skeletal mass and even
lowers the mood and ability to concentrate. In order to provide
a suitable amount of nutritive components to the body, it is
vital to understand what it needs. The VITAMINS FOR HIM
composition design was a lengthy and diligent process so that
the resulting preparation could satisfy the male demand for
vitamins and minerals to the best possible extent. Thanks to
VITAMINS FOR HIM men can now enjoy an excellent bodily
condition and a full sexual life.

THE BEST SUPPLEMENT TO CATER FOR ALL MALE NEEDS:
•
•
•
•

modern preparation containing high-quality nutritive components carefully selected to match male’s needs
perfect composition of vitamins and minerals boosting physical and intellectual fitness
natural Tribulus terrestris extract regulates testosterone level, increases libido, releases desire and has a beneficial effect on sexual performance
supplement which supports vitality, the proper functioning of our body and increased physical strength
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VITALITY BOOST
& MAGNESIUM POWER
Thanks to the convenient, liquid form of the product, the body absorbs all the ingredients very quickly. In addition,
VITALITY BOOST & MAGNESIUM POWER has a delicious, refreshing flavour, which makes the product not only
beneficial for the body but turns using it into a sweet pleasure. It is an injection in a liquid form.

COMPREHENSIVE DOSE OF ENERGY IN TWO STEPS
1.

NUTRICODE VITALITY BOOST
– a nutritive injection
Drink one serving of VITALITY BOOST daily.

During an intensive day at work, at University or during an
exhausting physical activity, the overtired body uses up
its energy resources. Therefore, our well-being is reduced
– we feel tired, exhausted and drowsy. Thanks to guarana
and green tea extracts, NUTRICODE VITALITY BOOST
perfectly stimulates the body for further action. Nutritive
ingredients contained in the product regulate the functioning
of the nervous and muscular system, restore concentration
and improve mood.
•

guarana extract contains a substantial amount of
caffeine, which has a beneficial effect in the case
of physical and mental exhaustion, boosts energy,
eliminates drowsiness and tiredness, improves
concentration and memory

•

niacin, pantothenic acid, and riboflavin are responsible
for the proper functioning of the nervous system –
they manage the body’s energy, alleviating nervous
stress, have a positive effect on mood and mental
performance

•

green tea extract is a natural anti-oxidant supporting
the body’s fight with free radicals

2.

NUTRICODE MAGNESIUM POWER
– ideal balance
Two hours after drinking VITALITY BOOST,
take 1 dose of MAGNESIUM POWER

Magnesium governs the proper functioning of nearly all of the
body’s systems. It is also responsible for a proper electrolyte
balance. Taking care of it is particularly important during the
increased physical or mental effort when we drink plenty of
coffee, tea, or just water. It leads to washing away of valuable
minerals. Due to a considerable amount of highly-absorbed
magnesium, NUTRICODE MAGNESIUM POWER compensates
the electrolyte level while maintaining proper energy
management.
• magnesium is responsible for maintaining the electrolyte
balance of the body, supports it during physical and
mental effort, is responsible for the proper functioning
of the nervous and cardiovascular system as well as
monitors proper muscular work
• vitamin B6 is an ally of magnesium – it boosts its
absorption and also supports psychological functions and
is responsible for proper energy metabolism in our body
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VITALITY BOOST & MAGNESIUM POWER
This is an innovative dietary supplement consisting of six containers
full of vitality and energy. The liquid form enables the best absorption
and almost immediate action of the product. VITALITY BOOST is an
injection of nutritive ingredients which prevent exhaustion of the body,
while MAGNESIUM POWER supplements the body with magnesium,
which is extremely important for the proper functioning of the nervous,
cardiovascular and muscle system.

The composition of VITALITY BOOST & MAGNESIUM POWER
was designed so as to ensure that the ingredients supplement and
reinforce their properties.
Drink one dose of Vitality Boost immediately after opening,
and drink one Magnesium Power around two hours later,
to compensate the magnesium level.

NEW

3 x NUTRICODE VITALITY BOOST
3 x NUTRICODE MAGNESIUM POWER
6 x 25 ml | 801013
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NUTRICODE

30 MULTIVITAMIN GUMMIES FOR CHILDREN
– CHERRY, STRAWBERRY AND ORANGE FLAVOUR
75 g | 801006

THE NUTRICODE GUMMIES ARE ABSOLUTE MUST-HAVE:

``good source of vitamins for vegetarians
``produced in accordance with kosher and halal procedures
``pectin base instead of gelatine base
``no artificial colours, flavours and preservatives
``no peanuts, soy and milk
``gluten-free

FOR WHOM?
Created to cope with the needs
of growing children bodies.

Vitamins B6, B12, biotin and folic acid
support the nervous system
Vitamin A and zinc
support healthy eyes
Iodine
supports the functioning
of the thyroid gland

VITA KIDS GUMMIES
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

``delicious multivitamin gummies for growing bodies and minds
``ideal for bone health, immune and metabolism support, eye as well as

Vitamin C, A and D
– boost the immunity system

``great taste guaranteed

Vitamin D
helps in the proper
functioning of muscles

overall health of children

They meet the daily needs of kids for the most essential ingredients. Contain
vitamins: A (75% of the daily demand in 1 gummy*), D (100%)*, E (112%)*, B6
(71%)*, B12 (160%)*, C (38%)*, biotin (150%)*, pantothenic acid (83%)*, folic
acid (100%)*, iodine (27%)* and zinc (25%)*.
Take 1 gummy a day.

NRV – % OF THE NUTRIENT REFERENCE VALUE
– MEETING THE DAILY DEMAND FOR A GIVEN INGREDIENT

Vitamin D, C
and zinc
maintain healthy
bones and teeth

Vitamin C and
pantothenic acid
help to maintain
proper energy
metabolism
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FOR WHOM?
For everyone who wants to supplement their daily diet with
a complex of well-selected vitamins and minerals needed for
proper functioning of the body.

VITA BOMB GUMMIES
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

``extra nutrient power
``provide energy, antioxidant, heart, immunity,
metabolism and overall health support

A vitamin bomb in the form of delicious gummies:

• vitamin A (75% )* supports eye health
• E (112%) has antioxidant properties and as a result helps heart
health and cardiovascular function
• D (100%) is good for your bone health
• C (38%) boosts immunity
• B6 (71%) and B12 (160%) support normal energy metabolism
• folic acid (100%) takes care of the nervous system
• biotin (150%) provides healthy hair and skin
• pantothenic acid (83%) takes care of your mental capacity
• zinc (25%) is beneficial for metabolism
• iodine (27%) affects the proper functioning of the thyroid gland
30 MULTIVITAMIN GUMMIES FOR ADULTS
– CHERRY, STRAWBERRY AND ORANGE FLAVOUR
75 g | 801007

Take 1 gummy a day.
NRV – % OF THE NUTRIENT REFERENCE VALUE
– MEETING THE DAILY DEMAND FOR A GIVEN INGREDIENT
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INNER BALANCE
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOR WHOM?
Ideal for all who lead a stressful lifestyle, experience
fatigue and eat products that acidify the body, such
as sugar, coffee, alcohol and heavily processed foods.

Night capsules
Night capsules, which contain lemon
balm extract and hops, facilitate
falling asleep, and by providing the
proper sleep they contribute to
further de-acidification of the body.
Take 2 capsules a night. Follow with drinking
plenty of water (at least 1 glass).

NEW COMPOSITION
ASPARTAME FREE

Sachets containing soluble powder administered during the day with a new, even better, orange flavour.
Based on a Rosa Centifolia flower extract, which supports physiological processes of metabolic waste products elimination and helps to maintain the acid-base
balance. Zinc favourably affects the functioning of the immune system, magnesium and iron help to reduce tiredness and fatigue, whereas the nettle herb
extract supports elimination of water from the body.
Dissolve the sachet content in 200 ml of water. Take 1 sachet 2 times a day.

INNER BALANCE
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

``maintains the acid-base balance
``source of crucial microelements

Monthly day-night system, 24-hour care to maintain
the acid-base balance of the body.

60 SACHETS + 60 CAPSULES
240 g + 30 g | 801001
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SLIM EXTREME
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOR WHOM?
For all in need of support with rational weight
loss, who wish to get their dream body without
constantly feeling hungry.

Cooking recipes, blog, the BMI and BMR calculators,
support in achieving the goals – all this and more can be
found on our website. Meet the Nutricode mobile app. For
more information go to nutricode.fmworld.com.

Effervescent tablets
– grape flavour
Intend to supplement the vitamins
and minerals which are lost by
reducing the daily food intake.
Created to let you keep beautiful
skin. Vitamin C supports formation
of collagen, whereas biotin and
vitamin B2 help maintain a healthy
complexion. Calcium has an effect on
the proper functioning of digestive
enzymes.

Coated tablets
Based on an innovative ingredient
– glucomannan – which, when combined
with a low calorie diet, affects weight
loss. Chromium helps maintain normal
blood glucose levels by reducing
cravings for sweets and the desire
to snack between meals. Garcinia
cambogia extract, in turn, is a source of
hydroxycitric acid (HCA), which slows
down the formation of body fat.

Dissolve 1 tablet in a glass (200 ml) water
a day. Drink before a meal.

Take 2 tablets 3 times a day, rinsed with
a lot of water (1 or 2 glasses).

NEW COMPOSITION
ASPARTAME FREE

GLUCOMANNAN – APPETITE KILLER

Glucomannan is a dietary fibre soluble in water, extracted from the Amorphophallus Konjac plant. As it expands in stomach, glucomannan fills it and as
a result sends a signal to the satiety centre, in the hypothalamus of your brain, that you are not hungry. This helps to cut the number and size of meals.
Research shows that the use of glucomannan, along with a reduced calorie diet, decreases body weight in overweight people by an average of 3 kg per
month¹. For glucomannan to do its job, make sure that you take the tablets with plenty of water.
1

Birketvedt GS. “Experiences with three different fibre supplements in weight reduction.” Med Sci Monit. 2005 Jan; 11(1): PI5-8

SLIM EXTREME
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

``supports weight loss, reduces appetite
``contains glucomannan, which is highly effective
in reducing body weight

``lose weight and keep your skin looking beautiful

Nutricode Slim Extreme is a composition of ingredients supporting weight
loss by reducing appetite. The unique "All Day Weight Control" system has
been designed for all who wish to reduce weight rationally. It also allows to
maintain beautiful skin when using weight loss diets. Product suitable for
vegetarians and vegans.

180 COATED TABLETS + 30 EFFERVESCENT TABLETS
2 x 103,5 g + 2 x 67,5 g | 801002
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VITALITY BOOST
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

FOR WHOM?
Support for all who experience lack of energy,
fatigue and distraction and wish to give rhythm to
their lives. Recommended also to all who practice
sports and work out.

Night tablets
Rich source of vitamins and minerals.
The tablet ingredients, by increasing
metabolism, help you relax at night
and as a result enhance energy during
the day. Chromium contributes to the
maintenance of normal blood glucose
levels, selenium helps protect the
cells from oxidative stress, and iron
participates in the normal oxygen
transport in the body. Piperine from
black pepper supports digestion and
absorption of nutrients.
Take 2 tablets a night. Consume with water.

Day liquid sachets – orange flavour
Your daily dose of energy. Niacin, pantothenic acid and riboflavin, additionally reinforced with caffeine contribute to the reduction of tiredness and fatigue.
Pantothenic acid additionally affects brain efficiency. B group vitamins take care of the nervous system, whereas thiamine is responsible for the normal function
of the heart. Vitamin E contributes to the protection of cells from oxidative stress.
Consume the content of 1 sachet per day. Product suitable for vegetarians and vegans.

VITALITY BOOST
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

``a daily dose of energy for your body & mind
``vitality rejuvenation

A composition of perfectly matched ingredients, which
affect the flow of physical and mental energy throughout
the day and the sleep at night.

30 SACHETS + 60 COATED CAPSULES
300 g + 48 g | 801003
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FOR WHOM?
For all who dream of a flawless complexion,
thick and healthy hair as well as strong nails.
HAIR SKIN NAILS
FOOD SUPPLEMENT

``Pro-Beauty formula
``pomegranate extract

The perfect composition of ingredients to achieve strong, shiny hair, velvety
skin and healthy nails. The Pro-Beauty Formula contains copper which
affects the proper hair pigmentation, iron, which cares for their proper
growth, zinc which provides the building blocks for growing strong nails, as
well as vitamin E and pomegranate extract. The complex has been enriched
i.e. with brewer's yeast, vitamins A, B2, B6, B12, C, as well as biotin and
amino acids.

56 COATED TABLETS
44,8 g | 801005
Take 1 tablet a day. Consume with water.

FOR WHOM?
Especially recommended for all who suffer from colds
frequently and wish to improve their immunity. It is
also a perfect solution for people who work physically
and work out.
IMMUNO

FOOD SUPPLEMENT

``100% natural vitamin C
``new formula with zinc added which supports

the proper functioning of the immune system

Vitamin C derived solely from natural extracts and acerola fruits. Acerola,
called the Barbados cherry, is a super fruit, which has 30 times more vitamin
C than a lemon. Wild rose, in turn, is also rich in bioflavonoids, which are
natural antioxidants. Regular intake of vitamin C helps to take care of
immunity, has a favourable effect on teeth, skin, bones and nervous system
as well as protects the cells from oxidative stress. Product suitable for
vegetarians and vegans.

60 LOZENGES – ACEROLA AND CHERRY FLAVOUR
72 g | 801004
Take two lozenges a day. Suck slowly.

NEW FORMULA

WITH AN EXTRA DOSE OF ZINC
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NUTRICODE

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
NUTRICODE BRACELET
FITNESS TRACKER

DOWNLOAD THE APP
Nutricode is a modern mobile app which helps introducing healthy eating
habits and shows you how to stay active. Thanks to the daily activity log you
will easily achieve your goals. Motivational badges will encourage further
effort and help you celebrate daily successes.

``by using the app you can do daily tracking of your progress on the
weight chart and plan your diet with our delicious meal proposals
for any time of the day

``the app will also calculate and present your BMR and WHR values
and show you your individual stats in a clear way

MULTIFUNCTIONAL NUTRICODE
BRACELET PREMIUM
FITNESS TRACKER PREMIUM

Multifunctional NUTRICODE bracelet designed for active
people. Available functions include heart rate monitor,
watch, calories calculator, step counter, alarm clock,
incoming call notification. It connects to the smartphone/
Nutricode app using Bluetooth technology. Compatible
with Android and iOS systems.

920084 | BLACK

MULTIFUNCTIONAL NUTRICODE
BRACELET STANDARD
FITNESS TRACKER STANDARD

Multifunctional NUTRICODE bracelet has been designed
for active people. Available functions include: watch,
calories calculator, step counter, alarm clock, incoming call
notifications. It connects to the smartphone/Nutricode app
using Bluetooth technology. Compatible with Android and
iOS systems.

920082 | BLACK
920083 | WHITE
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NUTRICODE
DOWNLOAD THE APP

R E V E R S E

T H E

C A T A L O G U E

NUTRICODE bracelets will be your guide to the body of your dreams.
Combine the spirit of sport with modern technology for excellent results.
Leading a healthy lifestyle has never been so easy.

DAZZLE WITH
THE MAGIC
OF PERFUME

Scent is an extremely perceptive sense.
Certain fragrances can make you travel
back in time to beautiful places, exciting
situations or remind you of people that are
important to you. That is why perfumes are so
fascinating – they are memories, waiting to be
rediscovered. Wherever you go, you take them
with you and they remain there long after
you leave. Your perfumes should therefore
make you feel confident and special. Join us
on a magical journey to the world of perfume
and find a unique fragrance that is truly
yours. Among the many fragrances we offer,
you will find perfumes from our new PURE
ROYAL collection, which are characterized
by their elegance and sophistication.
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PURE ROYAL

PURE ROYAL
A NEW PERFUME COLLECTION
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NEW COLLECTION, NEW QUALITY,
NEW COMPOSITIONS...

We are proud to introduce our new royal collection
of perfumes – PURE ROYAL.
Welcome to the world of PURE ROYAL – a world filled with the scent
of aristocratic refinement and sublime elegance. Our completely new,
superbly refined perfumes – as well as the fragrances from the LUXURY
COLLECTION, which have already won your hearts – now come in new,
elegant and timeless bottles. But there is more... The fragrances from the
LUXURY COLLECTION which were previously available as Eau de parfum
now have a higher concentration of perfume, transforming them into an
extremely elaborate fragrance – PURE ROYAL.
Noble, incredibly long-lasting fragrance notes, encased in majestic bottles
– a completely new level of quality in the world of perfumes. Our wide
range of unique women's and men's perfumes will ensure that you find the
one that capitvates you and makes you feel like royalty.
Let yourself be seduced by the royal perfumes that are now within your reach.
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PURE ROYAL

Woman
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To be a real woman... To smell like a queen... To have an irresistible aura, to turn heads, to be remembered
– we women all dream of these things. When selecting our fragrance notes, we made sure that nobody
will ever pass you by without noticing you. Discover the beauty of aristocratic refinement.
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PURE ROYAL

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

Woman

FLORAL

very feminine

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 800
170800
Type:

NEW

feminine, joyful, sunny,
full of positive energy

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: mandarin, grapefruit,
blackcurrant
Heart notes: jasmine, tuberose,
ylang-ylang
Base notes: rose, sandalwood, musk

CITRUS

PURE ROYAL 805
170805
Type:

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pear, bergamot,
blackcurrant
Heart notes: water notes, rose, jasmine
Base notes: woody notes, musk, amber

PURE ROYAL 806
170806
Type:

joyful and energising

serene, fresh, feminine

bold, joyful, positive,
luxurious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: mandarin, jasmine,
water notes
Heart notes: rose, tuberose, ylang ylang
Base notes: musk, sandalwood,
cedarwood

WITH A MANDARIN NOTE

PURE ROYAL 801
170801
Type:

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: citrus cocktail, pink berries,
pear, green notes
Heart notes: rose, magnolia, night
blooming jasmine
Base notes: patchouli, vanilla, tonka
bean, sandalwood

ORIENTAL

strong and untamed

PURE ROYAL 807
170807
Type:

romantic, light, fresh

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, neroli,
petitgrain
Heart notes: wild peach, muguet,
jasmine
Base notes: cedarwood, musk

PURE ROYAL 808
170808
Type:

seductive, sensual,
charming

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, lemon,
mulberry, raspberry
Heart notes: jasmine, rose, tuberose,
magnolia, violet
Base notes: patchouli, musk,
sandalwood, heliotrope,
oakmoss

WITH A CITRUS NOTE

PURE ROYAL 810
170810
Type:

subtle, delicate, feminine,
serene

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, mandarin,
blackcurrant
Heart notes: pink peony, rose, muguet,
peach, apricot
Base notes: musk, amber, patchouli,
oakmoss

fresh, romantic, sensual,
full of charm

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

PURE ROYAL 171
170171
Type:

expressive, intensive,
captivating

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pineapple, nectarine,
juicy pear
Heart notes: pink peony, freesia,
frangipani
Base notes: musk, sandalwood,
patchouli, tonka beans,
vanilla

PURE ROYAL 809
170809
Type:

refined, sophisticated,
tasteful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, ginger,
water notes
Heart notes: incense, rose, patchouli
Base notes: musk, vanilla, vetiver
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The new, exclusive PURE ROYAL perfumes, thanks to their sophisticated scent notes and intriguing
chords, will make you feel like a queen every day. Our perfect compositions have been created with
modern women in mind – those women who want to live their lives to the fullest. Thanks to the
meticulously selected, top-quality extracts in our fragrances, they have a long-lasting effect on your skin.

CHYPRE

alluring and tempting
WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 804
170804
Type:

bold, modern, graceful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: mandarin, blackcurrant,
bamboo leaves
Heart notes: rose, peony, orange flower
Base notes: patchouli, praline, musk

PURE ROYAL 811
170811
Type:

fresh, frivolous, limitless

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, pear, raspberry
Heart notes: jasmine, orange flower,
rose
Base notes: amber, patchouli, musk

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

PURE ROYAL 802
170802
Type:

provocative, sensual,
original

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: grapefruit, pink
peppercorn, marine accord
Heart notes: geranium, jasmine, rose
Base notes: patchouli, musk, vanilla

PURE ROYAL 803
170803
Type:

sensual, seductive,
scandalous

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: orange, honey, wild peach
Heart notes: gardenia, orange flower,
orris
Base notes: patchouli, vanilla, amber

NEW FRAGRANCES
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PURE ROYAL

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

Woman

FLORAL

very feminine

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

WITH A WATER NOTE

PURE ROYAL 281

PURE ROYAL 146

PURE ROYAL 141

Type:

Type:

Type:

170281

vibrant, hot

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: blackcurrant
Heart notes:jasmine, rose
Base notes: musk, strawberry

PURE ROYAL 322
170322
Type:

NEW

serene, sensual

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: quince, grapefruit
Heart notes:jasmine, hyacinth
Base notes: white musk, cedar

170146

imbued with sweetness,
mysterious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: freesia, apple, Jamaican
pepper
Heart notes: violet, hibiscus, rose, lilac
Base notes: labdanum, sandalwood,
cedar, suede

PURE ROYAL 147
170147
Type:

tasteful, alluring

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lychee, tangerine, peach
Heart notes: plum, lily of the valley, lily
Base notes: vanilla, ambergris, musk,
suede

170141

crystal clear, romantic

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: yuzu, pomegranate,
ice chord
Heart notes: lotus, magnolia, peony
Base notes: ambergris, musk,
mahogany

WITH A LEMON NOTE

PURE ROYAL 283
170283
Type:

provocative, sweet

PURE ROYAL 317

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: nectarine, blackcurrant,
peach
Heart notes: orange blossom, wild
orchid
Base notes: musk, amber

Type:

PURE ROYAL 298

170317

tempting, sensual

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: red berries, pink
peppercorn
Heart notes: raspberry, peach, violet,
lilac
Base notes: patchouli, ambergris

PURE ROYAL 352
170352
Type:

velvety, thrilling

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: orange blossom
Heart notes: jasmine
Base notes: patchouli, honey

PURE ROYAL 355
170355
Type:

sensual, seductive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: citrus notes
Heart notes: jasmine tea, lily
Base notes: sandalwood, cedar, vanilla

170298
Type:

full of energy, fresh

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: citrus fruits, peony
Heart notes: rose, osmanthus
Base notes: patchouli, sandalwood

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 365
170365
Type:

classic with a note of
Baroque splendour

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: grapefruit, bergamot
Heart notes: rose, narcissus, jasmine,
geranium, patchouli
Base notes: sandalwood, vanilla, white
musk, tonka bean
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Sensual, stunning, full of finesse – this is what our PURE ROYAL fragrances for women offer.
Try your favourite luxury perfumes in a new, incredibly and exquisite version. Hypnotic, distinct
and delightfully long-lasting fragrances will make you feel great and give you confidence no
matter the situation.

NEW BOTTLE DESIGN
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PURE ROYAL

Woman

NEW BOTTLE DESIGN

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml
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ORIENTAL

WOODY

strong and untamed

CHYPRE

sophisticated and classy

alluring and tempting

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 286

PURE ROYAL 358

PURE ROYAL 362

Type:

Type:

Type:

170286

sexy, sophisticated

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot
Heart notes: rose, patchouli
Base notes: ambergris, orange

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 142
170142
Type:

provocative, addictive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: blackberry, mandarin
leaves
Heart notes: rose, tuberose, orange
blossom
Base notes: sandal wood, tonka bean,
vanilla

PURE ROYAL 162
170162
Type:

classical, slightly sweet

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: floral honey
Heart notes: rose, vanilla
Base notes: musk, patchouli

PURE ROYAL 359
170359
Type:

magnetic, intense

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: jasmine, heliotrope
Heart notes: iris root, cashmere wood
Base notes: ambergris, vanilla

WITH A SPICY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 366
170366
Type:

rebellious, urban, sexy,
edgy

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pink pepper, orange
blossom, pear
Heart notes: coffee, jasmine
Base notes: vanilla, patchouli, cedar

170358

ultra-feminine, delightful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, blackcurrant
Heart notes: jasmine, lily of the valley
Base notes: cedar, sandalwood, tonka
bean, vanilla

170362

overwhelming, seductive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: blackcurrant leaf
Heart notes: rose, freesia
Base notes: patchouli, vanilla,
ambroxan, woody notes

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

PURE ROYAL 356
170356
Type:

exotic, sexy

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: violet, frangipani
Heart notes: jasmine, osmanthus
Base notes: patchouli, musk
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PURE ROYAL

Man
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A real modern gentleman always takes care of even the smallest details. He knows that his fragrance is his
trademark. He is fully in control of how he comes across, both with first impressions and those that stay in
the minds of others for a long time. Intense, intriguing fragrances that act almost like an aphrodisiac. Find
your fragrance, highlight your masculinity. PURE ROYAL is quintessential aristocratic elegance.
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PURE ROYAL

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

Man

ORIENTAL

strong and untamed

PURE ROYAL 815
170815

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Type:

PURE ROYAL 813

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: ginger, thyme, bergamot,
grapefruit, galbanum,
lemon
Heart notes: liquor, apple, cinnamon,
pepper, vanilla, lavender,
geranium
Base notes: sugar, vetiver, myrrh,
olibanum, amber, musk,
oakmoss, leather

170813
Type:

NEW

WITH A SPICY NOTE

touching, cultic

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: jasmine, lemon, mint,
bergamot
Heart notes: wormwood, lavender,
coffee
Base notes: musk, sandalwood, tonka
bean, patchouli, vanilla,
amber, moss

bold, voluptuous,
magnetic, vibrant

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 812
170812
Type:

strong, modern,
sophisticated

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, black pepper,
nutmeg
Heart notes: monoi oil, thyme, lavender
Base notes: cedarwood, patchouli,
musk

FOUGERE

seductively masculine

WITH A LAVENDER NOTE

PURE ROYAL 814
170814
Type:

intense, magnetising,
dynamic

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: ginger, cardamom, star
anise, apple
Heart notes: cinnamon, lavender,
absinthe, plum, violet
Base notes: cedarwood, dry woods,
amber, vanilla, tonka bean,
musk
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New scents in a truly royal edition. PURE ROYAL. Designed for real men, who are strong, mature,
sophisticated. Fragrances so intense that just a drop is enough to keep the scent on your skin
throughout the day. Be impressed by the wealth of fragrances on offer.

NEW FRAGRANCES
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PURE ROYAL

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

Man

CHYPRE

alluring and tempting

PURE ROYAL 326

PURE ROYAL 198

Type:

Type:

170326

seductive, sensual

170198

flamboyant, expressive

PURE ROYAL 169

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: birch leaves
Heart notes: cardamom, African violet
Base notes: wood notes, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot
Heart notes: black pepper, tobacco
Base notes: patchouli, cypress

Type:

PURE ROYAL 335

PURE ROYAL 327

Type:

Type:

WITH A FRUITY NOTE
170169

relaxing, spicy

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: Sicilian tangerine
Heart notes: rosemary, rosewood,
Sichuan pepper
Base notes: incense, oakmoss

ORIENTAL

170335

distinct, modern

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: rosewood, cardamom,
pepper
Heart notes: vetiver, agar (oud)
Base notes: vanilla, ambergris

strong and untamed

WOODY

glamorous and classy

WITH A SPICY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 199

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

Type:

PURE ROYAL 195

170199

rich, multi-threaded

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: Italian tangerine,
peppermint
Heart notes: cinnamon, Turkish rose,
cardamom
Base notes: leather notes

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE ROYAL 301
170301
Type:

energetic, powerful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, lemon
Heart notes: cedar, coriander
Base notes: ambergris, labdanum

170195
Type:

noble, classic

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: coriander, basil
Heart notes:cardamom
Base notes: cedar, ambergris, tobacco

WITH A PATCHOULI NOTE

PURE ROYAL 160
170160
Type:

mild, surprising

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tomato leaves, water
flowers, blackcurrant
Heart notes: black pepper, rose
Base notes: patchouli

170327

untamed, powerful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: grapefruit, pink pepper
Heart notes: nutmeg, ginger, jasmine
Base notes: vetiver, patchouli,
labdanum

PURE ROYAL 331
170331
Type:

bold, full of energy

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pear, orange
Heart notes: nutmeg
Base notes: patchouli, leather

PURE ROYAL 334
170334
Type:

refreshing, with a hint
of spice

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: grapefruit, orange
Heart notes:geranium leaves, black
pepper, pink pepper
Base notes: cedar, vetiver, patchouli

WITH A VETIVER NOTE

PURE ROYAL 151
170151
Type:

sophisticated, impressive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lemon, bergamot, ginger
Heart notes: cedar, amber
Base notes: geranium, musk

PURE ROYAL 152
170152

HIGHER FRAGRANCE CONCENTRATION

Type:

elegant, harmonious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot
Heart notes: pepper, incense, leather,
tobacco
Base notes: cedar
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In the excellent PURE ROYAL perfume collection, you will also find tried and tested, exclusive
compositions. All of these now come in new, elegant bottles that are the perfect match for the
modern, 21st century man. All of them have an extremely high level of concentration, which is
sure to entice. They are all truly captivating.

PURE ROYAL 329
170329
Type:

sensual and modern

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: black pepper, bergamot
Heart notes: lavender, coriander
Base notes: vetiver

FOUGERE

seductively masculine

WITH A FERN NOTE

PURE ROYAL 332
170332
Type:

light, full of energy

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: green apple, mint,
tangerine
Heart notes: ginger, sage, fern
Base notes: oakmoss, musk,
sandalwood

WITH A LAVENDER NOTE

PURE ROYAL 300
170300
Type:

light, dynamic

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, lemon,
grapefruit
Heart notes: ginger, lavender
Base notes: Atlas cedar

NEW BOTTLE DESIGN
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NEW
LUXURY
COLLECTION
Woman
In the fragrance universe there is no room for routine and obviousness. That’s why we have created new
dose of exciting sensations, especially for you. The scent of luxury encapsulated in the unique, exclusive bottles.
Intriguing fragrance notes beautifully framed will change your perfume habits into a fascinating ritual.

UNIQUE DESIGN
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FLORAL

CHYPRE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

FM 192

FM 321

Type:

captivating, sweet

Type:

glamorous and classy

subtle, alluring

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pear, orange blossom
Heart notes:tiare, lily
Base notes: honey, patchouli

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: nectarine, pear, peach
Heart notes:jasmine, rose
Base notes: musk, cedar

PERFUME 50 ml

Eau de parfum 100 ml

| Fragrance: 20%

WOODY

very feminine

alluring and tempting

Fragrance: 16%

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

FM 297

FM 313

Type:

sexy, full of passion

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: fresh, sweet apple
Heart notes: orange blossom, white
roses
Base notes: sandalwood, crème brûlée,
vanilla

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%

Type:

chic, compelling

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lemon, raspberry
Heart notes:orange blossom, jasmine
Base notes: patchouli, white honey

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%
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LUXURY
COLLECTION
Woman
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FLORAL

very feminine

WITH A CITRUS NOTE

WITH A WATER NOTE

FM 360

FM 361

Type:

Type:

delicate, charming

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lime, grapefruit blossom
Heart notes: freesia, honeysuckle, white
flowers
Base notes: ambergris, birch

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%

optimistic, radiant

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: water notes, grapefruit,
lemon
Heart notes: gardenia, green peas,
white flowers
Base notes: musk, woody notes

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%

WITH A WOODY NOTE

FM 320
Type:

romantic, a bit mysterious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: blackberries, cranberries
Heart notes: violet, Damascus rose,
peony
Base notes: patchouli, sandalwood

Eau de parfum 100 ml
Fragrance: 16%

WITH A WOODY NOTE

FM 351
Type:

multi-dimensional, sensual

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: peach, freesia, green absinthe
Heart notes: rose, iris
Base notes: sandalwood, musk, ambergris

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%
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FLORAL

very feminine

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

FM 353
Type:

intoxicatingly sweet,
appetising

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot
Heart notes: orange blossom, jasmine,
Bulgarian rose
Base notes: vanilla, caramelised sugar

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%
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FLORAL

very feminine

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

FM 354

FM 291

FM 292

Type:

Type:

peaceful, relaxing

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: rose, Alpine violet, cotton
flower
Heart notes:fabric aroma
Base notes: iris, musk

PERFUME 50 ml

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: raspberry, lychee
Heart notes: freesia, rose
Base notes: patchouli, vanilla

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%

FM 318
light, energising

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: mint, lemon
Heart notes: red pepper, peony, jasmine
Base notes: cedar, labdanum, sugar

PERFUME 50 ml

exotic, refreshing

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lychee, plum, strawberry,
pear
Heart notes: violet, jasmine
Base notes: ambergris, vanilla,
teakwood

| Fragrance: 20%

PERFUME 50 ml

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE
Type:

Type:

charming, juicy

| Fragrance: 20%

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

FM 367
Type:

stylish, sophisticated, upscale

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, mango, neroli,
mandarin, grapefruit
Heart notes: violet, orange blossom
Base notes: ambergris, musk, cedar,
sandalwood

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%

| Fragrance: 20%
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WOODY

CHYPRE

ORIENTAL

glamorous and classy

alluring and tempting

strong and untamed

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

FM 287
Type:

alluring, mysterious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: gardenia, green notes
Heart notes: jasmine, almond
Base notes: Chinese liquorice,
ambergris, musk, vanilla

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%

WITH A WOODY NOTE

FM 363
Type:

mesmerising, exotic

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: saffron, cypriol, labdanum
Heart notes: agar (oud), Turkish rose,
Bulgarian rose
Base notes: agar (oud), guaiacum,
patchouli

WITH A WOODY NOTE

FM 357
Type:

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

essential, heavily powdery

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, pink pepper
Heart notes:rose, mimosa, iris, patchouli
Base notes: vanilla, sandalwood,
tonka bean

PERFUME 50 ml

| Fragrance: 20%

FM 319

FM 364
Type:

bold, intriguing

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: citrus fruits, green notes
Heart notes: fig, caviar
Base notes: fig wood, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: orange blossom,
cardamom
Heart notes: agar (oud), rose,
leather notes
Base notes: saffron, vanilla,
woody notes

PERFUME 30 ml

Eau de parfum 100 ml

Type:

bold, ambiguous

| Fragrance: 20%

Fragrance: 16%
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LUXURY COLLECTION

Man
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WOODY

ORIENTAL

elegant and classy

powerful and untamed

WITH A GINGER NOTE

FM 336
Type:

refined, stands out in
the crowd

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, orange blossom,
lavender, anise
Heart notes: nutmeg, water lily, plum,
cinnamon, juniper berries
Base notes: labdanum, patchouli,
leather, amber resin

Eau de parfum 100 ml
Fragrance: 16%

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

FM 333

FM 325

FM 328

Type:

cool, dynamic

Type:

modern, energising

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, grapefruit,
bergamot
Heart notes: galbanum, violet, nutmeg
Base notes: vetiver, patchouli, cedar

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine
Heart notes:neroli, cardamom
Base notes: patchouli, cedar, absinthe

Eau de parfum 100 ml

Fragrance: 16%

Fragrance: 16%

Woda perfumowana 100 ml

Type:

slick, full of charm

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pepper
Heart notes: lavender, cardamom,
fennel
Base notes: patchouli, vanilla

Eau de parfum 100 ml
Fragrance: 16%
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PURE

Woman
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Woman is fickle… It is woman’s nature to constantly seek inspiration and new sensation. That is why
we have prepared marvellous fragrances that will give you a source of unique adventures.Be trendy
and discover new amazing scents.

PURE

AVAILABLE IN A

50 ml and 30 ml
BOTTLE
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PURE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

Capacity: 30 ml

Woman

FLORAL

beautiful and feminine
This is the most comprehensive
family of fragrances, so go ahead
and experiment with scents.
Change them depending on
the occasion. The romantic,
intimidating and sensual character
of these perfumes was actually
created to emphasize femininity.

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE 10

100010 / 100010.02
Type:

stimulating, sweet

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: mandarin, ivy leaves,
champak flowers
Heart notes:jasmine, African orchid,
rose
Base notes: amaranth wood,
blackberry, musk

PURE 17

100017 / 100017.02
Type:

stimulating, sweet

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: melon, peach, apple
Heart notes: freesia, lily, mimosa,
tuberose, jasmine
Base notes: cedar, ylang-ylang, musk

PURE 25

100025 / 100025.02
Type:

harmonious, slightly brash

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: green apple, water accents
Heart notes:jasmine, freesia, iris,
passiona
Base notes: sandalwood, cedar, vanilla

PURE 180

100180 / 100180.02
Type:

seductive, changeable

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lychee, raspberry, rose
Heart notes: freesia, lily of the valley,
cedar
Base notes: vanilla, ambergris, vetiver

PURE 420

100420 / 100420.02
Type:

seductively sweet,
tempting

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: red fruits, mandarin
Heart notes: lily of the valley, peony
Base notes: praline, amber, musk,
caramel

PURE 427

PURE 700

PURE 433

WITH A GREEN NOTE

100427 / 100427.02
Type:
joyful, charming
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: raspberry, bergamot
Heart notes: rose, iris, violet
Base notes: patchouli
100433 / 100433.02
Type:
elegant, uncompromising
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: cherry, blackcurrant,
pink pepper
Heart notes: rose, peach, pineapple
Base notes: musk, patchouli,
tonka bean

PURE 437

100437 / 100437.02
Type:
seductive, full of
sweetness
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, strawberry,
fresh flowers
Heart notes: peach, osmanthus,
raspberry macaroons
Base notes: cocoa, amber, vanilla

PURE 438

100438 / 100438.02
Type:
sweet, feminine, sensuous
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: apple blossom, nectarine,
pear
Heart notes: jasmine, peony, heliotrope
Base notes: brown sugar, olibanum,
vanilla, musk

PURE 443

100443 / 100443.02
Type:
elegant, tempting, warm
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: orange, bergamot,
blackcurrant
Heart notes: jasmine, orange blossom,
ylang-ylang, lily of the
valley
Base notes: cedarwood, sandalwood,
vanilla

100700 / 100700.02
Type:
feminine, sensual
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lemon, apple, violet leaves
Heart notes: peony, lily of the valley
Base notes: cedar wood, musk, amber

PURE 01

100001 / 100001.02
Type:

cool and warm at the
same time

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lemon, tea, cranberry
Heart notes: jasmine, peony, water lily
Base notes: woody notes, patchouli

PURE 81

100081 / 100081.02
Type:

eccentric but subtle

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: green apple, cucumber,
magnolia
Heart notes: lily of the valley, rose,
violet
Base notes: sandalwood, ambergris

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE 414

100414 / 100414.02
Type:

independent, very
feminine

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: cactus
Heart notes: pink freesia, jasmine, rose
Base notes: cedar, woody notes

PURE 428

100428 / 100428.02
Type:

classy and feminine,
seductive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: green notes, sea breeze,
peach
Heart notes: lotus flower, freesia,
heliotrope
Base notes: musk, vanilla
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Speech is silver while silence is... fragrance.
PERFUMES say more than thousand words.
What do you want them to say about you?
WITH A CITRUS NOTE

WITH AN ALDEHYDE NOTE

PURE 702

PURE 21

Type:

Type:

100702 / 100702.02
expressive, full of passion

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, bergamot,
water notes
Heart notes: jasmine, geranium, lily of
the valley
Base notes: musk, amber

WITH A WATER NOTE

PURE 07

100007 / 100007.02
Type:

balanced, mild

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pineapple, peony,
sweet pea
Heart notes: freesia, jasmine, lily
Base notes: sandalwood, cedar, musk

PURE 174

100174 / 100174.02
Type:

magical, flickering

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: freesia, lychee
Heart notes: lily, magnolia, jasmine,
ginger, pepper
Base notes: amber, musk

PURE 439

100439 / 100439.02
Type:

feminine, intriguing

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, orange, mint
Heart notes: jasmine, lily of the valley
Base notes: cedar wood, patchouli,
moss

PURE 701

100701 / 100701.02
Type:

magnetic, sensual

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pineapple, rhubarb, apple
Heart notes:jasmine, lily of the valley,
freesia
Base notes: musk, peach

100021 / 100021.02
classic, warm and
enveloping

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: aldehyde, ylang-ylang,
orange blossom
Heart notes: rose, lily of the valley, iris
Base notes: civet, oakmoss,
sandalwood

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

PURE 20

100020 / 100020.02
Type:

seductive, sensual

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: osmanthus, black tea,
bergamot
Heart notes: rose, freesia, magnolia,
orchid
Base notes: musk, patchouli

PURE 97

100097 / 100097.02
Type:

delightful, velvety

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: freesia, lily of the valley,
rose
Heart notes:lily, gardenia, palm tree,
narcissus
Base notes: blackcurrant, musk,
oakmoss

PURE 132

100132 / 100132.02
Type:

exclusive, intense

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: ginger, cardamom, pepper,
orange
Heart notes: tuberose, coconut,
gardenia, peony
Base notes: ambergris, musk

PURE 183

100183 / 100183.02
Type:

sharp, strong

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: cranberry, pink pepper,
tamarind
Heart notes: black violet, cacao, rose,
hellebore
Base notes: patchouli, vanilla, Massoia
wood

PURE 239

PURE 434

Type:

Type:

100239/ 100239.02
vibrating, intense

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: cardamom, pink pepper,
tangerine
Heart notes: iris, bellflower, Ceylon tea
Base notes: cedar, vetiver, musk

100434 / 100434.02
bold, addictive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: orange, grapefruit, licorice
Heart notes:rose, orange blossom, lily
of the valley, iris
Base notes: sandal wood, vanilla, musk
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PURE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

Capacity: 30 ml

Woman

ORIENTAL

strong and untamed

Fragrances deeply enrooted in
the Far East, bringing to mind
exotic travels, mysterious places
and intriguing settings. Perfect
match for women who are brave
and sensual.

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

PURE 09

100009 / 100009.02
Type:

unforgettable, magical

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: violet, cardamom, green
fruits
Heart notes: almonds, jasmine
Base notes: vanilla, musk

PURE 101

100101 / 100101.02
Type:

unforgettable,
sophisticated

PURE 436

100436 / 100436.02
Type:

charming, rebellious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: coconut, hazelnut, lily
of the valley
Heart notes: orange blossom, rose
Base notes: cashmere wood, vanilla,
amber

PURE 440

100440 / 100440.02
Type:

sophisticated, sensuous,
memorable

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: orange blossom, pear
Heart notes: ginger, incense
Base notes: sandal wood, vanilla,
honey, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: blackcurrant, hazelnut,
peach, rhubarb
Heart notes:iris, orange flower, caramel,
coconut
Base notes: vanilla, patchouli, musk

PURE 257

PURE 441

Type:

Type:

100257 / 100257.02
exquisite, surprising

100441 / 100441.02
fresh, liberated

WITH A SPICY NOTE

PURE 24

100024 / 100024.02
Type:

exotic, very spicy

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, cumin and clove
Heart notes: mango, heliotrope,
cardamom
Base notes: musk, vanilla, ambergris

PURE 173

100173 / 100173.02
Type:

dreamlike, dimmed

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: anise, licorice
Heart notes: Jacaranda wood, bitter
almond
Base notes: sandalwood, musk, moss

PURE 177

100177 / 100177.02
Type:

triggering desires, warm

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: rose, honeysuckle,
tangerine
Heart notes: daisy, jasmine
Base notes: musk, patchouli

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, lavender,
ylang-ylang
Heart notes: jasmine, iris
Base notes: vanilla, sandalwood, musk

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, bay leaf,
pink pepper
Heart notes: saffron, orange blossom
Base notes: incense, vanilla,
sandalwood

PURE 263

PURE 442

WITH AN AMBERGRIS NOTE

Type:

Type:

PURE 32

100263 / 100263.02
strong, vintage

100442 / 100442.02
warm, spicy, intriguing

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: aldehyde, fruit notes,
citrus fruits
Heart notes: lily of the valley, heliotrope,
jasmine, tuberose
Base notes: musk, tropical wood

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: rose, orange blossom, pear
Heart notes: coffee, jasmine, peach
Base notes: vanilla, patchouli,
cedarwood

PURE 430

WITH A WOODY NOTE

100430 / 100430.02
Type:

sophisticated, charming

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, nectarine, apple
blossom
Heart notes: tuberose, ylang-ylang
Base notes: vetiver, vanilla, musk

PURE 431

100431 / 100431.02
Type:

bold, sensual, intriguing

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, apple
Heart notes:jasmine, lily of the valley
Base notes: tonka bean, musk

PURE 26

100026 / 100026.02
Type:

warming, enveloping

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: guava, raspberry,
bergamot, coconut
Heart notes:water lily, rose, pepper,
magnolia
Base notes: sandalwood, vanilla,
coffee, caramel

100032 / 100032.02
Type:

fascinating, ambiguous

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: melon, coconut, tangerine,
cotton candy
Heart notes: blackberry, mango, plum,
honey
Base notes: vanilla, chocolate, toffee

PURE 429

100429 / 100429.02
Type:

expressive, independent

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pomelo, blackcurrant
Heart notes: rose, iris, saffron
Base notes: suede, sweet amber, musk
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WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE 12

100012 / 100012.02
Type:

hypnotising, seductive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: passion flower
Heart notes: jasmine, gardenia
Base notes: vanilla, maple, vetiver

PURE 98

100098 / 100098.02
Type:

fresh, subtle

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: blackcurrant, bergamot,
lemon
Heart notes: jasmine, lily of the valley,
rose
Base notes: sandalwood, cedar, amber

PURE 237

100237/ 100237.02
Type:

provocative, flirtatious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: exotic fruit, blackcurrant
Heart notes: peony, jasmine, plum
Base notes: vanilla, musk, ambergris

PURE 413

100413 / 100413.02
Type:

very sweet, slightly
flirtatious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: blackcurrant, pear
Heart notes: iris, jasmine, orange
blossom
Base notes: chocolate pralines,
patchouli, vanilla

PURE 426

100426 / 100426.02
Type:

bold, addictive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, neroli
Heart notes: orange blossom, raspberry,
jasmine
Base notes: patchouli, vanilla,
cashmere wood
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PURE

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

Capacity: 30 ml

Woman

CITRUS

joyful and energising
Are you a sociable, optimistic
and energising person? You
appreciate freedom, ease and
comfort in any situation? Citrus
fragrances will give you energy
and highlight your temperament.
Moreover, they will put you in
a good mood.

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE 419

100419 / 100419.02
Type:

optimistic, casual

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: citrus fruits, grapefruit,
bergamot, water notes,
calone, melon, peach
Heart notes: woody notes, jasmine, lily
of the valley
Base notes: musk, ambergris

PURE 435

100435 / 100435.02
Type:

radiant, captivating, juicy

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, pear, lemon,
grapefruit
Heart notes: blackcurrant, freesia, rose
Base notes: cedarwood, moss, musk

WITH A LEMON NOTE

PURE 33

100033 / 100033.02
Type:

refreshing, joyful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: mango, Sicilian lemon,
apple
Heart notes: jasmine, bamboo,
white rose
Base notes: cedar, ambergris

CHYPRE

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

alluring and tempting PURE 432
Chypre family of fragrances bring
to mind silk shawls and elegant
gloves. They are great match for
strong, intriguing and sensual
women. The chypre note will
give you courage.

100432 / 100432.02
Type:

chic, graceful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, bergamot,
green notes
Heart notes: rose, jasmine
Base notes: woody and musky notes

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE 18

100018 / 100018.02
Type:

radiant, alluring

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: orange, orange blossom
Heart notes: rose, jasmine, ylang-ylang
Base notes: white musk, vetiver, tonka
bean, vanilla

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE 05

100005 / 100005.02
Type:

intriguing, modern

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: freesia, gardenia
Heart notes: sandalwood, rose,
coriander
Base notes: vanilla, vetiver, patchouli

WITH A MANDARIN NOTE

PURE 23

100023 / 100023.02
Type:

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lily of the valley,
red orange
Heart notes: tangerine, jasmine, rose
Base notes: vanilla, sandalwood,
white musk

WITH AN ORANGE NOTE

PURE 06

100006 / 100006.02
Type:

WOODY

100016 / 100016.02
fabulous, fascinating

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, pear, green
notes
Heart notes: orchid
Base notes: patchouli, toffee

PURE 34

100034 / 100034.02
Type:

free, joyful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: iris, pineapple, hyacinth,
pink pepper
Heart notes:jasmine, lemon
Base notes: vanilla, vetiver, musk

PURE 80

100080 / 100080.02
Type:

surprising, appetising

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: strawberry sorbet, cherry,
pineapple
Heart notes: caramelised popcorn,
violet, rose
Base notes: musk, ambergris, patchouli

ethereal, discrete

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lemon, bergamot, minta
Heart notes: orange, green tea
Base notes: oakmoss, ambergris

PURE 16
Type:

sensual, with a bit of
sweetness

WITH A SPICY NOTE

PURE 703

100703 / 100703.02
Type:

fresh, light and joyful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lemon, blackcurrant,
cranberry, tea leaves
Heart notes: water lily, rose, white
Peony
Base notes: vanilla, patchouli, musk

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

PURE 241

100241/ 100241.02
Type:

seductive, limitless,
graceful

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot
Heart notes: ylang-ylang, Casablanca
lily, orange blossom
Base notes: sandalwood, amber resin,
vanilla
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PURE

Man
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Think outside of the box and express yourself in a totally different way. Especially for you we have
created new, attractive fragrances. Unique, fresh compositions which will highlight your personality.
Try it on your own skin.

PURE

AVAILABLE IN A

50 ml and 30 ml
BOTTLE
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PURE

Man

PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

Capacity: 30 ml
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A perfectly matched fragrance it is a signature of every man: it defines his ego, emphasises
temperament, and describes personality. It is just as important as a tailored suit. So choose
the right fragrance for you. Perfumes of success.

ORIENTAL

powerful, dazzling

They are particularly intense,
strong, and provocative, boosting
the imagination. Perfect for
autumn and winter days as well
as special occasions. These are
fragrances for self-confident men.

WITH A SPICY NOTE

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

WITH AN AMBERGRIS NOTE

PURE 224

PURE 52

PURE 64

Type:

Type:

Type:

100224 / 100224.02
sweet, seductive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, grapefruit, grass
Heart notes: saffron, violet, nutmeg,
jasmine
Base notes: sugar cane, vanilla,
ambergris

PURE 466

100466 / 100466.02
Type:

sexy, intriguing, smoky

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, basil, lavender,
orange, lemon
Heart notes: apple blossom, heliotrope,
water notes, watermelon,
clove
Base notes: musk, cedarwood, tonka
bean, sandalwood, guaiac
wood

100052 / 100052.02
catchy, spirited

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: apple, bergamot, mint
Heart notes: jasmine, geranium,
lavender
Base notes: cinnamon, clove, musk

PURE 465

100465 / 100465.02
Type:

suggestive, aromatic

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: cardamom, bergamot,
lemon, mint, orange
Heart notes: sage, lavender, orange
blossom, tonka bean,
petitgrain
Base notes: sandalwood, vanilla,
ambergris, musk

100064 / 100064.02
tasteful and sensual

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, cedar, anise
Heart notes: rosemary, olive tree
flowers
Base notes: musk, guaiacum,
tonka bean

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE 470

100470 / 100470.02
Type:
modern, intelligent
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: saffron, lavender
Heart notes:violet leaves, honey, plum
Base notes: cedar, patchouli, tonka
bean

PURE 471

100471 / 100471.02
Type:
mysterious, extravagant
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, orange
Heart notes: cinnamon, tobacco, clove
Base notes: patchouli, tonka bean,
myrrh

PURE 475

100475 / 100475.02
Type:

WATER

cool and inspiring
Inspired by a refreshing breeze,
adventure holiday, summer rain.
Simple, modern, joyful and casual.
Excellent whenever you can
afford more freedom.

WITH A GREEN NOTE

PURE 463

100463 / 100463.02
Type:

business, yet
unconventional

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, cardamom,
yuzu
Heart notes:rosemary, sea water chord,
geranium
Base notes: cedarwood, vetiver,
oakmoss

warm, attractive

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, mandarin,
lemon, cardamom
Heart notes: lavender, jasmine,
cyclamen
Base notes: cedarwood, musk,
patchouli, tonka bean

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE 476

100476 / 100476.02
Type:

ambiguous, modern

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: grapefruit, chocolate,
apple
Heart notes: rose, jasmine
Base notes: musk, vanilla, cedar wood
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PURE

Man

CITRUS

fresh and stimulating
Light, highly refreshing and
energizing fragrances composed
for the life-loving and young at
heart man. They offer a sense of
being well-rested and relaxed,
and in addition give you an
energy boost.

WITH A LEMON NOTE

WITH A MANDARIN NOTE

PURE 57

PURE 134

Type:

Type:

100057 / 100057.02
full of sun, magnificent

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bitter orange, lemon,
bergamot
Heart notes: rosemary, sea grass, violet
Base notes: patchouli, cedar, ambergris

WITH AN ORANGE NOTE

PURE 452

100093 / 100093.02
Type:

modern, vibrant

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pineapple, rosemary,
bergamot
Heart notes: cyclamen, lavender,
jasmine, ginger
Base notes: oakmoss, ivy

seductively masculine

Designed for men who appreciate
the classics and value traditional
masculinity canons. Compositions,
which represent professionalism
and emphasise the style of
a mature man.

refreshing, captivating

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: plum, apple, bergamot
Heart notes: cinnamon, pink pepper
Base notes: vanilla, Jamaican rum

PURE 93

FOUGERE

100134 / 100134.02

100452 / 100452.02
Type:

very refreshing, twinkling

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: aldehyde, mint, citrus
fruits, water notes
Heart notes: neroli, cedar, pepper,
cypress
Base notes: tonka bean, vanilla, vetiver

WITH A FERN NOTE

WITH A LAVENDER NOTE

PURE 43

PURE 54

Type:

Type:

100043 / 100043.02
energising, eye-catching

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: tangerine, kumquat, pink
pepper
Heart notes: coriander, freesia,
cardamom
Base notes: leather notes, Jacaranda
tree

PURE 135

100135 / 100135.02
Type:

surprising, intense

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bitter orange, tangerine
Heart notes: santolina, seagrass
Base notes: ambergris, woody notes

100054 / 100054.02
ambiguous, fresh

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: mint, bergamot, rum
Heart notes: cedar, sage, lavender
Base notes:oakmoss, vetiver, suede

PURE 473

100473 / 100473.02
Type:
fresh, noble, rebellious
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, pink pepper
Heart notes:amber, lavender
Base notes: patchouli, vetiver, dry
wood
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PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

WOODY

classy and fashionable
Romantic, mysterious, warm and
noble woody aromas boost your
trust in your capabilities. Stand
out with a resin, forest aroma.
Compositions dedicated to
the elegant man.

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

PURE 55

100055 / 100055.02
Type:

light and elegant

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: coriander, apple
Heart notes: incense, Sichuan pepper
Base notes: vanilla, woody notes

PURE 472

100472 / 100472.02
Type:
expressive, luxurious
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: bergamot, blackcurrant,
lime
Heart notes:apple, pineapple, rosemary,
elemi resin
Base notes: musk, patchouli, cedar

WITH A WATER NOTE

PURE 457

100457 / 100457.02
Type:

fresh, minimalist

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: grapefruit, tangerine,
water notes
Heart notes:jasmine, bay leaf
Base notes: ambergris, patchouli,
oakmoss

CHYPRE

sensual, attention-grabbing
Bold, strong, stylish and elegant
fragrances. Their clear, yet fresh
scent remains the memory
for a long time.

WITH A WOODY NOTE

PURE 56

100056 / 100056.02
Type:

inflaming senses, vibrating

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: grapefruit, lavender,
nutmeg flower,
honeysuckle
Heart notes: raspberry, heliotrope,
clove
Base notes: cedar, resin, juniper

PURE 460

100460 / 100460.02
Type:

fresh, timeless, uninhibited

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lemon, apple, basil,
bergamot, clove
Heart notes: rose, pepper, jasmine,
cardamom, nutmeg, lily
of the valley
Base notes: cedar wood, musk, vanilla

PURE 462

100462 / 100462.02
Type:

half way between glamour
and minimalism

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: mandarin, lemon, marine
notes
Heart notes: orange blossom,
cinnamon, oakmoss
Base notes: cashmere wood, patchouli,
ambergris, musk

PURE 474

100474 / 100474.02
Type:
independent, alluring
Fragrance notes:
Head notes: mint, lemon
Heart notes: cardamom, geranium,
marine notes
Base notes: cedar, musk, patchouli,
sandalwood

WITH A NOTE OF
AMBERGRIS AND MUSK

PURE 110

100110 / 100110.02
Type:

a little brash, rebellious

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: lavender, bergamot,
cardamom
Heart notes: orange blossom, lily
of the valley
Base notes: musk, ambergris, vanilla

Capacity: 30 ml

WITH A VETIVER NOTE

PURE 477

100477 / 100477.02
Type:

addictive, works as an
aphrodisiac

Fragrance notes:
Head notes: pepper, bergamot,
Elemi resin
Heart notes: dry wood, labdanum
Base notes: musk, vetiver, guaiac wood
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PHEROMONE
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Pheromones have a powerful effect – they increase your attractiveness to those around you and help to
draw attention. Combined with superb fragrances, they can make you stand out from the crowd. Discover
the sensual PHEROMONE fragrances and become a master of seduction. They come in two sizes – 50 ml
and 30 ml – to ensure that you always have them to hand for those all important moments.

PHEROMONE

AVAILABLE IN A

50 ml and 30 ml
BOTTLE
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PHEROMONE
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PERFUME

Fragrance: 20% | Capacity: 50 ml

Capacity: 30 ml

Looking for those finishing touches while preparing for that perfect date? CHOOSE PHEROMONE.
Be remembered. With these PERFUME you leave no head unturned. Pheromones are odourless
substances that, when added to PERFUME, enhance their effects. They are your secret weapon,
boosting your confidence and sex-appeal. Seduction has never been so easy.

NOWOŚĆ

W POJEMNOŚCI

Woman
05

120005
120005.02

10

120010
120010.02

18

20

23

120018
120018.02

120020
120020.02

120023
120023.02

33

81

98

120081
120081.02

120098
120098.02

16

97

173

120097
120097.02

101

120101
120101.02

SUCCESS

120033
120033.02

120016
120016.02

FLIRT

436

120436
120436.02

CHARM

120173
120173.02

413

120413
120413.02

Man
SEDUCTION

52

120052
120052.02

110

120110
120110.02

SUCCESS

64

120064
120064.02

134

120134
120134.02

473

120473
120473.02

472

120472
120472.02

SELF-CONFIDENCE

43

120043
120043.02

56

120056
120056.02

457

120457
120457.02
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INTENSE
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Fragrance that lasts. Pleasure that never fades away. Powerful experiences that intensify with every
passing hour. Enjoy the INTENSE PERFUME for an incredibly long time with up to 30% fragrance
concentration. As they are available also in a smaller 30 ml bottle, you can carry them everywhere.

Cologne (3-5%)
Eau de toilette (below 16%)
Eau de Parfum (16%)
PERFUME (20%)

INTENSE (24-30%)

INTENSE

AVAILABLE IN A

50 ml and 30 ml
BOTTLE
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INTENSE

PERFUME
Capacity: 50 ml

Capacity: 30 ml
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Are you looking for a super long-lasting fragrance?
GO FOR INTENSE.
Enjoy your favourite fragrance for an unbelievably long time. Up to 30% of fragrance concentration.

Woman
Fragrance: 30%

FLORAL
WITH A FRUITY NOTE

INTENSE 10

110010 / 110010.02
fragrance that provokes

INTENSE 17

110017 / 110017.02
the power of seduction

INTENSE 25

INTENSE 97

110097 / 110097.02
always in style

WITH A GREEN NOTE

INTENSE 81

110081 / 110081.02
fresh and subtle

WITH AN ALDEHYDE NOTE

INTENSE 21

110021 / 110021.02
classic

110025 / 110025.02
charming composition

CITRUS

WITH AN ORIENTAL NOTE

WITH A LEMON NOTE

INTENSE 20

110020 / 110020.02
explosion of passion

INTENSE 33

110033 / 110033.02
refreshing and energetic

WITH A MANDARIN NOTE

INTENSE 23

110023 / 110023 .02
romantic & joyful

CHYPRE
WITH A FRUITY NOTE

INTENSE 05

ORIENTAL
WITH A FLORAL NOTE

INTENSE 09

110009 / 110009.02
discover the secret

INTENSE 436
110436 / 110436.02
boost your confidence

110005 / 110005.02
inflames the senses

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

INTENSE 16

INTENSE 98

WITH A WOODY NOTE

INTENSE 413

110016 / 110016.02
enticing sweetness

INTENSE 18

110018 / 110018.02
slight provocation

110098 / 110098.02
business elegance
110413 / 110413.02
liberated

WITH A SPICY NOTE

INTENSE 173
110173 /110173.02
exotic journey

Man

Fragrance: 24%

CHYPRE

FOUGERE

ORIENTAL

CITRUS

WITH A WOODY NOTE

WITH A FERN NOTE

WITH A FLORAL NOTE

WITH A MANDARIN NOTE

INTENSE 56

INTENSE 43

INTENSE 52

INTENSE 134

WITH AMBERGRIS
AND MUSK NOTES

WITH A LAVENDER NOTE

WITH AN AMBERGRIS NOTE

WOODY

INTENSE 64

WITH A FRUITY NOTE

110056 / 110056.02
definitely modern

INTENSE 110

110110 / 110110.02
liberated, manly and brave

110043 / 110043.02
antidote to boredom

INTENSE 473
110473 / 110473.02
rebellious soul

110052 / 110052 .02
the definition of a twenty-first
century man

110064 / 110064.02
the power of elegance

110134 / 110134.02
the essence of lightness

INTENSE 472
110472 / 110472.02
impressive character

WITH A WATER NOTE

INTENSE 457
110457 / 110457.02
stimulates action
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TRAVEL VIAL
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TRAVEL VIAL

| 8 ml

TRAVEL VIAL

Now, your favourite perfume can always be with you, even if you’re
travelling with small amount of luggage. Comfortable and classy. The
twist-up atomizer with a glass refill keeps your favourite fragrance safe
while travelling. In an elegant matte aluminium container.

Height: 9,5 cm

920046
920045
920088
920086
920087
920090

|
|
|
|
|
|

brown
gold
black
red
blue
silver

CARE THAT
MEETS YOUR
NEEDS

Due to stress, air pollution and changeable
weather, our skin requires special attention.
Given the fast pace of the lives we lead, it
can be easy to neglect your skin. This is why
we have developed cosmetics that, thanks
to carefully selected and concentrated
ingredients, will nourish and regenerate your
skin every day. Just like after the best spa
treatments, your skin will become radiant
and healthy. Our wide range of products
will ensure complex care, not only providing
your body with much-needed relief, but
also helping you relax and enjoy your skin.
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12 FANTASTIC
NEW PRODUCTS

3 INNOVATIVE
NEW PRODUCTS

The COMPLETE CARE LINE offers high-quality everyday products that are essential additions to your
home. The wide assortment and effectiveness of the products will make you fall in love with them, even
after the first use. We have also now enriched the COMPLETE CARE line with new, fantastic products.
These include specialist toothpastes: whitening (p. 59), sensitive (p. 59) and for better gum protection
(p. 60), as well as our mild mint mouthwash (p. 60) with a transparent formula and no artificial coloring.
Our smoothing hand peeling and nourishing hand cream (p. 66) will help to make your beautiful
hands become a truly stunning feature. Great shampoos will take care of keeping your hair healthy and
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NEW

COMPLETE CARE
ALOE VERA

beautiful: volume shampoo (p. 63), for dry and damaged hair (p. 63), colored hair (p. 65), as well as
our men's shampoo (p. 65) and dry and damaged hair conditioner (p. 63). Enzymatic facial peeling
from the ALOE VERA series (p. 68) gently exfoliates dead skin cells and thoroughly cleanses the
skin, leaving it in perfect condition. The extremely rich formula of our revitalizing facial mask (p. 68)
will take care of all skin types, while the cooling relief after sun gel (p. 69) with precious aloe vera
juice will soothe irritated skin.
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COMPLETE CARE
NEW
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To help you ensure that your smile always stays radiant and dazzling, we have created highly
specialized products for daily oral care. Thanks to perfectly selected active ingredients, you
will enjoy beautiful, white teeth and healthy gums.

RESTORES THE NATURAL WHITENESS OF
YOUR TEETH IN AS LITTLE AS TWO WEEKS
2
1

WHITENING TOOTHPASTE
WHITENING TOOTHPASTE

Amaze others with a beautiful smile that is full of light.
Thanks to the perfectly selected active ingredients, in as little
as two weeks, the toothpaste noticeably restores the natural
whiteness of your teeth. It contains sodium fluoride that works
effectively to mineralize your enamel, strengthening it and
reducing the risk of tooth decay.

1

``removes discoloration caused by the consumption of

certain food products – such as coffee or tea – and by
smoking

``rich formula, which includes sodium fluoride, works

effectively to mineralize the enamel, strengthening it
and reducing the risk of tooth decay

``whiter teeth after as little as two weeks
``intended for adults
75 ml 501008
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-22

EFFECTIVELY REDUCES DISCOMFORT
WHEN EATING HOT AND COLD FOODS
2

SENSITIVE TOOTHPASTE
SENSITIVE TOOTHPASTE

Do you struggle with teeth sensitivity when eating and
drinking? The COMPLETE CARE sensitive toothpaste will
reduce the unpleasant sensation associated with exposed
dentinal tubules. This is your perfect solution for combatting
sensitive teeth and gums. The specialized combination of active
ingredients reduces discomfort when eating hot or cold foods.
The delicate toothpaste formula protects sensitive teeth, while
helping to maintain strong gums.

``reduces the feeling of discomfort when eating hot or cold
foods

``the delicate toothpaste formula protects sensitive teeth,
while helping to maintain strong gums

``intended for adults
75 ml| 501006

PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-22
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COMPLETE CARE
4

3 IN 1. TRIPLE ACTION FOR STRONG GUMS

TODAY: SOOTHES, REGENERATES, PROTECTS

3

GUMS PROTECTION TOOTHPASTE
GUMS PROTECTION TOOTHPASTE

Thanks to our specialist formula developed by experts,
this toothpaste provides complex support for people with
sensitive gums and effectively prevents gum disease. The
unique combination of active ingredients ensures triple action
care: it soothes irritated gums, regenerates them, restoring
a feeling of comfort in the mouth, and protects, reducing their
susceptibility to micro-damage. The delicate formula works
effectively to clean the teeth, preventing plaque build-up.

``triple action: soothes irritated gums, regenerates them
and protects against micro-damage

``excellent at preventing gum disease
``intended for adults
75 ml | 501007
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-22

UNIQUE, TRANSPARENT FORMULA WITHOUT
ARTIFICIAL COLORING AND ALCOHOL
4

MILD MINT MOUTHWASH
MILD MINT MOUTHWASH

Due to its highly specialized formula, this mouthwash adds the
perfect finishing touch to the daily care of your teeth and gums.
It effectively tackles places that are difficult to reach with your
toothbrush, helping you take perfect care of your oral hygiene.
The mild mint flavour gives you that clean, fresh feeling and
long-lasting, refreshed breath. The perfectly designed liquid
formula contains no artificial coloring.

``carefully designed formula without alcohol prevents

plaque build-up – one of the main causes of decay, gum
disease and dental calculus

``provides long-lasting breath refreshment
``does not contain alcohol
``intended for adults
500 ml | 501009
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-22

3
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Healthy gums, a beautiful, pristine smile and fresh breath... Our highly effective COMPLETE CARE
products will make sure your teeth look stunning and keep them healthy. Try them now.

NEW
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COMPLETE CARE
Nothing can complement your natural beauty as perfectly as healthy and shiny hair. To keep it in the best
possible condition, use care products that are specifically tailored to its needs. With our new shampoos
from the COMPLETE CARE line, you can easily take great care of your hair by providing it with the highest
quality nutrients.

NEW
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VOLUME SHAMPOO
VOLUME SHAMPOO

The specially designed shampoo formula, based
on high-quality active ingredients, makes your
hair look full, visibly increasing its volume.
The carefully selected composition includes
panthenol, which improves hair hydration, and
wheat protein derivative – a component that
adds volume and softness.

``valuable plant extracts cleanse and soothe

DRY AND DAMAGED
HAIR SHAMPOO

DRY AND DAMAGED
HAIR CONDITIONER

Created specifically for hair that needs
intensive regeneration. The meticulously
selected ingredients, such as aloe vera leaf
extract, glycerol and sodium hyaluronate,
perfectly moisturise your hair. The specially
developed formula makes combing easier,
prevents split ends and reduces frizz.

This concentrated composition of active
ingredients helps your hair regain its glow. The
unique formula promotes regeneration of even
the most damaged hair, giving it a beautiful,
healthy look. Thanks to its cream formula, rich in
active ingredients, such as panthenol and sodium
hyaluronate, it deeply moisturises and regenerates
your hair, protecting it from drying out.

DRY AND DAMAGED HAIR SHAMPOO

the scalp

``fast and intensive restoration of hair

a way that combats static hair, makes
combing easier and gives your hair an
extraordinary feeling of lightness

``the unique combination of active ingredients

``active ingredients have been selected in

230 ml | 501010
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-19

damaged by dyeing, drying or straightening

makes your hair incredibly soft, smoother and
more flexible

230 ml | 501012
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-19

DRY AND DAMAGED HAIR CONDITIONER

``exceptional quality shea butter intensively
nourishes the hair, making it smooth and
shiny

``rinse off after use
``for better results, we recommend using it in

combination with our dry and damaged hair
shampoo

180 ml | 501015
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-19
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COMPLETE CARE
NEW
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COLORED HAIR
SHAMPOO

ANTI-DANDRUFF
SHAMPOO

Intense and deep color for an unbelievably
long time? Yes! Thanks to the carefully selected
composition of ingredients, the shampoo
perfectly nourishes your hair, while preventing
it from drying out. The ginkgo extract,
contained in the composition, strengthens
the hair, while the UV filter helps to protect it
against the negative effects of sunlight, such as
color fading.

Unsightly traces of dandruff on your clothes
are a thing of the past. When used regularly,
thanks to the specialized active ingredients,
such as zinc pyrithione, this shampoo soothes
irritation and restores the scalp’s natural
balance.

COLORED HAIR SHAMPOO

``contains milk proteins, which help make

your hair extremely soft to the touch and
easy to style

``leaves your looking shiny and healthy
230 ml | 501013
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-19

ANTI-DANDRUFF SHAMPOO

``contains minerals from the Dead Sea,
which thoroughly nourish and
re-mineralize your hair, giving it
strength, softness and shine

``intended for daily care
230 ml | 501014

MEN'S SHAMPOO
MEN’S SHAMPOO

Men’s shampoo designed for daily care of the
scalp and hair. It contains keratin and silk, which
strengthen and regenerate the hair’s natural
structure, creating a delicate film on its surface
to protect against the negative effects of
external factors.

``Ingredients, such as panthenol and argan
oil, which is rich in vitamin E, nourish the
hair perfectly and prevent it from drying
out

230 ml | 501011
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-10-19
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You do lots of different things with your hands each and every day, exposing them to irritation and dehydration.
To help your hands always look beautiful and young, make sure to take care of them throughout the year.

SMOOTHING HAND PEELING
SMOOTHING HAND PEELING

Treat the skin on your hands to smoothing therapy,
making it extremely soft, moisturised and more
resilient. Thanks to volcanic perlite and walnut shell
powder, our peeling gently exfoliates the dead skin,
stimulating renewal. The soothing properties of
panthenol, allantoin and triglycerides will make your
beautiful hands become a truly stunning feature.

``perfectly smooths out even the driest and most
chapped skin

``ideally prepares the skin on your hands for
further beauty treatments

``spreads and absorbs well and has a delicate,
pleasant scent, transforming gentle hand
peeling into real relaxation

100 ml | 501005

NOURISHING HAND CREAM
NOURISHING HAND CREAM

NEW

Thanks to its rich formula, it visibly improves the
condition of the skin on your hands, leaving it soft
and smooth. The cream contains urea and glycerol,
which penetrate the skin, leaving it intensely
moisturised for a long time. Soothing panthenol
relieves irritation, while valuable coconut and
avocado oils nourish, regenerate and lightly oil the
skin.

``spreads well and absorbs quickly
``leaves a delicate film on the skin to prevent it
from drying out

``hypoallergenic

100 ml | 501004
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What should you do to look amazing every day? Our recipe is simple. It is all in the skin – it is about
looking after your skin well and ensuring it is properly moisturised. COMPLETE CARE cosmetics make
taking care of your face and body and extremely easy and rewarding.

SMALL CREAM,
BIG PLEASURE
This cosmetic product
should be always with
you. It is perfect for travel
as it’s so small that it will
fit even into a tiny bag.

DEEPLY MOISTURISING
BODY LOTION

COMPLETE CARE
SHOWER GEL

The rich formula of the lotion, which includes
almond oil, coconut oil, panthenol, allantoin and
bisabolol, makes the skin deeply moisturised,
flexible and nourished. The lotion perfectly
smoothens rough and dry skin surface, leaving
it soft and smooth.

Perfectly cleanses the body leaving a feeling of
smoothness. Suitable for all skin types and children
from 3 years of age. Contains almond oil which
prevents the skin from dehydration, moisturising
and smoothing it intensely. Panthenol and allantoin
have soothing properties.

``thanks to carefully selected formula, it

``creates a delicate foam and contains gentle

``it has a soothing and relieving effect, and

250 ml | 501002

DEEPLY MOISTURISING BODY LOTION

subtly oils the skin, providing it with the
immediate feeling of comfort and moisture
protects the skin from dehydration

250 ml | 501003

COMPLETE CARE SHOWER GEL

washing ingredients

COMPLETE CARE CREAM
COMPLETE CARE CREAM

Comprehensive care for the whole family. With its
light, delicate formula it is also suitable for sensitive
skin and children from 3 years of age. Leaves
a delicate protective film. With ingredients that
optimally hydrate and smooth the skin of the face,
body and hands.

``contains coconut and avocado oils which
strengthen the skin's protective barrier

``with panthenol and allantoin, which soothe
and have anti-inflammatory properties

``complex of vitamins C and E, which slow
down the ageing processes

30 ml | 501001
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NEW
ENZYMATIC FACIAL PEELING
ENZYMATIC FACIAL PEELING

This product offers a great alternative to traditional
mechanical peels. It gently exfoliates the dead skin cells,
brightens discoloration and works effectively to cleanse
the skin, stimulating its natural renewal processes. In addition,
thanks to its ingredients such as aloe vera extract and allantoin,
it soothes irritation and moisturises the skin. Peeling leaves
the skin feeling smooth and soft to the touch..

EFFECTS
VISIBLE AFTER
FIRST USE

``suitable for all skin types, including sensitive skin
``no need to scrub the skin
``hypoallergenic
50 ml | 514006

RICH REVITALIZING FACIAL MASK
RICH REVITALIZING FACIAL MASK

Thanks to the power of its active ingredients, this mask
works in two ways: it cleanses and detoxifies the skin,
and intensively nourishes and re-mineralizes it. The mask
contains green tea extract and boswellia bark, which refresh
and tone the skin, as well as aloe vera extract and liquorice
root to soothe irritation and stimulate regeneration of the
epidermis.

``suitable for all skin types

``contains biomimetic peptide, which has similar

properties to sea anemone protein, providing
effective relief for sensitive skin, minimizing hyperreactivity

``gives the skin a healthy and radiant appearance
``hypoallergenic
50 ml | 514007

IMPORTANT: APPLY USING
A MASK BRUSH

(see page 134)

THE WEALTH
OF PLANT
EXTRACTS

ALOES is a treasure:
• soothes irritations
• moisturises and
softens
• reduces redness
• supports tissue
regeneration
• fights free radicals
• improves elasticity
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Aloe vera contains a large quantities of vitamins A, B, C and E, as well as minerals such as zinc, selenium
and copper. It is no wonder that it has been used in medicine and cosmetics for centuries. Here at FM
World, we also appreciate its precious properties, expanding our range with three unique products.

COOLING RELIEF AFTER SUN GEL
COOLING RELIEF AFTER SUN GEL

This ultra-light formula ensures that the gel absorbs
quickly, offering your skin immediate relief. The
high-quality formula, enriched with precious aloe
vera extract, perfectly moisturises the skin, while
giving it a subtle, refreshing scent.

``soothes irritation and promotes skin regeneration
``combats free radicals
``refreshing menthol offers a cooling effect
150 ml | 503030

NEW
THE BEST NUTRIENT FORMULA AS A GEL
FOR YOUR SKIN
• aloe vera pulp extract accelerates skin regeneration,
perfectly soothes irritation and helps reduce redness
• allantoin i panthenol soothe and smooth the skin
• menthol provides a cooling effect, offering relief
and restoring soft, comfortable skin
• glycerin intensively moisturises
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ALOE VERA

FACIAL
CLEANSING FOAM
FACIAL CLEANSING FOAM

Gentle but effective and rich in
moisturising ingredients – ideal for
everyday care. Removes makeup
and dirt, leaving your skin feeling
refreshed, soothed and perfectly
moisturised.

``hypoallergenic
150 ml | AV1
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Polluted environment, adverse external factors and poor diet – your skin has to protect itself.
First aid relief is brought by valuable aloe.

PEEL-OFF
FACIAL MASK

PEEL-OFF FACIAL MASK

Gently exfoliates dead skin, perfectly
cleanses and tightens pores. It
prevents the skin from shining and
provides softness, elasticity and the
feeling of pleasant refreshment.

``with soothing jasmine extract
and Enantia chlorantha tree bark
extract that regulates sebum
secretion
``for normal, combination
and oily skin

50 ml | AV2

FACIAL TONER

FACIAL GEL-CREAM

Restores the right pH value of the
skin and provides the proper level
of moisture. In the form of
a delicate mist.

Exceptionally light and fast absorbing.
Intensely moisturises, nourishes and
soothes the skin. Provides a velvety
softness and a fresh healthy look.
Perfect for under makeup.

FACIAL TONER

``alcohol-free

and hypoallergenic

150 ml | AV3

FACIAL GEL-CREAM

``hypoallergenic
50 ml | AV4

INTIMATE
HYGIENE WASH
INTIMATE HYGIENE WASH

Gently cleanses and provides a sense
of purity and freshness. Strengthens
the natural protective barrier and
restores its proper pH. Soothes
irritations, moisturises and reduces
the risk of infection.

200 ml | AV5
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GOLD REGENESIS

An exclusive line of Gold Regenesis cosmetics has been created for the skin of the 40+. It was
specially designed to successfully combat all visible signs of ageing. The rich formula is packed
with the unique active ingredient – bioavailable colloidal gold.

ANTI-AGEING
GEL TONER

ANTI-AGEING GEL TONER

A luxurious cosmetic with
a mild alcohol-free formula
which restores the right pH
value and activates the skin’s
protective functions.

``with rose water, which
soothes and restores
a youthful radiance
of the skin

AM WITH

PP

RE

PAT U L
AS
A

LY T H E C

150 ml | OT1

A

ANTI-AGEING
EYE CREAM

ANTI-AGEING
DAY CREAM

ANTI-AGEING
NIGHT CREAM

Restores firmness and smoothness
to the delicate skin around the
eyes. It fights signs of ageing and
discolouration.

Visibly reduces wrinkles, restores
the skin’s elasticity and provides
it with optimum moisturisation.

Nourishes, moisturises and intensely
regenerates the skin whilst reducing
wrinkles and modelling the shape of
your face while you sleep.

ANTI-AGEING EYE CREAM

``tested under the supervision
of ophthalmologists

20 ml | KO3

ANTI-AGEING DAY CREAM

50 ml | KD1

ANTI-AGEING NIGHT CREAM

50 ml | KN2
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HELLO HONEY

Derived from nature, we took what’s best in honey – the very extract – and combined it
with nourishing ingredients to let you enjoy its sweet care every single day.

NECTAR BODY WASH

SUGAR BODY SCRUB

BODY PUDDING

Soft and fragrant skin thanks to a gentle fluid
with a delicate, oily consistency. The Nectar
cleanses and nourishes the skin. Use both in
the bath and the shower.

Sugar Body Scrub thoroughly cleanses, smoothes
and intensely oils the skin. Restore softness and
firmness of your skin. Use twice a week.

Long-lasting and intense moisturisation as well
as satin-like softness. Wonderfully fragrant
butter with exceptionally fluffy texture. It
spreads pleasantly and absorbs quickly.

NECTAR BODY WASH

``with honey extract, lactic acid and

allantoin which perfectly moisturise
the body

``with opuntia extract, pear extract
and Passiflora

220 ml | HH3

SUGAR BODY SCRUB

``with argan oil, which protects the skin from
drying, improves elasticity and delays the
ageing processes

``with sweet almond oil, which is rich in

vitamins E, PP, group B, magnesium,
potassium and zinc and has strengthening
properties

150 ml | HH2

BODY PUDDING

``with sweet almond oil and honey extract,
which provide perfect moisturisation

``with shea butter, which nourishes the skin
130 ml | HH4
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β-GLUCAN ACTIVE
ß-Glucan Active is a range of skin care products which are based on an innovative and natural
ingredient – oat beta-glucan. These universal cosmetics are recommended for both women
and men, regardless of their age. Their effects are marvellous.

FACE SERUM
FACE SERUM

3 IN 1 FACIAL
CLEANSER

3 IN 1 FACIAL CLEANSER

An exceptionally light hypoallergenic
formula with light texture. It perfectly
removes makeup, also waterproof,
effectively removes dirt, and tones
the skin leaving your face smooth
and nourished.

``the power of ingredients: oat

beta-glucan, panthenol, sweet
almond oil, vitamin E, witch
hazel hydrolate, centifolia rose
extract

``does not require rinsing
``tested under supervision
of ophthalmologist

200 ml | ED1

Innovative, intensely acting cosmetic
for every skin type, especially
recommended for skin, with acne,
for sensitive, tired and over-dried
skin. Recommended for regular use
instead of a cream, especially in
the morning and evening, as well as
topically on areas of the face and
body that require special treatment.

``allergen-free
30 ml | SR1

MOISTURISING
FACE CREAM

SEMI-RICH
FACE CREAM

Deeply moisturises the skin which
recovers vitality and a healthy
look day by day. Oat beta-glucan
restores collagen synthesis, sodium
lactate, glycerine and hyaluronic acid
prevent the skin from drying, higher
fatty acid esters restore protective
lipid layer of the skin.

Contains nourishing and
regenerating, as well as gently oiling
ingredients. Beta-glucan actively
rebuilds the skin and makes it elastic.
Esters of higher fatty acids help
maintain the right level of moisture,
whereas, coconut oil and shea butter
restore firmness.

``issue: dry and dehydrated skin

``issue: skin which lacks elasticity

MOISTURISING FACE CREAM

30 ml | KN1

SEMI-RICH FACE CREAM

or combination skin

30 ml | KP1

EFFECTIVENESS OF ß-GLUCAN WAS CONFIRMED
BY NUMEROUS STUDIES:
• provides the skin with optimum moisture
• stimulates collagen production and so it has rejuvenating and anti-ageing
properties
• regenerates dry skin, soothes irritations, facilitates the healing processes
• tightens and makes the skin more elastic, firmer and smoother
• it is a natural factor protecting against UV radiation
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MOISTURISING
& SMOOTHING
HAND CREAM

REGENERATING
& NOURISHING
HAND CREAM

Provides and soothes the skin of
hands for a long time, making it
velvety smooth. If used regularly,
it improves the skin tone and
strengthens matte brittle nails.

Created to answer the needs of
over-dried, very dry skin of hands
exposed to harmful external factors.
Intensively nourishes, smooths the
skin of hands and improves the
condition of nails giving them a
healthy and well-groomed look.

MOISTURISING & SMOOTHING HAND
CREAM

50 ml | KR3

REGENERATING & NOURISHING HAND
CREAM

``formula based on: beta-glucan,
rice oil, castor oil, allantoin

50 ml | KR2

MOISTURISING
BODY BALM

ANTICELLULITE
BODY BALM

Moisturises and nourishes the skin
giving it firmness and elasticity. For
the care of every skin type.

Contains unique Anticellulite Forte
complex that shapes the body and
strengthens tissues. If regularly
used, it gradually reduces the effect
of “orange peel” and visibly shapes
thighs, hips, buttocks and abdomen
areas.

MOISTURISING BODY BALM

300 ml | BN1

ANTICELLULITE BODY BALM

300 ml | CEL1
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PERFUMED
COSMETICS

Luxurious series of skin care
cosmetics for women, with
fragrances that harmonise
with the most popular
Federico Mahora perfumes.
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PERFUMED
BODY BALM

| 200 ml

PERFUMED BODY BALM

Pampers the senses with silky
texture. Gently cleanses the body
leaving on it a mist of favourite
perfumes.

``with vitamin E, B5 and allantoin

AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:

33M, 81M, 173M

PERFUMED ANTIPERSPIRANT
ROLL-ON | 50 ml
PERFUMED ANTIPERSPIRANT ROLL-ON

Thanks to a combination of antiperspirant
properties and fragrance composition, it ensures
the sense of comfort and freshness. Excellent for
active and energetic women.

18T, 33T, 81T, 173T

| 200 ml

PERFUMED SHOWER GEL

Envelops the skin with a mist of the
most beautiful perfume. It contains
moisturising and active regenerating
ingredients.

AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:

AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:

PERFUMED
SHOWER GEL

18E, 33E, 81E, 173E

FRAGRANCE-FREE
ANTIPERSPIRANT
ROLL-ON UNISEX

HAIR FRAGRANCE

Non-perfumed universal roll-on can be combined
with any perfume scent. Provides long-lasting
protection against unpleasant odour.

``with specially selected polymers which gently

FRAGRANCE-FREE ANTIPERSPIRANT ROLL-ON

50 ml | 00T

| 50 ml

HAIR FRAGRANCE

Lets you release the sensual scent of perfume with
every move you make. In the form of a convenient
spray that you can carry in your purse.
fix the hairstyle and provide shine

``with ceramides which repair and smooth hair
AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:

18W, 33W, 81W, 173W
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PERFUMED
COSMETICS

PERFUMED
SHOWER GEL

| 200 ml

PERFUMED SHOWER GEL

Thoroughly cleanses the body
leaving it smelling of the most
beautiful perfumes. Contains
panthenol with moisturising
and regenerating properties.

AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:

52E, 134E, 199E

PERFUMED
ANTIPERSPIRANT
ROLL-ON | 50 ml

PERFUMED ANTIPERSPIRANT ROLL-ON

Unique formula eliminates the effects
of excessive sweating, and fragrance
compositions perfectly harmonise
with the perfume. Provides the
feeling of comfort and freshness.

AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:

52T, 134T, 199T
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REFRESHING
COLLECTION

Without irritation,
ingrown hairs or overdried skin sensation
– take care of your skin
during and after shaving.

SHAVING FOAM

AFTER SHAVE
AFTER SHAVE

AFTER SHAVE BALM

SHAVING FOAM

Effectively softens facial hair and
enables perfect shaving, giving the
feeling of smoothness, freshness and
well-groomed skin of the face.

Intensely fragrant after shave that
is a great finish to a perfect shave.
Cooling menthol brings a pleasant
refreshment with allantoin which
soothes skin and eliminates the tight
skin sensation.

Contains ingredients that soothe
and moisturise the skin on your face
which is irritated after shaving, and
gets easily absorbed, providing the
feeling of comfort throughout the
day.

``with aloe leaf extract that has

``with allantoin which soothes

``with nourishing macadamia oil
``with regenerating panthenol

AVAILABLE FRAGRANCE:

AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:

P052

S052, S134, S199

250 ml

100 ml

``with allantoin which soothes
irritation

moisturising and regenerating
properties

skin and eliminates the tight
skin sensation

AFTER SHAVE BALM

AVAILABLE FRAGRANCES:

B052, B134, B199
50 ml
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FOOT CARE

Effective and proven – these are our foot
care cosmetics. They provide comfort and
convenience with every step you take.

SOOTHING & REFRESHING
FOOT GEL
SOOTHING & REFRESHING FOOT GEL

Contains arnica extract that strengthens
blood vessels and improves micro-circulation,
reducing swelling and providing the feeling of
lightness. Natural herbal complex with white
willow and manuca has antibacterial properties
and reduces sweating.

``with cooling menthol
75 ml | S008

ANTIPERSPIRANT
FOOT SPRAY

ANTIPERSPIRANT FOOT SPRAY

Created on the basis of selected active
ingredients for the everyday comfort of your
feet. Horse chestnut extract, that has blood
vessels tightening properties, gives the feeling
of soothing and calming.

``with sage extract, known for

its antibacterial properties, reduces
feet sweating and provides the
feeling of freshness

150 ml | S009

DEEP MOISTURISING
FOOT CREAM

DEEP MOISTURISING FOOT CREAM

Intensely moisturises the tired and coarse
skin of the feet, perfectly nourishes,
regenerates and smooths. With 8% urea
content the Cream reduces thickened
epidermis. Wheat germ oil strengthens
the skin and gently oils it, whereas provitamin B5 alleviates irritations.

``if used regularly, it reduces the

tendency to develop cracked heels

75 ml | S010
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SELF-TANNERS
Sun-kissed skin looks healthy and radiant. What to do in order to look like this not only in summer,
but throughout the year? Use our bronzing cosmetics. Thanks to them you will have a wonderful
skin tone all year round. Keep beautiful tan even after your holiday is over.

GOLDEN FOAM
SELF-TANNER

GOLDEN FOAM SELF-TANNER

FAIR SKIN | 504012
FAIR SKIN

MEDIUM SKIN | 504013
MEDIUM SKIN

Lets you get the sun tan effect from the first
use. Gives the skin a delicate, golden colour
which gets more intense in 3-5 hours. Very
efficient. Nourishes the skin.

``tan effect that lasts up to several days
``without streaks, smudges and stains
150 ml

SELF-TAN WIPE
SELF-TAN WIPE

Enjoy a summer tan all year round. This SelfTanner Wipe gives the skin a uniform, healthy
colour and is exceptionally easy to use.

``a natural tan result in a short while
``no rubbing, smudges or discolouration
``an innovative formula based on amber
and walnut extracts

1 pc | 504015

EXPRESS
YOURSELF

Makeup has been used since ancient
times. But the roles that it plays are as
different and varied as the female form
itself. Sometimes it helps to emphasize our
natural beauty and boost our confidence,
while at other times, it allows us to create
a completely new image, reflecting the
mood and situation we are in. Our fantastic
Federico Mahora cosmetics transform
makeup into play. So… go on! Experiment
with different shades, explore the full range
of colors that express who you are. We have
prepared a full range of fashionable tones
and shades, some of them light-hearted,
some bold and some sensual. Explore
and choose those that suit you best.
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Your look this season will be truly captivating. Thanks to our new products, you can now express your unique
personality by creating stunning makeup looks. The huge selection of amazing shades available for our long-lasting
automatic eye pencils (p. 108) will allow you to create distinctive eye makeup that will last for an unbelievably
long time, while our long-lasting kajal eye pencils will illuminate your eyes, making them look bigger and brighter
(p. 108). The new sizes of our MIX & MATCH palettes – the XL (p. 86) and XXL palettes (p. 87) – offer even greater
possibilities for creating your own set of cosmetics that is specifically tailored to your needs. Our long-lasting matte
liquid lipstick (p. 118), with an ultra-light formula, will give your lips the most perfect color. Our nail top coat hybrid
look (p. 124) will give your nails the effect of a professional hybrid manicure without the use of UV lamp. Makeup art
has never been so easy.

NEW
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NEW
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MIX & MATCH

Choose, match, mix and replace. Choose, combine, swap – thanks to our magnetic MIX & MATCH
palettes, you can now create your very own set of cosmetics that perfectly suits you. Choose from
our wide range of eye shadows, eyebrow shadows, powders, blushes and highlighters. Now, thanks
to the new XL and XXL palettes, you have even more options.

NEW

MIX & MATCH XL PALETTE
MIX & MATCH XL PALETTE

Perfect if you value practical solutions and
comfort. The palette can accommodate all
the products that you need to create an ideal
makeup – 2 powders, a concealer, a blush,
a highlighter, an eyebrow shadow and 2
eyeshadows. Or maybe you prefer a different
combination? How about a set of 4 powders
and 16 eyeshadows? You are limited by
imagination only.

608120

A COMFORTABLE MAGNETIC CLASP
EXCELLENT FOR TRAVEL AS WELL AS
EVERYDAY USE.
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NEW
MIX & MATCH XXL PALETTE
MIX & MATCH XXL PALETTE

A professional special task palette recommended
not only to make-up artists. It will fit in all your
ideas and will never let you down. If you are fond of
testing eyeshadows the palette will accommodate
as much as 24 pieces. How about a makeup set for
all occasions? – Place in it 2 powders, a concealer,
a blush, a highlighter, an eyebrow shadow and 10
eyeshadows. Combine whatever you want.

608121

MIX & MATCH SMALL PALETTE
MIX & MATCH SMALL PALETTE

MIX & MATCH LARGE PALETTE
MIX & MATCH LARGE PALETTE

This magnetic palette can accommodate four eyeshadows or a blush
+ a highlighter or one powder. Or a mix of two eyeshadows and
a blush, if you prefer? Or a concealer, two eyeshadows and a brow
shadow? It’s all up to you.

A large palette offers endless cosmetic combinations. It can suit two
powders or four blushes. Your travel kit can accommodate a powder,
a blush, two eyeshadows or a powder, a blush, a concealer and one
eyeshadow – everything you need.

608101

608102
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MIX & MATCH

Everything you need in one place. Create your own palette
full of our perfect MIX & MATCH makeup products.

RARE PEARL

601309

MIX & MATCH
MULTIFUNCTIONAL CONCEALER

LIGHT PEACH

601310

MIX & MATCH MULTIFUNCTIONAL CONCEALER

When applied on the skin it makes all imperfections disappear
immediately. It has a creamy texture and a perfect composition. It is
multi-functional: you can use it on the entire face and because it does
not contain drying agents (e.g. alcohol), it is perfect for concealing dark
circles under the eyes.

``if you want the concealer to stay on your face for a very long
time, try applying loose powder on it and then spray the skin
with a makeup fixer

1,5 g

MIX & MATCH
POWDER

MIX & MATCH POWDER

13 g, 14 g, 15 g

15 g

PORCELAIN

602002
GLITTERY

SAND BEIGE

602005

14 g

13 g

NATURAL BEIGE

602004

CAMEO BEIGE

602006

WARM ALMOND

602003

GOLDEN TAN

602001
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Radiant Glow and Cinnamon Roll are products that are used almost at the end of applying the
makeup. You only need a small amount to make your skin look radiant and healthy. It’s that final
touch in everyday makeup that will guarantee the perfect look.

CINNAMON ROLL

602019

Cinnamon Roll
Bronzing powder that adds the natural tan effect to
your face. Subtle golden particles illuminate skin
perfectly, making it look fresh and radiant. Suitable
for any skin type.

RADIANT GLOW

602018

Radiant Glow
It is a must for all those who want their face to always
look youthful, fresh and radiant. Radiant Glow powder
evens out skin tone giving it a subtle glow. Thanks to tiny
particles that reflect light, it makes the skin look healthy
and relaxed.

MIX & MATCH
POWDER

MIX & MATCH POWDER

14 g
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MIX & MATCH
HIGHLIGHTER

MIX & MATCH HIGHLIGHTER

WHITE GOLD

AFTERGLOW

THE ONE

AMOUR

COCKTAIL PEACH

LIBERTÉ

WILD SUNSET

CHARISMA

DESIRE

602101

602103

602102

The MIX & MATCH highlighter will easily bring out
your skin’s natural radiance. One touch of a brush
is enough to make the face shine and glow with all
the brightness.

``provides the effect of rested skin
and “glamour” style make-up

6,5 g

602205

MIX & MATCH BLUSH
MIX & MATCH BLUSH

MIX & MATCH blush revives your skin, adding
a healthy colour to it. Thanks to a wide range of
tones, you will certainly find the perfect blush
for you.

602204

602202

602201

602206

602203

``it has a delicate powder-like texture
that enables perfect application

6,5 g

GLITTERY
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MIX & MATCH
NEW COLOURS
MIX & MATCH
EYESHADOW

MIX & MATCH EYESHADOW

2,6 g
LOVELY ORCHID

606074

2,8 g
ULTRAMARINE

2,8 g
SUNNY SKY

606071

606073

2,7 g

2,5 g
SPRING GRASS

606070

2,5 g, 2,6 g, 2,7 g, 2,8 g, 3 g

LIME JOY

606072

2,5 g

ANGEL MIST

DOLCE VITA

606041

NAKED SHIMMER

606015

606020

GOLDEN RULE

606011

SHOWTIME

606009

2,5 g

PEACH PASSION

STYLISH ULTRA VIOLET

SILVER LUSTRE

MOONDUST

ANONYMOUS

NIGHT SKY

TAUPE DELIGHT

RUSTY GOLD

606042

606002

606068

2,8 g

FROZEN DUST

SPARKLING VIOLET NAUTICA

606069

COPPER SHINE

606044

606017

SILVER LINING

606008

ROYAL BLUE

606052

606049

606021

606022

2,8 g

WRAPPED IN SILK

606013

HYPNOTIC LILAC

606045

ALCHEMY

606004

AUBERGINE QUEEN GALAXY

606007

606048

606043

606053

3g

2,8 g

WARM BROWN

606046

606010

DARK CHOCOLATE FIRST LOVE

606018

606012

COLD SUGAR

606019

FADE TO BLACK

606005

GRAPHITE QUINN INFUSION

606050

606003

AUTUMN GREEN

606051

3g
MATTE
SATIN
METALLIC
GLITTERY

YELLOW DIAMOND COPPER GODDESS SIN

606054

606016

606014

CHERRY COLA

606006
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MISTY ROSE

606057

CREAMY FLASH

606060

GOLDEN HAZE

606058

SILVER SHINE

606063

AZURE FANTASY

606055

MYSTERIOUS
BLUE

606061

PRETTY
IN VIOLET

606067

GOLDEN
CINNAMON

606059

TAUPE GLOW

606064

BROWN
SHIMMER

606062

TRUE BLACK

606065
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MIX & MATCH

Our professional MIX & MATCH Eye Creator will make you seduce with your look. Choose your
favourite colours and combine them with innovative applicators that enable you to quickly and
precisely apply your eyeshadows. Design your perfect beauty product. Only you know what’s best
for you. Freedom, ingenuity and multi-functional character – this is what MIX & MATCH is about.

EYE ZONE CREATOR

EYESHADOW REFILL

EYE ZONE CREATOR

EYESHADOW REFILL

This multi-function device for eye makeup
will fit in every vanity case. It includes two
different applicators that can be combined with
an eyeshadow refill. Choose your favourite
eyeshadows to design the best beauty product
especially for you. Become a creator of the
captivating beauty of your look.

Gold cinnamon or shiny silver? Or maybe both?
Select your favourite eyeshadow colours and
attach them to our professional eye creator. Thanks
to a special system, the refills can be attached and
removed easily. When they run out, you can easily
replace them. Have fun, mix and match, create. MIX
& MATCH is all about freedom of choice.

``the pointed ending enables to make a

precise line while the round applicator on
the other end will perfectly distribute the
eyeshadow all over your lid

``from now on, you can forget about having
to look for brushes or sponges to apply
your eyeshadows. Now you can have it all
at hand in one device. So convenient and
time-saving

``instant eye makeup: when you turn the

refill, the applicator already has a proper
amount of the eyeshadow that you can
immediately apply onto your eyelid

``the applicators are reusable – you can

safely clean them if you want to attach
them to a different eyeshadow colour.
Simply wash them under running water
and leave to dry

606066

``wide range of colours available – you’ll
certainly find something for yourself.

``thanks to their great texture, the eyeshadows
distribute excellently on the lid

0,8 g
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If eyes are the window to the soul, then the eyebrows are... the frame. This
is why it’s so important to highlight them properly .You can make them look
perfect with the innovative MIX & MATCH Eyebrow Creator. It is a product
for women who value their time, comfort and beautiful appearance.

LIGHT BROWN

607022

EYEBROW CREATOR
EYEBROW CREATOR

Are you dreaming of perfect eyebrows? With the
MIX & MATCH Eyebrow Creator, this dream is
within reach. Choose a shadow that matches your
skin type and attach it to the eyebrow creator.
Eyebrow styling has never been so easy.

PURE BROWN

607024

ALMOST BLACK

607023

``with the precise applicator, you will

``it is handy and compact, and will fit in any
vanity case or purse

607025

EYEBROW SHADOW REFILL
EYEBROW SHADOW REFILL

Perfectly matched natural shadows will perfectly
highlight your eyebrows. Choose one out of three
shadows and attach it to the eyebrow creator. Your
professionally styled eyebrows will now become
your trademark.

``thanks to its perfect formula, the shadow

beautifully highlights the eyebrows, providing
a natural effect

``it distributes excellently on the eyebrows
``perfectly defines your eyebrow bones,
optically refining their shape

0,8 g

Perfect for brunettes

and precisely: when you turn the refill, the
applicator already has a proper amount of the
shadow that you can immediately apply on
your eyebrows

Perfect for blondes

``highlights the eyebrows shape quickly

Perfect for chestnut-haired
women

immediately spread the shadow on the
eyebrows and blend to achieve the desired
effect. Then, arrange the eyebrows in shape
with a special brush on the other end of the
creator
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CREAM

601201

LIGHT BEIGE

601202

GOLDEN BEIGE

601203

LIFTING FOUNDATION
LUMI LIFT LIQUID FOUNDATION

A unique rejuvenating formula that helps your skin
fight the signs of ageing. It adds glow, conceals
imperfections and fine lines. Excellent for the skin that
is dull as a result of ageing or external factors.

``unique combination of anti-ageing ingredients
with corrective-concealing pigments

``the effect of velvet smooth and uniform
complexion

30 ml
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FACE

NEW SHADE*

Flawless complexion, rosy cheeks… Look fresh and glowing
every single day. Especially for you, we created a wide selection
of face makeup cosmetics in shades that perfectly match all
types of beauty. You will surely find the perfect match.

PORCELAIN

601104

IVORY

NUDE

VANILLA

CASHEW

NEUTRAL BEIGE

DESERT BEIGE

601001

601101

601002

601102

601003

601103

MATTIFYING FOUNDATION

COVERING FOUNDATION

It provides the skin with a natural, fresh look. Vitamin B3
reduces the appearance of pores and reduces shiny skin.
Suitable for combination and oily skin.

A natural, fresh and uniform look combined with
velvety smoothness. Perfectly improves the
appearance of combination skin with imperfections
and pigmentation changes.

MATTE ME UP FOUNDATION

``lasting matte, uniform colour and velvety finish
``conceals imperfections and fine lines
``a unique combination of pigments and powdery
ingredients

30 g

FLAWLESS AIRBRUSH FOUNDATION

``with a high content of micropigments

that conceal discolourations and fine lines

``with vitamin E with anti-ageing, moisturising
and smoothing properties

30 g
*NEW SHADE PORCELAIN (601104) AVAILABLE FROM 2018-11-15
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NB01

SILICONE BASE
SILICONE BASE

Extends the life of makeup. Mattifies and
ensures a fresh look for a long time. Makes
the skin perfectly smooth and ensures that
pores and fine wrinkles are less noticeable.

FB02

BEAUTY CREAM PRIMER
BEAUTY CREAM PRIMER

Thanks to the pearlescent pigments your
skin gains a healthy glow, whereas
imperfections and fine wrinkles are less
visible. Delicate pink colour enlivens the
complexion and reduces the signs of tiredness.

``with vitamin C and E complex which

``hyaluronic acid and Hydromanil®

``recommended for the skin which requires

``it’s a match if your skin is greyish, tired

15 ml | NB01

15 ml | FB02

has antioxidant properties

mattifying and has a tendency to shine

deeply moisturise and smooth your skin

and lacks a healthy glow

LIGHT CONCEALER
LIGHT CONCEALER
LUMINOUS EFFECT

Perfectly conceals dark circles under eyes and
minor discolouration. Makes fine wrinkles less
visible.

``formula enriched with soothing ingredients
and vitamin E

``eliminates signs of fatigue making the skin
PORCELAIN BEIGE

CO06

MEDIUM BEIGE

CO07

look fresh and radiant

2,2 g
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CC COLLECTION

Is your skin demanding?
Do you want to provide it with
everything it needs? If so, you
no longer need to spend hours
in front of the mirror. The CC
cosmetics are an exceptional
collection created to meet all
needs of your skin.
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WISE GREEN

BRILLIANT PEACH

CC09

CC10

CC PRIMER
COLOUR & CARE

CC PRIMER
COLOUR & CARE

Evens out the skin tone, nourishes it and
prepares it for further treatment. Extends the
life of makeup and ensures a matte finish.

Combines several functions: nourishes the
skin, evens out its tone, prepares the skin for
makeup and extends its life.

CC PRIMER COLOUR & CARE

CC PRIMER COLOUR & CARE

``peach shade brightens the skin tone

``green shade neutralises redness

``perfect solution for skin with

``recommended for couperose skin

15 ml

15 ml

and neutralises imperfections

discolouration and uneven shade

SENSIBLE BISCUIT

CC07

CC POWDER
COLOUR & CARE

CC POWDER COLOUR & CARE

Unique, multifunctional Powder which evens
up the skin tone, nourishes and protects it while
ensuring perfect coverage and a flawless look.
Perfectly conceals redness and imperfections,
provides silky smoothness.

``with vitamins C and E, a raspberry

extract and soothing passion fruit oil

``guarantees a long-lasting, matte
makeup finish

6,5 g

and corrects imperfections
with visible redness
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BAMBOO POWDER
BAMBOO POWDER

Transparent, suitable for all skin types. Excellent
for touch ups during the day and to finish your
makeup with.

``with a mattifying bamboo extract
``a cosmetic, which you should
always have on hand

6,4 g | P020

P020

PT2

FIXING POWDER
FIXING POWDER

Guarantees a long-lasting makeup finish. An excellent
combination of mineral ingredients makes the skin
matte and velvety to the touch.

``perfectly adapts to the foundation

PERFECT BEIGE

NP16

MINERAL LOOSE POWDER
MINERAL LOOSE POWDER

Excellent for setting foundation and obtaining
a perfect makeup finish. Contains silica which
optically reduces wrinkles and minor skin
imperfections.

``subtle fragrance of white tea

``with kaolin which absorbs sebum
``highly efficient and long-lasting

10 g | PT2

10 g

shade and skin tone
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MULTICOLOUR
HIGHLIGHTER

MULTICOLOUR HIGHLIGHTER

Ensures the effect of natural highlight,
restoring glow to dull and tired skin.

``for emphasizing cheekbones and face
contouring

``gives your skin radiant and healthy
appearance

8g

GOLDEN JEWEL

P019

PRECIOUS PINK

P018

GLOW POWDER PEARLS

GLOW POWDER PEARLS | ILLUMINATING EFFECT

Multi-coloured pearls highlight the natural beauty
of the skin and create a perfect, well-rested face
make-up finish.

``work perfectly with daytime
and evening make-ups

20 g | PK09
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1.

3.

3.

2.

CONTOUR KIT
CONTOUR KIT

Irreplaceable trio for professional face contouring:
contouring powder, bronzer and highlighter. Harmoniously
matched colours, which allow to contour the shape of your
face, emphasise its assets and conceal imperfections.

``includes ingredients reducing
the effect of oily complexion

``in an elegant cassette with a mirror
6,6 g | ZT1
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IN 3 EASY STEPS
HIGHLIGHT YOUR ASSETS
CORRECT YOUR FACE SHAPE
CONCEAL IMPERFECTIONS

STEP 1
• Under the cheeks
• Jawline
• Nose sides
It will create the shadow
effect and highlight your
cheekbones.

1. CONTOURING POWDER

STEP 2
• Cheeks
• Nose
Strengthens the
contouring effect,
adds a natural,
healthy tanned tone
to the skin.

2. BRONZER

STEP 3
• Eyebrow ridge
• Cheekbone tops
• Nose ridge
• Under the eyes
• Cupid’s bow
• Forehead centre
• Temporal bones
• Chin
Highlights and exposes the central part of the face.
Adds radiance and reflects light to conceal imperfections.

3. HIGHLIGHTER

MAKE-UP SETTING SPRAY
MAKE UP SETTING SPRAY

Creates an invisible coating to protect your
makeup. Doesn’t leave your skin feeling sticky
or tight

``refreshes and adds a healthy glow
throughout the day

``in the form of a light, moisturising mist
100 ml | UM1
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EYES

Accentuate the beauty of your eyes. With the help of our cosmetics, you can create captivating
makeup – both daytime and evening. The beautiful colors and extremely durable product
formulas will make your look tempting and irresistible.

NEW
LONG-LASTING KAJAL EYE PENCIL
LONG-LASTING KAJAL EYE PENCIL

Charm others with your beautiful, bold look. Run the pencil
along the waterline of your eye to visually enlarge and
illuminate it, removing any signs of fatigue. The velvety,
waterproof formula, combined with high pigmentation,
ensure exceptional durability – up to 12 hours.

``use it to visually enlarge your eyes and give
them a rested, fresh look

``extremely durable and resistant to smudging
``comes with a built-in, practical sharpener
``ophthalmologically tested

CLASSIC WHITE

ECRU IDEAL

METALLIC TEAL

BLUE DEPTH

VIOLET VELVET

GRAPHITE DIMENSION

MALACHITE GREEN

DARK BLUE

607031

607032

result: BIGGER EYES,
FRESH LOOK

LONG-LASTING
AUTOMATIC EYE PENCIL
LONG-LASTING AUTOMATIC EYE PENCIL

Are you looking for expressive eye makeup with brilliant,
long-lasting effects? We have made it possible. Thanks to
our innovative, waterproof formula, it stays smudge-free for
up to 12 hours. The pencil works perfectly for daytime and
evening makeup. It draws both thick and thin lines with great
precision. Given the wide range of colors, you are sure to
find just what you are looking for.

result: DEEP,
HYPNOTIZING
LOOK

``it can be applied perfectly, thanks to its soft, velvety
texture

NEW COLOURS

0,33 g

607028

607027

607030

OCEAN REFLECTION

607026

607029

``functional, automatic mechanism with a built-in

sharpener facilitates quick and precise application

``wide range of colors – you are sure to find just what
you are looking for

``ophthalmologically tested
0,31 g

FROZEN GREY

KR04

KR06

KR05

DECADENCE BLACK

KR01
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EYESHADOW BASE
EYESHADOW BASE

CB02

Increases intensity and colour depth.
Extends the life of eye make-up.

``the nude shade conceals imperfections
and evens out the skin tone

``suitable for all types of eyeshadows
4 g | CB02

DIAMOND EYE PENCIL
ASTRAL BLUE

KR12

CRYSTAL BLACK

KR11

DIAMOND EYE PENCIL

With diamond shine glitter that will add
add glow to your look. Use the blending
sponge included to create the seductive
smoky eye makeup.

``glamorous
``waterproof
0,34 g

Store

in a vertical position
with the tip downwards.

LIQUID EYELINER
CARBON BLACK

EL02

LIQUID EYELINER

Beautifully emphasises the eye contour and gives intensity
to the look by making eyelashes look denser.

``a great way for a quick, classy makeup
``perfect and easy application
1,1 ml
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BOTTLED EYELINER
BOTTLED EYELINER

Intense blackness and incredible precision
for expressive flirtatious eye makeup.

``long-lasting effect, no need for touch-ups
during the day.

``hypoallergenic, safe for sensitive eyes
5 ml

DEEP BLACK

607001
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EYEBROW SET
EYEBROW SET

Practical cassette includes a wax to shape
your brows, two matte powders to style them
and a highlighter for a brightened brow look.

``perfectly defines the eyebrows and

guarantees a stylised yet natural look

5,2 g | ZB1

AUTOMATIC BROW PENCIL
AUTOMATIC BROW PENCIL

Emphasises the shape of eyebrows
and makes them look thicker.

``guarantees a deep, long-lasting
colour and a natural effect

``with a sharpener at the base
0,31 g

BISTRE

KR10

AUBURN

KR09

90%

of women
confirmed an

improvement in the
OF

condition of their

RP

RO

eyelashes after 4 weeks

WA
TE

of use*

LASH SPECIALIST SERUM

EYELASH ENHANCING SERUM

Concentrated elixir stimulates eyelash
growth and prevents hair fall-out.

Thanks to bimatoprost, active ingredient (the
most effective hair growth stimulant), the
serum supports growth of eyelashes, thickens
and strengthens them visibly improving their
condition. Suitable for contact lens wearers
(take off the lenses before use). Can be used
after chemotherapy, henna, on extended and
thickened eyelashes, permanent makeup.

LASH SPECIALIST SERUM

``lashes become longer, thicker and fuller
``hypoallergenic, suitable for contact
lens wearers

4 ml | SS1

EYELASH ENHANCING SERUM

``lashes become longer and thicker
``nourishes and regenerates even the
weakest hairs

3 ml | 607107
*A FOUR-WEEK STUDY CONDUCTED BY AN INDEPENDENT
LABORATORY ON A GROUP OF 29 WOMEN AGED 29-53
YEARS.

WATERPROOF LASH
TOP COAT
WATERPROOF LASH TOP COAT

Creates an invisible coating that
makes every mascara waterproof.
Protects against crumbling and
smudging.

``protects eyelashes against
humidity and water

``hypoallergenic
8 ml | WM1
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BROW & LASH CREATOR
BROW & LASH CREATOR

An irreplaceable duet of eyebrow gel and
mascara primer to create a charming look and the
perfect eye makeup.

``transparent gel perfectly tames unruly

brow hairs and preserves the desired shape

``primer thickens and lengthens the

eyelashes adding exceptional volume and
intensifying the effect of each mascara
application

14 ml | BL1
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PHENOMENAL
MASCARA

PHENOMENAL MASCARA

Advanced formula and an ultra-precise
wand guarantee a panoramic eyelash
effect. Contains an innovative ingredient
which enhances lash growth.

``lengthened, thickened, perfectly
separated and curled lashes

``flexible mini-wand perfectly

emphasises even the shortest and
most delicate hairs

10 ml | M006 INTENSE BLACK
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VOLUMIZING
WATERPROOF MASCARA
VOLUMIZING WATERPROOF MASCARA

Adds incredible volume to the lashes
while its perfectly profiled brush enables
to apply the mascara evenly from the
root to the every end, guaranteeing
the volumising effect. Volatile silicone
included in its composition makes it
long-lasting. Make sure you have
a beautiful, seductive look in the
blink of an eye.

``thanks to the waterproof properties

of the mascara, it effectively
protects your lashes from water and
moisture

``the innovative formula of the

mascara is vegan-friendly as it was
made without ingredients of animal
origin

8 ml | 607108

3 STEP MASCARA
3 STEP MASCARA

An innovative formula stunningly
increases the eyelash volume and
moisturises them properly.

``3 in 1: extended, thickened,

LASH EXPERT
MASCARA

LASH EXPERT MASCARA

Perfect eye makeup even for up
to 12 hours, without smudging or
crumbling.

lifted eyelashes

``maximally lengthened and

wand allows for application of
the mascara from roots to ends

``an asymmetric, flexible wand:

``the exceptional shape of the
8 ml | M002 PERFECT BLACK

flirtatiously curled eyelashes

shapes and lifts the lashes with
the bigger bristles, and coats
and separates even the tiniest
hairs with the smaller bristles

11 ml | M007 GLAM BLACK
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LIPS

No matter whether they are a subtle shade or a striking, bold tone, highlighting
your lips with lipstick never fails to attract attention. Thanks to our long-lasting
matte liquid lipstick, you will give your lips their dream shape, while the most
fashionable shades for this season will help you perfectly accentuate your natural
beauty.

NEW

HOT RED

CREAMY

CRIMSON

MAUVE

TAFFY

BLUSH

ROSE

VIOLET

604014

604010

604011

604017

CERISE

604012

604016

604009

604013

604015

CLARET

604018

LONG-LASTING
MATTE LIQUID LIPSTICK*
LONG-LASTING MATTE LIQUID LIPSTICK

The superb matte lipstick that stays on your lips for
hours. While ensuring a perfect, intensely matte finish,
the ultra-light formula will not leave your lips feeling heavy,
providing a unique sense of comfort. Thanks to the precious
natural ingredients, such as beeswax and avocado oil, the
lipstick does not dry out your lips. Its easy application and
long-lasting color – without the effect of sticking, drying or
smudging – will make you fall in love after even the first use.

``frequent makeup corrections are a thing of the past
– the lipstick stays on your lips for up to 6 hours

``unique composition provides an intense, matte color
which, rather than making your lips dry, leaves them
feeling well hydrated

``the precise applicator, silky consistency and pleasant
aroma will transform the application process into
true pleasure

6 ml
PRODUCT AVAILABLE FROM 2018-11-20
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SPLENDID MAGENTA

604234

COLOR INTENSE
CLASSIC LIPSTICK
DEEP PINK

604235

VIBRANT FUCHSIA

604224

COLOR INTENSE LIPSTICK

A must-have for your vanity case. Provides
full coverage and an intense matte colour.
Applying it to your lips will be a moment of
pure pleasure - thanks to the creamy consistency
it is very easy to apply too. The nourishing chia
seed oil contained in it prevents the lipstick
from drying your lips, making them very smooth
and tempting. Long-lasting colour without
dehydrating your lips is every woman’s dream
– now you can make it come true with the
COLOR INTENSE classic lipstick.

``it guarantees silky smooth matte finish and
intense colour that stays on your lips for
long

SMOKED LYCHEE

604225

``the unique formula of the lipstick that

contains the beneficial chia seed oil, leaves
your lips feeling well moisturised

``thanks to its creamy texture, the lipstick
does not stick to the lips, offering you
long-lasting feeling of comfort – you
won’t even feel it on your lips

BLAZING CORAL

604220

CUTE PINK

604223

RAVISHING ROSE

604222

CLASSIC NUDE

604221

4,2 g

CONTAINS
THE PRECIOUS
CHIA SEED OIL

that leaves your lips
moisturised. From now on
you can enjoy your beautiful
matte colour without having
your lips dried out.
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PLUM CHOCOLATE

604227

BURGUNDY WINE

604233

CARMINE BLISS

604230

SWEET CORAL

604228

PASSIONATE RED

604226

CLASSIC RED

604232

PASSIONATE FIRE

604229

AMAZING NUDE

604231
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MAKEUP REMOVAL

Perfectly cleansed skin in the morning and before bedtime is a recipe for healthy complexion.
Do not forget it and keep appropriate makeup removers always at hand.

MAKEUP REMOVER TOWEL

2 PHASE MAKE-UP REMOVER

MICELLAR LOTION

Thoroughly removes even waterproof makeup
without the use of cosmetic products.

Gently, yet highly successfully, removes
eye and lip makeup, also waterproof.

Removes makeup and cleanses the skin,
perfectly preparing it for further care.

``just dampen it with water
``suitable for all skin types,

``leaves the skin moisturised, soft and

``based on rose water and Rosa

``hypoallergenic, safe for sensitive eyes

``perfectly refreshes the skin

608107

150 ml | 609001

150 ml | 609002

MAKEUP REMOVER TOWEL

including sensitive skin

2 PHASE MAKEUP REMOVER

smooth

MICELLAR LOTION

Centifolia petals
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HANDS

You know what they say: your hands are your business card. Take a good care of them. We recommend
daily care of cuticles and using strengthening conditioners, so that your painted nails always looked
healthy and classy.

NEW

NAIL TOP COAT HYBRID LOOK
NAIL TOP COAT HYBRID LOOK

TO US E A
V

LAMP

11 ml | 603152

ED

U

``no need to use a UV lamp
``extends the durability of manicure by up to 7 days
``can be removed using any type of nail polish remover

NO N
E

A flawless manicure that stays on your nails for an unbelievably long
time? We have made it possible. This nail top coat will give your
painted nails the effect of a hybrid manicure without having to use
a UV lamp. The unique formula works effectively to prevent the
varnish from chipping and protects it against abrasion. It gives
the nails an amazing gloss and highlight the intensity of the color.

7 days
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CUTICLE & NAIL CREAM
CUTICLE & NAIL CREAM

Well-groomed cuticles and beautiful,
healthy nails thanks to daily care.

``with strengthening argan oil and
regenerating shea butter

``moisturises, restores softness to cuticles
and flexibility to the nail plate

15 ml | KR4

NAIL CONDITIONER 8 IN 1
NAIL CONDITIONER 8 IN 1

A real multi-tasker: intensely regenerates,
strengthens, protects, provides
smoothness, restores the lustre,
dries fast and lasts long.

``visibly improves the appearance
and condition of damaged nails

``prevents breaking, crushing
and splitting

10 ml | N112

NAIL CONDITIONER
WITH KERATIN

NAIL CONDITIONER WITH KERATIN

Designed for splitting nails.

``keratin regenerates and hardens

the nail plate protecting it against
damage

10 ml | N109

NAIL HARDENER
NAIL HARDENER

Diamond powder strengthens and
hardens nails, giving them a lasting shine.

``excellent as a nail polish primer
10 ml | N104
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MILKY DREAM

603150

GLAM BROWN

N040

SMOKE RED

603115

POSH RED

N044

MYSTERIOUS CLARET

603120

NEW DIMENSION

603133

SPARKLING GOLD

603125

THE COLORS OF SEASON
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FASHION CREAM

ELEGANT BEIGE

PERFECT NUDE

TRENDY BEIGE

TOFFEE SHINE

COPPER LUSTRE

COTTON CANDY

PINK RAPTURE

LEGENDARY FUCHSIA

PASTEL HEATHER

LILAC EFFUSION

TRENDY VIOLET

HYPNOTIC PLUM

AMARANTH HAZE

PASSIONATE LOVE

CHIC PINK

REAL RED

SAND SHINE

GOLDEN TOUCH

METALLIC GOLD

CARNIVAL FIESTA

AMAZON GREEN

PIECE OF CLOUD

MAJESTIC COBALT

GRAPE SPLASH

DAMASK GLOSS

N038

603117

603149

603121

603114

SILVER CHROME

603134

NEON BLUE

603123

METALLIC
GLITTERY

603119

603136

603144

603139

603137

603127

603145

603116

603146

603148

603151

603135

603124

603141

N039

603143

603142

N042

603118

603147

603130

NAIL LACQUER
NAIL LACQUER
GEL FINISH

Ultra-glossy formula with a gel finish effect.

NAIL LACQUER DRYING SPRAY
NAIL LACQUER DRYING SPRAY

Accelerates lacquer drying on nails and protects
it against smudges and scratches.

``provides a saturated, long-lasting colour and

``gives a beautiful shine and emphasises

``resistant to chipping, abrasion and dulling
``with a wide nail polish brush

50 ml | N100

excellent coverage from the first application

11 ml

the nail polish colour
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ACETONE NAIL
POLISH REMOVER

ACETONE NAIL POLISH REMOVER

Quickly and effectively removes the lacquer.
It contains vitamin E, which moisturises nails,
and panthenol, which improves the condition
of nails.

``removes even the most durable lacquer
``contains vitamin E and panthenol

responsible for improvement of the nail
condition

150 ml | 603009

NAIL ART BRUSH SET
NAIL ART BRUSH SET

As many as 15 nail art brushes.

``for making fancy patterns, lines, dots,

shading, decorating with zircons and glitter

``for varnish, gel, acrylic
608001
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ACETONE FREE NAIL
POLISH REMOVER

ACETONE FREE NAIL POLISH REMOVER

Not only removes nail polish but also, as
it includes castor oil, moisturises the nails
and helps to keep them in good condition.

``easy to apply
``strawberry with vanilla scent
150 ml | 603008
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ACCESSORIES

Professional tools allow you to create beautiful and professional makeups. That is why
we prepared a wide selection of brushes, as well as other sensational accessories.

1
LIPS BRUSH NO. 407

LIPS BRUSH NO. 407

Enables quick and even application of
any lipsticks and lip glosses of liquid
and creamy texture.

``made of synthetic bristle
608407

2
PERFECT LINES & SHADOWS
BRUSH NO. 408

PERFECT LINES & SHADOWS BRUSH NO. 408

Perfect for precise eye makeup. One end will
enable you to perfectly apply eyeshadows on your
lids and the other will be perfect for thin shadow
or eyeliner lines along the upper and lower eyelash
line. Its bent, ergonomic shape facilitates product
application.

``made of synthetic bristle
608408

3
SHADOWS BLENDING
BRUSH NO. 410

SHADOWS BLENDING BRUSH NO. 410

Its well-designed shape is perfect for spreading
the eyeshadow on the lids. It wonderfully blends
the eyeshadow colours and eliminates the risk of
ugly stains.

``made of synthetic bristle
608410

3

2

1
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4
POWDER BRUSH NO. 402

POWDER BRUSH NO. 402

Suitable for application and distribution
of loose and pressed powders.

``synthetic bristle
608402

4
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1

2

1
FLAT BRONZER
BRUSH NO. 401

FLAT BRONZER BRUSH NO. 401

Designed for applying bronzing
and highlighting powders.

``synthetic bristle
608401

2
FACE HIGHLIGHTER
BRUSH NO. 409

FACE HIGHLIGHTER BRUSH NO. 409

Perfect for applying powder highlighter.
It subtly embraces your face to help you
get the natural finish effect.

``made of synthetic bristle
608409

3
3
KABUKI BRUSH NO. 400

KABUKI BRUSH NO. 400

Ideal for quick application of loose,
pressed and mineral powders.

``synthetic bristle
608400
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4
BLUSH BRUSH NO. 405

4

5

6

7

BLUSH BRUSH NO. 405

Excellent for applying blushes,
contouring powders and highlighters.

``synthetic bristle
608405

5
FOUNDATION BRUSH NO. 403

FOUNDATION BRUSH NO. 403

Designed for application of liquid foundation,
concealer and makeup primers.

``synthetic bristle
608403

6
EYESHADOW MINI
BRUSH NO. 406

EYESHADOW MINI BRUSH NO. 406

Perfect for precise application
of all eyeshadow types.

``synthetic bristle
608406

7
ANGLED BROW BRUSH NO. 404

ANGLED BROW BRUSH NO. 404

For application of eyebrow cosmetics with
powder, cream, gel and wax formula.

``synthetic bristle
608404
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FACIAL MASK BRUSH
FACIAL MASK BRUSH

It enables the hygienic, quick and precise distribution
of facial creams and masks of different consistency.
As it is made of synthetic bristle, it does not absorb large
amounts of product and allows it to be applied evenly.

``easy to wash and fast-drying
``flattened shape enables easy application
and mixing of masks

608003
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KABUKI BRUSH
IN A TRAVEL CASE

KABUKI BRUSH IN A TRAVEL CASE

Always at hand. The convenient case,
perfect for carrying in your purse.
Suitable for loose, pressed and mineral
powders.

``synthetic bristle
608002

PROFESSIONAL BRUSH SPRAY

SILICONE BRUSH CLEANER

Immediately prepares brushes for reuse, cleaning
them from the remains of the makeup and cosmetics.
Recommended for cosmetic brushes made of natural
and synthetic bristles.

Quickly and effectively cleans makeup brushes.
Use it with a little water and hair shampoo.

PROFESSIONAL BRUSH SPRAY

``perfectly cleanses brushes
``the special ingredients keep the bristles

of the brushes in good condition and also
give them a pleasant scent

100 ml | 608113

SILICONE BRUSH CLEANER

``in a convenient finger glove form
608106
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LATEX-FREE MAKEUP SPONGE

SILICONE MAKEUP SPONGE

LATEX-FREE MAKEUP SPONGE

SILICONE MAKEUP SPONGE

It helps to do the perfect face makeup. Ideal for
applying e.g. foundation and concealer.

Soft silicone sponge perfectly spreads liquid, semi-liquid and
creamy makeup cosmetics, such as foundation, blush or base.
It does not absorb cosmetics ensuring optimised use. The
wider part of the sponge works perfectly when applied to the
entire face while the narrow tip allows for precise application
in hard-to-reach areas, such as the inner corners of eyes and
nose area.

``latex-free
``a unique, precise shape
608104

``ideal for applying

the cosmetics without
smudges and stains

``ensures proper hygiene – just rinse it with water
608112

MAKEUP SPONGE
MAKEUP SPONGE

Perfectly distributes makeup primer, foundation,
liquid concealer and cream blush.

``in a highly convenient shape
608103

BLOTTING PAPER ROLL
BLOTTING PAPER ROLL

Perfectly matte and prevent excessive skin shine.

``do not damage your makeup
``with a comfortable cutter

– cut off as much as you need

608105
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MAKEUP BRUSH BELT
MAKEUP BRUSH BELT

Has up to 28 pockets of various sizes for small and large brushes as well as other accessories.
It facilitates storage of all makeup artist tools. Worn around the hips, offers a comfortable
access to accessories while doing makeup.

``perfect for professional makeup artists and everyone
who is just getting started with makeup

``adjustable
608108

MAKE-UP BRUSH CASE
MAKEUP BRUSH CASE

8 compartments suiting various types of brushes.

``convenient and safe storage
W011
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DIMENSIONS:
24 x 22 x 18 cm

MAKEUP CASE
MAKEUP CASE

As it is very capacious, you can keep in it all accessories and cosmetics necessary for makeup
or manicure. Equipped with a practical mirror situated under the cover. The box is available in
three colours: silver, black and pink.

``excellent for storage and transport of cosmetics
``unfoldable sideways with four extendable shelves
silver | 608114
black | 608115
pink | 608116

SAVOUR
THE TASTE…

of Aurile coffees, teas and chocolates
which were born from exceptional passion
and professionalism. We especially
recommend our functional coffees.
They have been developed by scientists
and not only taste delicious, but also
contain ingredients valuable for your
health: vitamins and minerals. Aurile teas,
in turn, have been enriched with flower
petals and natural aromas, so that you
can enjoy their great taste every day.
A perfect company for our coffee and
tea is our exquisite sweets made through
a perfect combination of excellent
recipes and top quality ingredients.

142 | AURILE / NEW

SWEET PLEASURE
The highest-quality coffees and teas have to be matched with the perfect accompaniments.
They are best served alongside the sublime sweetness of AURILE – the Chocolate Milky Delight
and Joy Chocolates – which helps to bright even the dullest of days with a burst of blissful
sweetness (page 144). And for those who love fresh, bright flavors, we have prepared our
exceptional COOLing Mints (p. 144). Let your life taste unique!
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NEW
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SWEETS
Enjoy life thanks to exquisite AURILE sweets. It is a delightful combination of divine pleasure
and carefully selected ingredients. Give yourself a moment of unforgettable pleasure.

NEW

CHOCOLATE MILKY DELIGHT

JOY CHOCOLATES

This extremely delicate bar will take you on a trip to the sweet
kingdom of milk and chocolate. Each bite slowly melts in your mouth,
treating each of your senses to moments of true pleasure. Please let
this adventure last forever.

The box contains 4 individually packed chocolate bars with
a unique flavor sensation. The milk filling, together with the
exquisite chocolate, form a delicious duo that gently caresses
your palate, making you want more and more ... Sweet joy
that has no end.

CHOCOLATE MILKY DELIGHT

12,5 g | 806004

JOY CHOCOLATES

50 g | 806003

COOLING MINTS
COOLING MINTS

COOLing Mints offer the perfect combination of refreshing mint power and great taste. They instantly refresh your
breath, while giving you an amazing taste experience. Delicious mints encased in an elegant, handy box that you can
always have with you, whenever you need them.

50 g

806005 / WHITE BOX
806006 / BLACK BOX
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CHOCOLATES

CHOCOLATES

Quality filling covered with velvety chocolate is a true relish to our
taste buds. The pralines that look like small chocolate masterpieces are
pleasing not only to the palate but to the eye, too. It is a sweet pleasure
that stimulates all your senses. The chocolates are packed in an elegant
box, which makes them perfect as a gift.

The filling that melts in your mouth and seduces you with
its delicate and sublime taste... These exquisite truffle
masterpieces will satisfy even the most demanding chocolate
gourmet. The pack contains as many as 4 types of truffles with
varied unique tastes. It is the epitome of taste topped with
passion.

SWEETS COLLECTION

110 g | 806001

TRUFFLE COLLECTION

100 g | 806002
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FLAVOURED
COFFEES
Chocolate or cherry – what do you prefer today? The appetizing taste of
hazelnuts or the sweetish vanilla flavour? Have fun and experiment with our
flavoured coffees which taste excellent served both hot and cold. Taste life.

CHERRY
GROUND COFFEE
with cherry aroma
Strong coffee complemented with
the aroma and sweetness of ripe,
juicy cherries. Every sip will take
you to a sun drenched cherry
orchard.

``Origin: East Asia
250 g | 993011

HAZELNUT
GROUND COFFEE
with hazelnut aroma
Velvety note of hazelnuts in
perfect harmony with the taste
of stimulating coffee is the recipe
for an excellent morning and
unforgettable afternoon.

``Origin: East Asia
250 g | 993012
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VANILLA
GROUND COFFEE
with vanilla aroma
The exotic sweet aroma of vanilla
introduces warm and joyful notes to
harmoniously complement the taste
of natural coffee. A true feast for the
senses.

``Origin: East Asia
250 g | 993014

IRISH CREAM
GROUND COFFEE
with Irish Cream aroma
Exquisite whisky and soft sweet cream
enrich the aroma of natural, freshly
ground coffee making it even more
sophisticated. You will dream that this
pleasure never ends.

``Origin: East Asia
250 g | 993016

CHOCOLATE
GROUND COFFEE
with chocolate aroma
Classic, sophisticated chocolate
aroma in the unforgettable duet
with top quality Arabica and
Robusta will guarantee a moment of
relaxation and wonderful taste.

``Origin: East Asia
250 g | 993013
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NATURAL COFFEES
Coffee is our passion. We chose the noble Arabica and its blends for
our natural coffees, to let you enjoy its great taste in all forms.

CLASSIC
COFFEE CAPSULES
100% Arabica, fine grind,
for espresso machine
Colombian strains of Arabica enclosed
in our capsules create a silky brew with
gentle acidic overtones.

``in convenient capsules, compatible
with the Nespresso®** system

``origin: Colombia

10 x 5,5 g | 993005

PURE GREEN
GREEN COFFEE
100% Arabica, coarse grind,
unroasted, pyramid-shaped bags
Delicate flavour with distinct notes of
wine. It contains a large amount of the
chlorogenic acid (CGA) and caffeine
which has stimulating properties.

``recommended for those who
appreciate delicate flavours
and want to stay in shape

``from ecological farms
``origin: Peru

EXCELLENCE
GROUND COFFEE
AND COFFEE BEANS
100% Arabica
Mocha is one of the noblest coffee varieties.
It has a deep, mellow taste.

``an original blend of the best
African Arabica beans

``origin: Sidamo region, Ethiopia
250 g, GROUND | 993001
1 kg, COFFEE BEANS | 993003

20 x 7 g | 993006

**NESPRESSO® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OWNED BY SOCIÉTÉ DES PRODUITS NESTLÉ SA. FM GROUP WORLD AND AURILE ARE NOT AFFILIATED CONTRACTUALLY, FINANCIALLY OR ORGANISATIONALLY WITH
NESPRESSO® NESTLÉ OR NESPRESSO® SA. FM GROUP WORLD IS NEITHER THE LICENSEE NOR THE DISTRIBUTOR OF THE NESPRESSO® BRAND.
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FUNCTIONAL COFFEES
Lack of energy, unhealthy nutrition, stress? Start fighting them already today. Our functional coffees will
be of help, as they have been developed in consultation with scientists and correct nutrition specialists.

FOCUS GROUND COFFEE
with Guarana extract and magnesium
Aromatic coffee, enriched with ingredients which
contribute to the elimination of tiredness and
fatigue, will help you clear your mind as well as
focus on what is really important.

``double power: with an additional
portion of Guarana caffeine

``indispensable for people working
intellectually and students

``RDA* in 2 cups of coffee: 30% magnesium,

vitamin B2, 24% pantothenic acid,
niacin, biotin

``origin: East Asia

250 g | 993009

METABOLISM GROUND COFFEE

ENERGY GROUND COFFEE

with Garcinia Cambogia extract and L-carnitine

with Guarana extract and taurine

Aromatic, delicious coffee which perfectly
complements the slimming and detoxification
process. When combined with a balanced diet
and a bit of physical activity it will make you feel
exceptionally light.

Stimulating taurine and B group vitamin complex,
in combination with distinctive taste of our coffee,
boost your psychophysical efficiency. The increased
dose of invigorating guarana caffeine refreshes and
provides energy for the whole day.

``recommended for those who wish to stay in
shape, fight excess weight or obesity,
or improve metabolism

``RDA* in 2 cups of coffee: 38% chromium, 30%

zinc, vitamin B2, 24% pantothenic acid,
niacin, biotin

``origin: East Asia

250 g | 993007

*RDA - RECOMMENDED DAILY ALLOWANCE. RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS: 10 G COFFEE/150 ML OF BEVERAGE.

``excellent for very active persons, night shift
workers, athletes, frequent travellers

``RDA* in 2 cups of coffee: 30% vitamin B2, 24%
pantothenic acid, niacin, biotin

``origin: East Asia
250 g | 993008
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TEAS
Lush gardens of China and Sri Lanka are where we draw from the real wealth of nature
to bring you top quality tea leaves and let the tasty magic happen in your cup.

IED BLACK
DR

WITH WH
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HAPPINESS BLUE TEA

JOY RED TEA

NOBLE BLACK EARL GREY TEA

Oolong loose leaf tea with blackcurrant,
natural vanilla and peach flavour

Pu-erh loose leaf tea with dried cherries, aronia,
rose petals and a natural cherry flavour

Ceylon loose leaf tea with natural bergamot oil,
cornflower petals, orange zest and lemon myrtle

Exquisite deep taste and mysterious, slightly
emerald green colour of Oolong tea are born in the
process of half-fermentation of leaves. Aromatic
brew, seducing with blackcurrant notes, contains
polyphenols that are beneficial to your health.
``unique tea, called Black Dragon
``with whole blackcurrants
``origin: Chinese Fujian province

Aromatic red tea enriched with dried cherries
and chokeberries, and delicate rose petals.
It contains, among others, natural digestible
selenium, vitamin E, and valuable flavonoids.
``rich aroma with a subtle cherry note
``origin: Chinese Junnan province

The combination of Ceylon black tea with natural
bergamot oil from Italy, orange zest, cornflower
petals, and lemon myrtle forms the unique variation
on the classic Earl Grey tea.
``distinct character, valued by Earl Grey
enthusiasts
``origin: Sri Lanka

75 g | 993020

75 g | 993017

75 g | 993018

EUPHORIA GREEN TEA

SERENITY WHITE TEA

HARMONY BLACK TEA

Gunpowder loose leaf tea with verbena, lemon
grass, sunflower petals, lemon zest and a natural
lemon flavour

Pai Mu Tan loose leaf tea with rose petals

Yunnan loose leaf tea with hibiscus, jasmine flowers,
marigold petals, dried cranberries and a natural
peach flavour

The combination of Gunpowder green tea youngest
leaves, aromatic verbena, lemon grass, lemon zest
and sunflower petals is the key to this energising
composition.
``combines a sweet taste and a rich
lemon aroma
``origin: Chinese Zhejiang province

75 g | 993021

Noble white tea with rose petals and a mild
floral aroma delights with its velvety, slightly
sweet taste. This exceptionally subtle,
harmonious composition is rich in vitamins
A and E as well as beneficial polyphenols.
``created with very young tea leaves,
exceptionally delicate
``origin: Chinese Fujian province

30 g | 993019

Exquisite black Yunnan tea ennobled with jasmine
flowers and other unique additives, known for its
distinct refreshing taste, and delightful delicate
peach aroma.
``with a harmonious taste loved by
people all over the world
``origin: Chinese Junnan province

75 g | 993022

WRAP
YOURSELF IN THE
OVERWHELMING
SCENTS

Perfumes have extraordinary power to dispense
magic. Most of us reach for perfume when we want
to immerse into ethereal mist. We have decided to
make a next step and create the unique, prestigious
product line PURE HOME. Thanks to it you will feel
your favourite scents also in the ordinary situations.
From now on simple domestic duties become real
pleasure and your home will be full of aromas.
Welcome to the magical world of PURE HOME.
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IN THE WORLD OF SCENTS

The prestigious PURE HOME line impresses not only with the unique fragrances, but also with the extremely
stylish design. We chose the most beautiful fragrance compositions that will enable you to perform a fantastic
scented home ritual to pamper the senses of your family and enchant your guests.

FRAGRANCE HOME RITUAL
FRAGRANCE HOME RITUAL

They enable you to have an exceptional scented home ritual
every day. Give yourself a bit of luxury with unique scents
in a beautiful setting.

``sophisticated chords of precious ingredients will make
your space smell unique for a long time

``elegant design
``long-lasting – up to 70 days
100 ml

WOMAN

MAN

718005 / PURE 5
718018 / PURE 18
718021 / PURE 21
718032 / PURE 32
718081 / PURE 81

718052 / PURE 52
718056 / PURE 56
718134 / PURE 134
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PERFUMED
IRONING LIQUID

PERFUMED IRONING LIQUID

It will make you enjoy the ironing. Just pour
about 5ml of the liquid into your iron to get
the clothes smell amazing. Available in three
variants: Pure 10, Pure 23, Pure 81.

WARDROBE FRAGRANCE
WARDROBE FRAGRANCE

Unique perfumery compositions in your
wardrobe. Unusual scents for your home
and office.

``gradually release the scent

``gives the clothes a unique scent
100 ml

704015 / PURE 10
704016 / PURE 23
704017 / PURE 81

708018 / PURE 23
Sweet notes of mandarin combined
with jasmine and vanilla.

708019 / PURE 33
Refreshing power of jasmine, white rose,
bamboo, apple and lemon.

EASY
CLEANING

Well-cared, clean and nicely smelling
house is a place where we want to come
back. To make cleaning a real pleasure,
we created a modern SMART & CLEAN
brand. It is the highest quality and
a synonym of modern approach
to home care. With professional
products you can easily get your
home tidy and clean. Striving for
perfection has never been so easy.
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Specialized SMART & CLEAN products are created through a combination of cutting-edge scientific
research and efficient functionality for everyday use. Our Innovative antibacterial cloth (p. 172) easily
removes troublesome stains from phones and tablets, such as greasy fingerprints, dust or smudges.
The unique, extremely soft microfibre structure also has antibacterial properties, ensuring cleanliness
without the use of detergents.
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NEW
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KITCHEN PRODUCTS

Our cleaning products that are designed for the kitchen are the embodiment of passion and
commitment that we have towards our work. We know they are reliable as we use them ourselves.
We want your kitchen to be a place that is friendly and hygienically clean.

GEL DISHWASHER CAPS
GEL DISHWASHER CAPS

Protect the environment but don’t give up on perfectly clean and shiny
dishes. Save electricity, thanks to a perfect cleaning already at 30 °C in
short, ecological wash cycles. Enjoy your favourite dishes longer, thanks
to the anti-dulling protection.

``phosphate-free
``they soften water and prevent limescale build-up
203 g / 10 pcs | 705002
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DISHWASHER CLEANER
DISHWASHER CLEANER

Eliminate limescale, greasy deposits and unpleasant odours.
Just use it once a month to extend the trouble-free operation
of your dishwasher.

80 g / 2 pcs | 991034

3 IN 1 DISHWASHER TABS

STORAGE BOX

Multifunctional: the Tabs thoroughly wash the dishes and make
them shine, as well as protect the dishwasher. They remove
even burnt remains of food and the most difficult stains of
coffee, tea, grease or eggs.

Dishwasher tablets, laundry capsules – this handy box
will suit them all. Protect capsules against moisture. The
four-snap lid additionally protects the box content against
children.

3 IN 1 DISHWASHER TABS

``protect cutlery against corrosion, and glass – against
looking cloudy

STORAGE BOX

710001

``sold by the piece – buy as many Tabs as you actually need
``
18 g / 1 pc | 705001

Dimensions: 19,5 x 14 x 10 cm
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WASHING-UP LIQUIDS

WASHING-UP BALM

These efficiency champions will easily deal with grease and other
dirt. The Liquids have been enriched with vitamins and plant
extracts that hydrate and nourish the skin of your hands.

With Babassu oil, which is rich in unsaturated fatty acids and
vitamin E. The Balm is a real elixir of youth for your hands.
Nourishes the skin and effectively delays the ageing process.

``gentle on the hands – pH 5,5

``clean dishes, beautiful hands

750 ml

750 ml | 991032

ALOE / RED CITRUS WASHING-UP LIQUID

Does not
include
a dispenser
pump. Buy
separately.
991057

BABASSU OIL WASHING-UP BALM

991003

RED CITRUS
Recommended for
dry hands – with an
exotic fruits extract.

Does not
include
a dispenser
pump. Buy
separately.
991057

991009
ALOE

Contains aloe
extract which
moisturises
and regenerates
the skin of
your hands.

ODOUR BEATER SOAP
ODOR BEATER SOAP

Perfectly cleanses and nourishes the gentle
skin of hands. Thanks to a unique composition
the Soap neutralizes unpleasant kitchen odours
among others of fish, garlic and seafood, as well
as the smell of tobacco.

``enriched with ingredients that moisturise
the skin of hands

``with a fresh, floral scent
``dermatologically tested
300 ml | 701001
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DEGREASER
EXTRA POWER

DEGREASER EXTRA POWER

Undefeated in the fight against grease
– removes even sticky stains and burnt
grease. Especially recommended for:
countertops, sinks, fryers, hoods and
hobs, ovens, grills, and pots.

``cleans without streaks and scratches
750 ml | 991058

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080

KITCHEN CLEANER
KITCHEN CLEANER

Indispensable in every kitchen. With active
foam, the Cleaner removes dirt and dust.
Ensures perfect cleanliness without streaks
and water stains. Additionally, it gently
polishes and makes the cleaned surfaces
look well-kept.

``excellent for everyday use
750 ml | 991079

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080
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Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080

FRIDGE & MICROWAVE CLEANER

CERAMIC HOB CLEANER

A guarantee of hygienic cleanliness. The Cleaner
removes dirt, including greasy stains, while
supporting defrosting. With a convenient trigger
cap that allows you to reach areas which are hard
to reach.

A modern formula thoroughly cleans and cares.
Active foam is easy to spread, leaves no streaks
or scratches.

FRIDGE & MICROWAVE CLEANER

CERAMIC HOB CLEANER

``prevents sticking of new dirt
``gentle to the cleaned surfaces

``leaves a fresh citrus scent
``for everyday use

750 ml | 991044

750 ml | 991069

DESCALER ALL PURPOSE

INOX CLEANER

Forget limescale. The Descaler All Purpose instantly
removes limescale even from areas which are difficult
to reach. If used regularly it extends the life of
appliances. Recommended for: kettles, heaters, sieves,
irons, coffee machines and other household appliances.

Designed to care for matt INOX stainless
steel elements and surfaces. Removes
greasy stains and fingerprints. Cleans,
polishes and protects against new dirt.

DESCALER ALL PURPOSE

``concentrated acidic formula
``effective and efficient

INOX CLEANER

``does not scratch or leave streaks
250 ml | 991061l

250 ml | 991065

Does not
include an
atomiser. Buy
separately.
991089
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BATHROOM & KITCHEN
PRODUCTS

They will reach every nook and get rid of all unwelcome guests. Nothing will stop them.
Leave your kitchen and bathroom to our cleaning products for special tasks.

LIMESCALE & RUST
REMOVER GEL

MULTI SURFACE
SOFT CLEANSER

Easily removes deposits of limescale,
rust, soap and other dirt. If used
regularly the Gel counteracts formation
of new dirt.

A scrub-free pleasure of cleaning. Velvet
soft yet absolutely effective. Removes
even the most persistent dirt and grease.

LIMESCALE & RUST REMOVER GEL

``gently polishes
``clean and scratch-free fittings
750 ml | 991023

MULTI SURFACE SOFT CLEANER

``with the cleaning dolomite
``doesn’t scratch or discolour the
cleaned surface

750 ml | 991004

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080

GROUT CLEANER
GROUT CLEANER

Clean grout expert. Actively protects
against dirt and moisture. Doesn’t rinse
out or discolour the grouts.

``for white and coloured grouts
``for any kind of dirt
750 ml | 991059

DRAIN CLEAR
GRANULES

DRAIN CLEAR GRANULES

Reach for them to forget your
plumber’s number. They dissolve
grease, hair and kitchen waste.
Designed for unclogging sewer
pipes, drains and traps in sinks,
bathtubs and shower trays.

``essential in every kitchen and
bathroom

``use at least once a month
500 g | 706001
Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080
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BATHROOM PRODUCTS

Turn your bathroom into the realm of relaxation. Create a set of your favourite cosmetics, light the candles,
forget about everyday worries. Smart & Clean products will take care of everything else for you.

LIQUID SOAPS

HYPOALLERGENIC / MANGO & PEACH / CITRUS &
CONIFERS

Give your skin perfect purity and hydration. The carefully
selected ingredients of our soap wash thoroughly and
gently nourish, leaving a subtle scent.

500 ml

701004 HYPOALLERGENIC
It effectively cleans and nourishes the sensitive
skin of the hands. Removes dirt and grease.
It does not contain colourants and fragrance
allergens.

LIQUID CONTAINER
LIQUID CONTAINER

701005 MANGO & PEACH

701006 CITRUS & CONIFERS

The sweet aroma of appetizing
mango and peach is a daily moment
of relaxation.

Sophisticated combination of conifers notes
with a refreshing chord of citruses, lemon
grass, and a light touch of rosewood.

Thanks to the practical, plastic container you can
refill your favourite soap, shower gel or washing
liquid at any time. Its minimalistic and elegant look
makes it a perfect decoration of the bathroom
or the kitchen. The container is available in two
colours: white and black.

White Container | 710007
Black Container | 710008
500 ml
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TOILET BOWL CLEANER

TOILET CLEANING WIPES

Choose hygienic cleanliness. The Cleaner effectively removes all kinds of
dirt and limescale. Designed for washing toilet bowls, ceramic and metal
sinks, bathtubs, shower trays, ceramic tiles, terracotta and metal fittings.

The most convenient way to refresh
your toilet every day. With antibacterial
properties the Wipes provide 100% hygiene.
Safe for the skin of hands.

TOILET BOWL CLEANER

TOILET CLEANING WIPES

``thick gel texture thoroughly coats the cleaned surfaces
``does not scratch the surface and is easy to rinse
``leaves a pleasant scent

``biodegradable
``leave a fresh scent
``now, even better soaked with the

750 ml

cleaning liquid

84 pcs | 707001

707003

707002
EXOTIC
FRUITS

BLOOMING POWER
Captivating scent of
spring flowers.

Joyful scent of
exotic fruits.

BATHROOM CLEANER

SHOWER CLEANER

Actively removes scale and soap. It contains
innovative ingredients that prevent the
formation of water stains.

Clean and shiny shower. With the content of
nanoparticles of silicon the Cleaner creates
a protective film that limits the re-deposition
of dirt, sediment and water vapour.

BATHROOM CLEANER

SHOWER CLEANER

``cares for and gives a slight shine
``with a pleasant floral-fruity aroma

``the unique formula works effectively

750 ml | 991021

``safe for allergy sufferers

even in cold water

750 ml | 991055

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080
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LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

With passion and enthusiasm we create products that take care of your clothes. Our specialists
make sure that these products are not only effective, but also pleasant to use.

LAUNDRY CAPSULES
LAUNDRY CAPSULES

Perfectly remove dirt. With active enzymes to effectively eliminate stains even
at 30 °C. In a form of concentrated capsules.

``efficient and convenient to use – 1 capsule
``in soluble film that is safe for your hands

= 1 wash cycle

SNOW WHITE
LAUNDRY CAPSULES

SNOW WHITE LAUNDRY CAPSULES

Extract and protect the natural whiteness of fabric,
preventing it from graying. Designed for white and
bright clothes.

256 g / 10 pcs | 704002

KEEP THEM IN THE STORAGE BOX. SEE PAGE 161.
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EXPERT COLOR
LAUNDRY CAPSULES

SENSITIVE TOUCH
LAUNDRY CAPSULES

EXPERT COLOR LAUNDRY CAPSULES

SENSITIVE TOUCH LAUNDRY
CAPSULES

Perfectly protect colours. With
a concentrated wash power.

With the content of natural soap
the Capsules combine maximum
washing efficiency with a mild
formula. Do not contain allergens,
artificial colourings or optical
brighteners.

256 g / 10 pcs | 704001

253 g / 10 pcs | 704003

VIVID COLOURS
LAUNDRY LIQUID

WHITE LAUNDRY LIQUID

BLACK LAUNDRY LIQUID

The unique formula restores dazzling
whiteness to fabrics. Recommended to wash
even delicate clothes. A subtle aroma of wild
orchid.

Perfectly washes clothes and allows you to
keep the intensity of black for longer. With
active enzymes to effectively fight stain
regardless of water temperature.

``excellent for each colour

``revives whites and prevents

``protects black fabric against fading

1000 ml | 991052

1000 ml | 991001

VIVID COLOURS LAUNDRY LIQUID

Perfectly protects colours and successfully
removes dirt. It works even at low temperatures,
prevents shrinking and stretching of the fabric.

Fragrance PURE 81

WHITE LAUNDRY LIQUID

it from greying

BLACK LAUNDRY LIQUID

1000 ml | 991039
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AROMATHERAPY
FABRIC SOFTENER

AROMATHERAPY FABRIC SOFTENER

With highly effective active microcapsules, which
gradually release the fragrance and prevent static cling.
The Softener leaves your clothes enjoyably soft and
lastingly fragrant.

1000 ml

991040 SWEET DELIGHT

991086 AZURE SKY

Captivating composition combining the
aroma of sweet vanilla and sophisticated
white lily with the scent of patchouli,
almonds and sandalwood.

Perfect combination of citrus, fresh
fruit, and green and water notes,
united with intoxicating base of
musk and ambergris.

LUXURY FABRIC SOFTENERS
LUXURY FABRIC SOFTENER

Enjoy the fabulous fluffiness and sophisticated
fragrances by Federico Mahora. Highly concentrated
liquids soften fabrics, have anti-static effect and
stimulate the senses.

1000 ml

20,90 PLN

991025

SECRET GARDEN
PURE 10
Invigorating power of a white
rose, mandarin and ivy.

991005 SPLENDID VIOLET

991026 SUNNY BREEZE

A delicate aroma of apples,
complemented by the
intoxicating scent of violet and
lily of the valley.

Sensual and slightly sweet
composition of citrus and
jasmine.

PURE 81

PURE 23
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MULTI FABRIC STAIN REMOVER
MULTI FABRIC STAIN REMOVER

Tough on stains, gentle on your clothes. Thanks to
active enzymes, it removes even grass stains, blood,
eggs and greasy sauces. Safe for colours and delicate
fabric.

``effective even at low temperatures
``contains no chlorine
``with a fresh fruity scent
750 ml | 991000

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080

WASHING MACHINE
WATER SOFTENING TABS

ANTI-CREASE
IRONING SPRAY

For every wash. If used regularly: the Tabs take care of the
fabric, rinse out limescale from the washing machine and
outflows, as well as reduce the usage of laundry detergents.

``effective at all washing temperatures
``in a soluble film that protects the hands

With this foam ironing becomes a child’s
play. The Spray is easy to use, creates
a subtle film on fabric which removes
creases and helps you keep your clothes
looking elegant longer. Doesn’t require
using steam.

400 g / 25 pcs | 991070

300 ml | 991019

WASHING MACHINE WATER SOFTENING TABS

ANTI-CREASE IRONING SPRAY
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UNIVERSAL PRODUCTS

From the roof to cellar, inside and outside – anytime and anywhere you can count on professional help
of our products. This is a real Champions League among cleaning products.

NEW
INNOVATIVE ANTIBACTERIAL CLOTH
INNOVATIVE ANTIBACTERIAL CLOTH

Created using advanced technology, it works perfectly to remove troublesome stains,
without leaving any smudges or scratching the delicate surfaces. The unique, extremely soft
microfibre structure, obtained through the use of special technological treatment has additional
antibacterial properties. It ensures cleanliness without the use of detergents.

``cleans perfectly, both when dry and wet
``reusable, machine washable at 60°C
``ideal for cleaning screens of smartphones, tablets, computers, watches and glasses
``ensures hygienically clean surfaces – without any smudges,
scratching and bacteria

1 pc | 920103

BIO ODOR REMOVER SPRAY
BIO ODOR REMOVER SPRAY

Removes odours instead of just masking them.
Perfectly removes unpleasant odours of organic
origin, including fish, cigarette smoke, sports shoes,
pets and garbage.

``for use on various surfaces and in the air
250 ml | 702003

Environmentally friendly
Eco-friendly and biodegradable. It is
a mixture of oxidants activated by
electrolysis of sodium chloride and
water. It contains no alcohol, artificial
fragrances and colourings.
Safe
It can be used in the presence of children,
animals, plants. It does not leave stains or
discolouring. It is certified by the National
Institute of Hygiene in Poland.
Versatile
For use in the home, car and public transport, toilets, waiting rooms, shops, hotels
and businesses.
Effective
Eliminates instead of just masking. It destroys bacteria and fungi responsible
for the formation of unpleasant odours.
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GLASS CLEANER
GLASS CLEANER

A sure way to get gleaming windows in
minutes. With silica nanoparticles it protects
against new dirt. Silicone content reduces
water vapour deposition.

``effective and efficient
``with the scent of green apples
750 ml | 991002

GLASS CLEANING WIPES
GLASS CLEANING WIPES

Keep them always at hand to easily remove
fingerprints on the glass or stains on the mirror.
Effective in the home and car. Useful also for
cleaning glasses.

``streak-free cleanliness
``biodegradable
``even better soaked now

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080

84 pcs | 702001

MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER
MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER

The best of the best with the small and big cleanup. For all types of washable surfaces, including:
floors, walls, countertops, tiles, sanitary fittings.

``leaves a pleasant aroma

of pomegranate flowers

1000 ml | 991020

MULTI PURPOSE CLEANING WIPES
MULTI PURPOSE CLEANING WIPES

Indispensable in the care of the whole house. The Wipes
perfectly remove everyday dirt, yet are gentle to the skin and the
cleaned surfaces. Recommended for glass, metal, wood, plastic.

``biodegradable
``with a floral scent
``even better soaked now
84 pcs | 702002
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FIREPLACE GLASS & OVEN
CLEANER
FIREPLACE GLASS & OVEN CLEANER

A special formulation that removes burn and
fume stains, even burnt grease. Excellent also
for cleaning barbecues and household utensils.

``with ingredients that limit
the re-deposition of dirt

``safe for the cleaned surfaces
``doesn’t leave streaks
750 ml | 991006

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080

ANTI-MIST FOAM

CRT & LCD SCREEN CLEANER

Invisible protection, visible effect. The
Foam gently cleanses and removes
impurities. Suitable for all surfaces exposed
to fog. Enhances the comfort and safety of
driving. Recommended for glass.

Carefully removes fingerprints, dust, grease stains and dirt.
Limits re-settling of dust by creating an antistatic coating.
Recommended for: computer screens, television screens, plasma
screens, LED and LCD screens, displays, remote controls, cell
phones, keyboards.

``convenient use – no polishing

``leaves a streak-free shine
``invaluable in the home and office

ANTI-MIST FOAM

300 ml | 991083

CRT & LCD SCREEN CLEANER

250 ml | 990600

Does not
include an
atomiser. Buy
separately.
991089
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CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER

The active foam formula perfectly removes stains,
softens the fabric and prevents static cling. Gentle
on your hands and fabric colours.

``designed for hand washing
``with a citrus scent
1000 ml | 991077

PLASTIC SURFACE
CLEANER
PLASTIC SURFACE CLEANER

Removes all impurities: greasy deposits,
soot and dust. Effective and gentle: does
not scratch or discolour.

``for white and coloured surfaces
750 ml | 991085

LAMINATE FLOOR LIQUID
LAMINATE FLOOR LIQUID

Perfectly clean panels, free of dust or smudges. It removes
grease stains and dirt. Recommended for: laminated floor
panels, wall panels and veneer furniture.

``cleans and cares for
``leaves a pleasant smell of Marseille soap

Does not
include
a trigger
cap. Buy
separately.
991080

1000 ml | 991053

CLEANING SPONGE WET & WIPE

POWER CLEANER

No more dirty walls – it wipes out pen, marker and crayon marks.
It may be used for cleaning garden furniture, grout, tiles, floors,
doors, stoves, dishes, car rims, plastics and metals. The innovative
structure of the Sponge removes dirt by penetrating deeply into
the cleaned surface.

One Cleaner – various surfaces. Thanks to
a special formula it cleans laminates, tiles,
floor tiles, linoleum, floor tiles, terrazzo, as
well as fencing and car dashboards. Perfectly
removes oils and greases.

``works without detergents – just moisten the Sponge
``removes dirt and water stains

``indispensable in the home,

10,9 x 6,1 x 3,8 cm | 991033

1000 ml | 991054

CLEANING SPONGE WET & WIPE

POWER CLEANER

garage and garden
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REFRESHING PRODUCTS

Beautiful scents improve your mood, they build atmosphere, and arouse emotions. Allow them
to accompany you anytime anywhere. With our refreshing products it is possible.

NEW FRAGRANCES

NEW DESIGN

VACUUM FRESHENER
GREEN SPA / CHARMING ALLEY
VACUUM FRESHENER

While you do the hoovering, the freshener
fills the room with a beautiful fragrance,
neutralizing the unpleasant smell of dust
and providing long-lasting interior
refreshment. Suitable for all types of dry
vacuum cleaners. Simple to use – just
place it near the air outlet filter.

2 pcs (4,7 x 7,7 cm)

708025

708026

GREEN SPA

CHARMING ALLEY

NEW FRAGRANCES

NEW DESIGN
HOME PERFUME
HOME PERFUME

Beautiful fragrance compositions
for your home.

40 ml

708024 CHARMING ALLEY
A subtle duet of rose and musk
scents enshrouds the room with
a romantic aura.

708023 GREEN SPA
A refreshing combination
of the scent of aloe vera
and a note of green
cucumber will put you in
a positive mood and help
you relax.
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FURNITURE PRODUCTS

Aesthetics, durability, unique atmosphere – you can maintain these features of wooden and leather
objects for longer, if you care for them in the right way. Our products use the power of natural waxes
by drawing what’s best in them.
FURNITURE CLEANING WIPES
FURNITURE CLEANING WIPES

Excellent at cleaning and dust removal. The Wipes protect
and preserve wood, whereas the anti-static coating reduces
accumulation of dust. Recommended for wooden and
laminate furniture.

``biodegradable
``well soaked with the cleaning liquid
84 pcs | 703001

FURNITURE CLEANER
ANTI-DUST
FURNITURE CLEANER ANTI-DUST

A proven way to furniture without
smudges, dust and scratches. The
convenient aerosol leaves an
antistatic layer.

LEATHER WAX CONDITIONER
LEATHER WAX CONDITIONER

A perfect combination of ingredients, including, among others
honey, makes your leather products look like new. Natural beeswax
nourishes and restores colour and shine to leather products. Bring
your all leather shoes, belts, handbags and furniture to life.

``for wood and wood-like surfaces
``with the addition of wax

``for natural and faux leather
``oils contained in the wax prevent the leather from cracking
``not suitable for suede and nubuck

300 ml | 991078

300 ml | 991007
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CAR COSMETICS

We know how to effectively combine what is pleasant with what is useful. Our car care cosmetics
are beautiful scents, effectiveness and long-lasting effect.

COCKPIT MATT CARE SPRAY
COCKPIT MATT CARE SPRAY

Perfectly cleans and provides an elegant, matt appearance.
Gives a pleasant smell and additionally inhibits further
re-deposition of dust.

``delays the process of plastic ageing
300 ml | 991051
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ACCESSORIES

With them, everything is easier.

ULTRA ABSORBENT
CLEANING CLOTH

LINT-FREE CLOTH FOR
SMOOTH SURFACES

Perfect for cleaning various types
of surfaces in the household. Their
unique structure with a system of holes
facilitates the absorption of water, oily
substances, detergents and paints.

Irreplaceable both at home and in facilities
that require a high level of hygiene (e.g.
in the pharmaceutical, medical, electric,
automotive and printing industries). They
were certified by the National Institute of
Hygiene (PZH).

ULTRA ABSORBENT CLEANING CLOTH

LINT-FREE CLOTH FOR SMOOTH SURFACES

``extremely absorbent
``practical and economical solution

``do not scratch the cleaned surface
``work well with solvents
``soft and flexible fabric facilitates

– when rinsed each wipe can be
used again

cleaning hardly accessible places

34 pcs (23 x 39 cm)

710011

40 pcs (23 x 39 cm)

710012

ATOMISER | 991089

DISPENSER PUMP | 991057

TRIGGER CUP | 991080

1 pc

1 pc

1 pc

ATOMISER

DISPENSER PUMP

TRIGGER CUP
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PRODUCTS FOR WOMEN
fragrance family

key note

fragrances
10, 17, 180, 281, 291, 367, 433,
806, 808

with a fruity note

pheromone

intense

10

10, 17

body balm

antiperspirant
roll-on

hair fragrance

81

81

81

81

33

33

33

33

292, 321, 322, 420, 427, 438,
443, 700, 800, 805, 807, UTIQUE
FLAMINGO
25, 437

with an oriental note

shower gel

25

20, 132, 147, 434

20

20

97, 183, 317, 352, 353

97

97

ORIENTAL

WOODY

CHYPRE

21

with a citrus note

283, 298, 360, 702, 810

with a woody note

320, 351, 365, 414, 428

with a lemon note

33

with a fruity note

419, 435

with a mandarin note

23, 801

with an orange note

6

with a floral note

9, 101, 171, 257, 263, 430, 431,
436, 440, 441, 442, 809, UTIQUE
VIOLET OUD, MUFFIN

with a fruity note

12, 98, 237, 286, 413, 426, UTIQUE
AMBRE ROYAL, BUBBLE

with a woody note

26, 142, 162, 359, 363, 364,
UTIQUE BLACK, GOLD, RUBY

with a spicy note

24, 173, 177, 366

with an ambergris note

32, 429

with a floral note

241, 287, 313

with a fruity note

319, 358

with an oriental note

703

with a fruity note

5, 16, 34, 80, 192, 362, 804, 811

with a woody note

18, 357

with an oriental note

356

with a floral note

432, 802, 803

81

81
21

33

33

23

23

101, 436

9, 436

98, 413

98, 413

173

173

5, 16

5, 16

18

18

23

173

173

FLORAL

CHYPRE

ORIENTAL

WOODY

FOUGERE

CITRUS
WATER

key note

fragrances

18

intense

pheromone

intense

with a fruity note

UTIQUE FLAMINGO

with a fruity note

169

with a woody note

56

56

56

with an ambergris and musk note

110

110

110

with a floral note

52, 328, 465, UTIQUE VIOLET OUD,
MUFFIN

52

52

with a fruity note

325, 476, 813, UTIQUE AMBRE
ROYAL, BUBBLE

with a spicy note

199, 224, 336, 466, 815

with an ambergris note

64

64

64

with a woody note

301, 326, 335, 470, 471, 475, 812,
UTIQUE BLACK, GOLD, RUBY

with a fruity note

55, 195, 333, 472

472

472

with a patchouli note

160, 198, 327, 331, 334

with a vetiver note

151, 152, 329, 477

with a water note

457, 460, 462, 474

457

457

with a fern note

43, 135, 332

43

43

with a lavender note

54, 300, 473, 814

473

473

with a lemon note

57

with a mandarin note

134, 452

134

134

with an orange note

93

with a green note

463

173

5
18

PRODUCTS FOR MEN
fragrance family

173

18

medium intense

delicate

shower gel

antiperspirant
roll-on

shaving foam

after shave

aftershave
balm

52

52

52

52

52

199

199

199

199

134

134

134

134

T H E

CITRUS

1, 81

with an aldehyde note

R E V E R S E

FLORAL

7, 141, 174, 361, 439, 701

with a green note

C A T A L O G U E

146, 239, 297, 318, 354, 355
with a water note

